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Abstract
Inspired by the progress made in the development of atom cooling methods, the
development of methods for the production of cold molecules oers interesting
prospects for future precision and collision experiments.

There are several well

established approaches, such as laser cooling, Stark and Zeeman deceleration, and
buer-gas cooling, all of which have been employed to produce cold samples for
a variety of molecules. For the techniques that utilize an external eld (electric,
magnetic, or electromagnetic), an extensive knowledge of the molecule under investigation is required, especially as the application of such techniques is generally
limited by the size and complexity of the molecule.
Polyatomic, asymmetric molecules generally display a high density of rotational
states relative to smaller molecules with higher symmetry.

For more complex

molecular systems, most rotational states are high-eld-seeking at large electric
eld strengths and are consequently inaccessible to methods such as Stark deceleration. A detailed knowledge of a molecule's energy level structure, which will be
provided as part of this thesis, is essential to establish the feasibility of applying
techniques that utilise external elds to focus, guide and/or decelerate large polar
molecules.
With the use of cylindrically symmetric microwave resonators, tailored microwave elds with true 3D eld maxima in free space can be used to manipulate
the motion of molecules in high-eld-seeking states.

To extend microwave ma-

nipulation techniques to more complex asymmetric-top molecules, potential candidates (4-aminobenzonitrile, 4-nitroanisole, 2- and 3-nitrobenzonitrile) are thoroughly investigated using chirped-pulse Fourier transform microwave (CP-FTMW)
spectroscopy. The high resolution and sensitivity provided by this spectroscopic
technique facilitates the determination of molecular structure and provides detailed
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information on the rotational energy level structure.
Information obtained using CP-FTMW spectroscopy is incorporated into a
numerical approach developed to determine the AC-Stark shifts of molecular rotational energy levels.

Simulations use the results of this numerical approach,

applied to 4-aminobenzonitrile, to explore the feasibility of extending microwave
manipulation techniques to more complex systems. The focusing and guiding of 4aminobenzonitrile in a high-eld-seeking state requires large input powers and/or
an already pre-decelerated molecular packet. To acquire a pre-decelerated packet,
the possibility of applying the Stark decelerator to a selected rotational state that
is still low-eld-seeking at relatively large electric eld strengths is also investigated
using an altered numerical approach and further simulations.
A common issue that arises when decelerating and trapping molecules of a
specic rotational state is losses via non-adiabatic transitions.

Such losses are

dicult to avoid entirely, but by targeting highly populated states losses become
less detrimental. Thus, the potential of increasing the population in a rotational
state of interest with tailored microwave pulses is investigated.

This would be

benecial for most of the manipulation techniques mentioned earlier, especially
when they are applied to more complex molecules.

Zusammenfassung
Inspiriert von dem rasant fortschreitenden Gebiet kalten der Atome birgt das
Feld der kalten Moleküle interessante Perspektiven zur Entwicklung neuartiger
Präzisions-

und

Stoÿexperimente.

Einige

Methoden,

wie

zum

Beispiel

die

Laserkühlung oder Stark- oder Zeeman-Abbremsung, konnten bereits erfolgreich
auf verschiedene Moleküle angewendet werden.

Bei Techniken, die ein externes

Feld (elektrisch, magnetisch oder elektromagnetisch) verwenden, ist ein fundamentales Verständnis des untersuchten Moleküls wichtig, besonders da die Anwendbarkeit einer solchen Technik im Allgemeinen durch die Gröÿe und Komplexität
der verwendeten Moleküle eingeschränkt ist.
Polyatomare, asymmetrische Moleküle haben generell eine höhre Dichte an
Rotationszuständen im Vergleich zu kleineren Molekülen mit hoher Symmetrie.
Für komplexere Moleküle sind die meisten Rotationsniveaus bei hoher elektrischer Feldstärke hochfeldsuchend und damit unzugänglich für Methoden wie
die Stark-Abbremsung.

Ein fundamentales Verständnis der Energieniveaustruk-

tur eines Moleküls, welches im Rahmen anhand dieser Arbeit möglicher MolekülKandidaten wird, ist essentiell um die Anwendbarkeit einer Technik, die externe Felder zum Fokussieren, Leiten und/oder Abbremsen von groÿen polaren
Molekülen verwendet, zu untersuchen.
Mit Hilfe zylindersymmetrischer Hohlraumresonatoren können Mikrowellenfelder mit stabilen 3D Feldmaxima im freien Raum generiert werden, welche die
Bewegung polarer Moleküle in hochfeldsuchenden Zuständen manipulieren können.

Um die Mikrowellenmanipulationstechnik auf komplexere Moleküle (und

hier insbesondere asymmetrische Kreisel) erweitern zu können, werden potentielle Kandidaten (4-Aminobenzonitril, 4-Nitroanisol, 2- und 3-Nitrobenzonitril)
detailliert mittels

Chirp -Puls

Fourier-transformations-Mikrowellenspektroskopie
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(CP-FTMW) untersucht.

Die hohe Auösung und Empndlichkeit dieser spek-

troskopischen Methode liefert zudem detaillierte Informationen zu den Rotationsenergieniveaus und ermöglicht die präzise Bestimmung der Molekülstrukturen.
Die mittels CP-FTMW Spektroskopie erhaltenen Informationen werden in
einen im Rahmen dieser Arbeit entwichelten numerischen Ansatz eingefügt, der
entwickelt wurde um die AC-Stark-Verschiebungen von molekularen Rotationsenergieniveaus zu bestimmen. Die Ergebnisse dieses numerischen Ansatzes werden
verwendet, um zu untersuchen, ob die Erweiterung von Mikrowellenmanipulationstechniken auf komplexere Moleküle machbar ist.

Dieses wird beispielhaft für

4-Aminobenzonitril durchgeführt. Hieraus folgt, dass Fokussieren und Leiten von
4-Aminobenzonitril in einem hochfeldsuchenden Zustand hohe Eingangsleistungen erfordern und/oder ein bereits abgebremstes Molekülpaket.

Um ein abge-

bremstes Molekülepaket zu erhalten, wird die Möglichkeit untersucht mittels des
Stark-Eekts Rotationszustände auszuwählen, die bei relativ hohen elektrischen
Feldstärken noch tieeldsuchend sind. Hierfür werden ein zusätzlicher numerischer
Ansatz und weitere Simulationen verwendet.
Ein allgemeines Problem, dass beim Abbremsen und Fangen von Molekülen
in bestimmten Rotationsniveaus auftritt, ist der Verlust durch nicht-adiabatische
Übergänge.

Solche Verluste sind nur schwerig zu vermeiden, aber durch die

Auswahl von hochbesetzten Niveaus verlieren sie an Einuss. Deshalb wird hier
untersucht, wie die Besetzung der zu untersuchenden Niveaus mit Mikrowellenpulsen erhöht werden können. Dies wäre für die meisten der vorab beschriebenen
Manipulationstechniken von Vorteil, besonders bei der Anwendung auf komplexere
Moleküle.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
To better understand the physical and chemical properties of a molecule a detailed knowledge of its structure and internal dynamics is essential.

Rotational

spectroscopy has proven to be an eective tool in the determination of molecular structure since its development in the 1940s [1].

As a technique, rotational

spectroscopy is only applicable to gas-phase molecular samples with a permanent
electric dipole moment. Microwave spectroscopy was born from the progress made
in the development of radio detection and ranging equipment during World War
II. The rst molecule to be thoroughly investigated with this technique was ammonia [24]. Ammonia displayed two interesting spectroscopic phenomena in the
form of inversion splitting and hyperne structure due to the nuclear quadrupole
moment of the nitrogen atom. Further research on ammonia resulted in the development of the MASER (microwave amplication by stimulated emission) [5,
6], the rst experimental demonstration of stimulated emission. This achievement
was recognized with a Nobel Prize in physics, awarded to Townes, Basov and
Prokhorov in 1964.
Microwave spectrometers have advanced in several ways since the 1940s. New
molecular sources and broadband techniques have increased the range and complexity of molecules that are accessible to microwave spectroscopy.

Balle and

Flygare combined the supersonic expansion technique with emission spectroscopy
in the time domain to overcome the negative eects of pressure broadening and
low population densities observed in gas-cell spectroscopy [7]. This experimental
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set-up was improved further by Grabow et al. introducing a coaxial arrangement
of the molecular beam and the microwave eld [8].

With the development of

laser ablation sources [9], large molecules, such as monosaccharides [10] and amino
acids [11, 12], could also be brought into the gas-phase and probed via microwave
spectroscopy. Another innovation in the eld was made in the Pate group with the
development of the chirped pulsed microwave technique [13]. The application of
a chirped-pulse allows for the measurement of a broadband microwave spectrum
over a range of several GHz in a single chirp, rather than in small steps of only a
few MHz using the former cavity-based spectrometers.
Rotational constants obtained from a microwave spectrum relate directly to
the structure of a molecule as they only depend upon the molecule's moments
of inertia.

The increased sensitivity and resolution oered by current chirped-

pulse Fourier transform microwave spectrometers enables the observation of singly
substituted heavy atom isotopologues in their natural abundance. With this information an experimental molecular structure can be determined via Kraitchman's
equations [14] or a least-squares t approach.

In addition to the experimental

structure, a microwave spectrum provides detailed information on the rotational
energy level structure and the connectivity of these levels.

This is particularly

advantageous for the motion manipulation experiments discussed throughout this
thesis.
Microwave spectroscopic techniques are continually being improved. The advancement of digital electronics has facilitated this. For example, the `fast frame'
approach [15], an option made available by a digital oscilloscope, has been utilised
to decrease measuring time as well as sample consumption. Eorts are also being made to combine a microwave spectrometer with a buer-gas cooled molecular
beam source [16], which produces cold and slow molecular samples [17]. Generally,
the production of cold samples would be extremely benecial for high-resolution
spectroscopy experiments [18, 19]. Longer interaction times, resulting in an improved resolution, could lead to the observation of energy dierences between
enantiomers of chiral molecules [20]. This is just one example of why the eld of
cold molecules has received much attention over the last decades.
The cooling of atoms has led to several major advances in atomic physics. By
cooling into the Kelvin regime phenomena such as superconductivity [21] and su-
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peruidity [22] were observed in the early 20

th

century, each being recognized with

a Nobel prize. With the development of laser cooling in the 1980s it was possible to
cool atoms into the millikelvin regime. Magnetic trapping and evaporative cooling
allowed for further cooling still, and the observation of the Bose-Einstein condensate (BEC) [23, 24].

BECs were actually predicted by Satyendranath Bose and

Albert Einstein [25] a total of 71 years before they were achieved experimentally.
It was only with the continual development and improvement of cooling techniques
that it was possible to take this step.
The progress that has been made in the development of atom cooling methods
led to the pursuit of methods suitable for cooling molecules [26].

Molecules are

generally more complex than atoms as they possess additional internal degrees of
freedom and in most cases electric dipole moments. Atomic species have a total
of three degrees of freedom found in three dimensional (x, y, and z) translation
space.

A molecule made up of

N

number of atoms has

3N

degrees of freedom,

which are distributed over translation, rotation and vibration.

The distribution

varies depending on whether the molecule is linear or not. There are two rotational

3N − 5 vibrational degrees of freedom for a linear molecule, rather than three
rotational and 3N − 6 vibrational degrees of freedom for a non linear molecule.
and

In thermal equilibrium, the average energy of a molecular sample is distributed
equally over all the degrees of freedom.
For molecules in the gas phase the translation temperature of a sample is
characterised by the velocity distribution within that sample. Narrow velocity distributions are associated with low temperatures, whereas broad distributions are
associated with higher temperatures via the Maxwell-Boltzmann equation, refer
to Fig. 1.1. For example, ammonia (

14

NH3 ) has a mass of 17 u and at a tempera-

ture of 10 mK the full width half maximum (FWHM) of the velocity distribution
is approximately 4 m/s.

At room temperature (294 K) the FWHM increases to

approximately 540 m/s. The temperature relates to the molecular velocity by the
Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution;



m
P (ν) = 4π
2πkB T
where

3/2

2

mν
− 2k
T

ν 2e

B

P (ν) is the velocity probability, m the mass of the molecule,

(1.1)

and the Boltz-
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Figure 1.1: Velocity distribution for a molecule with mass 17 u (like ammonia)
at varying temperatures.

Inset highlights the dierence in velocity distribution

within the millikelvin regime.

mann constant

kB = 1.381 × 10−23 m2 kg s−2 K−1 .

The reduction of a molecular

sample's velocity distribution is essentially equivalent to reducing the sample's
translation temperature.

1.1 Cold polar molecules
Potential applications of cold molecules are numerous and cover a variety of areas
in both physics and chemistry. Cold molecules are being used to investigate the
existence of the electron's electric dipole moment [2729] and even parity-violating
nuclear moments [30, 31]. As mentioned earlier the application of cold molecules
would also be benecial in high-resolution spectroscopy [18, 19], increasing the
chance to observe potential energy dierences between the enantiomers of chiral
molecules [20]. Studies of chemistry at ultracold temperatures [32, 33] or within
interstellar clouds [34, 35] also provide exciting possibilities for the eld of cold
molecules.
Of particular relevance to this thesis is the study of cold polar molecules. Polar
molecules aligned in modest external elds (∼10 kV/cm) can generate large internal
electric elds (∼100 GV/cm), which provides conditions for the observation of
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potential spectroscopic signatures of a non-vanishing electric dipole moment of an
electron [36, 37]. To gain insight into dynamical processes of chemical reactions,
state-controlled reactions of polar molecules at ultracold temperatures have also
been studied [32].

In this regime, particles are usually represented by their de

Broglie wavelength, which increases at reduced temperatures. Additionally, dipoledipole interactions and a large manifold of internal states make cold polar molecules
interesting from a quantum simulation standpoint [38].

Molecules oer a rich

internal landscape of many states with individual properties.

For example, the

electric dipole moment of some molecules can actually be tuned according to the
vibrational level [39]. This is of particular interest for studies that aim to use polar
molecules as part of a quantum computer [40].
In order to take full advantage of the range of applications available, there
is still much progress that needs to be made in the experimental study of these
systems. Chirped-pulse Fourier transform microwave spectroscopy provides a route
to begin mapping the rotational energy level landscape of a polar molecule and
also determine structure. From the determined molecular structure, information
can be gained on the inuence of certain substituents on the electronic distribution
across a molecule, which directly impacts upon the molecular dipole moment and
thus upon dipole-dipole interactions at ultracold temperatures. Knowledge of the
rotational energy level structure for a polar molecule is especially helpful when
attempting to apply manipulation techniques that rely on the Stark or Zeeman
eect (see Section 4.2).

These eects are quantum eects and thus rely on the

molecular energy level structure.

One of the aims of this thesis is to provide

more information on such systems to better characterise them as a prerequisite for
deceleration and trapping techniques.

1.2 Cooling techniques
As previously discussed, there are a number of areas in research that would benet
from the improvement of current techniques used to cool, trap, and manipulate
polar molecules.

In the following section, a selection of the techniques used to

achieve such control are described in more detail, with particular focus on the
methods used to manipulate a molecular beam.

6

1.2.

Cooling techniques

1.2.1 Laser cooling
The most common method for cooling atoms to ultracold temperatures (≤

1 mK)

is laser cooling. Deceleration of sodium atoms in an atomic beam [41] was one of
the earliest laser cooling experiments. Such experiments require an exchange of
momentum between an atom and an optical eld at a certain frequency, usually
a frequency that is slightly detuned from atomic resonance in order to account
for Doppler shifts. Absorption of well directed light from a laser beam forces an
atom into its excited state.

Using low light intensities, this atom is more likely

to return to the ground state via spontaneous emission rather than stimulated
emission. As uorescence occurs momentum is carried o in a random direction,
which means the net momentum transfer is equal to zero and the net force is
in the direction of the laser beam.

High light intensities increase the rate of

absorption and are actually necessary to achieve the maximum deceleration of
atoms.

However, high light intensities also increase the potential of stimulated

emission. Stimulated emission of a photon does not occur in a random direction,
instead momentum transferred to the atom via this process is in the opposite
direction of the momentum transferred during absorption. This limits the force
and the deceleration saturates.
The application of laser cooling to molecules, although it has been achieved in
a few rare cases [42, 43], is signicantly more complicated than its application to
atoms. Generally, the complex molecular energy level structure is what limits this
application. Typically a molecule would scatter only a few photons before being
pumped into an internal state that can no longer be addressed by the laser. Most
techniques discussed within this thesis, when applicable to atoms, suer complications when applied to molecules instead.

However, considering the potential

applications of cold molecules, there are still continuing eorts being made to gain
more control over the internal and motional degrees of freedom for molecules.

1.2.2 Buer-gas cooling
Buer-gas cooling can be used to generate cold, high ux atomic and molecular
beams for a variety of species including non polar molecules [4447]. The buer
gas beam method has a fundamentally dierent approach to supersonic expansion.
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Depending upon the size of the species and the gas that it is seeded with, supersonic
expansion generates beams with forward velocities in the laboratory frame that
fall between 300 and 1000 m/s (refer to Figure 1.1).

In many cases buer gas

beams [17] can improve on this, producing cold and comparatively slow atoms or
molecules combined with a high brightness and a large versatility.
To start, molecules or atoms typically at room temperature, normally the
species of interest, are mixed with a cold inert gas within a cold cell with dimensions of typically a few centimetres. Cryogenic cells can be cooled by liquid
helium evaporation or a closed-cycle pulse tube cooler. The cold, inert gas, the socalled buer gas, is usually 2-20 K. Potential buer gases include neon or helium.
Buer-gas cooling relies on the species of interest undergoing elastic collisions with
the cold buer gas atoms. The number density of the buer gas is an important
consideration and is often tuned so that it ranges from

1014 − 1017 cm−3 .

Such a

large atom number density ensures that enough collisions occur with the species
of interest to allow for thermalization before contact with the cell walls, but it is
also balanced to prevent cluster formation via three body collision.
A combination of properties, such as a helium-molecule elastic cross section of
10

−14

cm

2

and a sucient vapour pressure at temperatures as low as a few hundred

millikelvin, allow for the realisation of cold cells of a few cubic centimetres when
using helium as a buer gas [44].

A cold molecular beam can then be formed

when the gas mixture escapes the cold cell through an orice of a few millimetres.
Molecules as large as Nile Red (C20 H18 N2 O2 ) were successfully cooled this way in
a 7 K buer-gas cell [48].

1.2.3 Molecular beams
By expanding a gas through a small orice from a high-pressure container into an
evacuated chamber a molecular beam is formed, refer to Figure 1.2. The type of
beam generated by this process depends upon the pressure within the container and
the diameter of the orice. If the size of this opening is much smaller than the mean
free path of the gas (mean distance travelled before successive collisions), molecules
will escape the container without undergoing collisions.
eusive beam.

The velocity distribution

P (ν)

This case results in an

of the eusive beam then follows
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vacuum

P = 1‒5 bar
Ammonia
seeded
in xenon

0

Figure 1.2:

500

Pure ammonia
beam

velocity (m/s)

1000

Schematic view of a supersonic expansion.

1500

The plot compares the

velocity distribution for pure ammonia within the container at room temperature
and in the supersonic beam. Also plotted is the velocity distribution of a supersonic
beam of ammonia seeded with a xenon carrier gas. Figure has been adapted from
a similar gure given in Reference [50].

the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution of the gas within the container (Eq. 1.1).
Increasing the pressure in the container so that the mean free path of the gas
is smaller than the orice results in a supersonic beam. Cooling of the external
and internal degrees of freedom within the supersonic regime occurs as the beam
expands into the vacuum. The molecules undergo many collisions near the aperture
and consequently receive a momentum kick primarily in the forward direction.
Adiabatic cooling of all the degrees of freedom occurs as the molecules expand
into the vacuum chamber. A gain in forward velocity is a result of the total energy
per molecule being converted into kinetic energy. This leads to supersonic beams
of internally cold molecules [49]. Depending upon the number of collisions that
occur near the aperture, translational temperatures on the millikelvin scale are
achievable.
Supersonic expansion is mainly used to generate rotationally and vibrationally
cooled samples.

Although the cooling eciency of vibrations is highly depen-

dent upon the vibrational mode structure.

For example, polyatomic molecules

exhibit more low lying vibrational modes than a diatomic molecule making colli-
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sional cooling more eective. A pulsed mode can be used to generate beams with
translational temperatures below 1 K at densities of

1013

3
molecules per cm . The

rotational temperature is usually comparable to the translational temperature of
the beam, whereas the cooling of the vibrational degrees of freedom is noticeably
worse. Although, if the energy dierences are already large to begin with the population will be primarily in the ground state, even at room temperature. Generally,
molecules with smaller energy dierences between the internal degrees of freedom
cool more eciently as they require less collisions to transfer internal energy into
translation energy. The energy gaps between electronic states are much too large
to overcome. However, considering that for most molecules at room temperature
only the electronic ground state is populated, the cooling of electronically excited
states is of little concern. As the rotational energy level structure produces the
smallest energy dierences it is the most eciently cooled. Internally cold molecular samples are especially useful for the application of spectroscopic techniques.
Low vibrational or rotational temperatures mean a reduced number of populated
energy levels, thus increasing the signal intensity for the populated transitions. In
turn, low internal temperatures can simplify a molecular spectrum as less transitions contribute to it.
If a molecule has a sucient vapour pressure a molecular beam can be easily
produced.

For liquid or solid samples heating is often needed to increase the

vapour pressure. The absolute forward velocities of molecular packets produced via
supersonic expansion are very high within the laboratory frame, but as the velocity
distribution is narrow the molecular packets are still considered to be cold. The
formation of clusters in the supersonic expansion limits the terminal temperature
in the beam. To avoid such cluster formation, a rare gas is often used as a seed
gas. For a sample expanded in a dilute mixture of rare gas the terminal velocity
of the beam is governed by the mass of the carrier gas as well as the temperature
and pressure of the source [51].

The mean forward beam velocity for molecules

expanded in xenon (131.29 u) from a source at room temperature is approximately
330 m/s. Lighter carrier gas atoms result in faster forward beam velocities, but also
a reduction in potential cluster formation. The choice of carrier gas is therefore
a compromise between small terminal velocities and cluster formation. Generally,
the slower longitudinal velocities of seeded pulsed beams are preferred as starting
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points in motion manipulation experiments, such as Stark [52], Zeeman [53] and
optical deceleration experiments [54].

1.2.4 Beam manipulation
The manipulation of atomic and molecular beams is almost as old as the eld of
atomic and molecular beams itself. As early as 1921, Kallmann and Reiche [55]
reported calculations for the deection of a molecular beam of polar molecules with
an inhomogeneous electric eld and described experiments as ongoing. A year later
Stern and Gerlach [56] demonstrated the deection of a beam of atoms moving
through an inhomogeneous magnetic eld.

For the manipulation of a molecule

using external electric, magnetic, or electromagnetic elds, a detailed knowledge
of the eect a eld has on a molecule's rotational energy level structure is necessary.

Stark and Zeeman eect
In the presence of an electric/magnetic eld, the total angular momentum

J~

of a

molecule is limited to specic discrete orientations in space due to quantization.
The magnitude of the vector

J~

and its component in the direction of the external

J~ precesses
around the direction of the external eld at an angle where the cosine is M/(J(J +
1))1/2 . The eect of the external eld on the energy of a system's quantum levels

eld is given by

~(J(J + 1))1/2

and

~M (M = −J, ..., J),

respectively.

depends upon the electric or magnetic eld strength and the size of the electric
or magnetic dipole moment along the direction of the eld. Each eect has been
named after the discoverer and recognised with a Nobel prize, the eect of an
external electric and magnetic eld on such a system is known as the Stark and
Zeeman eect, respectively.
To determine the shifting and splitting of rotational energy levels in the presence of an electric/magnetic eld quantitatively, it is common to start with an
unperturbed rotational Hamiltonian,

H0 .

If the rotational energy levels and thus

the rotational wave functions are known, a matrix can built where the rotational
energies of the molecule appear on the diagonal and the rotational wave functions
are used as a basis set. When the perturbation of the external eld,
electric eld and

HZeeman

HStark

for an

for a magnetic eld, is added to the unperturbed rota-
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tional Hamiltonian it introduces o-diagonal matrix elements. The size of these
o-diagonal elements, and which rotational levels they couple depend upon the
symmetry of the molecule. Once this new matrix has been built it can be diagonalized to yield the energy levels of a molecule in the presence of an external eld.
This perturbative approach is used throughout this thesis.

For more details on

this method, relating specically to the Stark eect, see Section 3.1.1.

Deceleration and acceleration
To manipulate the motion of polar molecules a wide variety of electric and magnetic
geometries have been proposed and partly demonstrated [57]. Electric or magnetic
deection is one of the simplest manipulation tools and utilises either the Stark
or Zeeman eect to apply a force on a molecule to alter its transverse motion
with an inhomogeneous electric or magnetic eld. Deection techniques are often
used to determine the electric or magnetic properties for a species of interest [58
60]. Further applications of deection elds include the separation of individual
conformers [61], alignment and orientation studies [62]. With the development of
the Stark [52] and Zeeman [53] decelerators, inhomogeneous time-varying electric
and magnetic elds were employed, respectively, to change the longitudinal motion
of a molecule.

For simplicity, and overall relevance to this thesis, the following

examples and discussion will focus on Stark deceleration.
Stark deceleration has been successfully applied to a number of dierent molecules:
ND3 [18, 63], NH3 [64], NO [65], metastable NH [66, 67], OH [6872], OD [73],
H2 CO [74], SO2 [75], LiH [76], CaF [77], YbF [78] and SrF [79]. From this list,
it is noteworthy to mention that all of the molecules are small with rather simple
energy level structures.

Techniques that make use of the Stark eect are sig-

nicantly more eective when applied to molecules that occupy low-eld-seeking
states, i.e., molecules that increase in potential energy with increasing electric eld
strength. For techniques that utilise static electric elds, such as the Stark decelerator, molecules in high-eld-seeking states are attracted to electrode surfaces,
where the electric eld is maximum, and therefore lost from a molecular beam.
A Stark decelerator consists of an array of electrode pairs separated by a specic
distance (refer to Fig. 1.3). Molecules that approach the plane of the electrodes and
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occupy low-eld-seeking states will experience a force, due to the inhomogeneous
electric eld, that opposes its forward motion resulting in a deceleration. As the
molecule leaves a region of high electric eld the kinetic energy lost would be
regained. To avoid this re-acceleration, the electric eld is switched o. For the
multi-stage set-up of the Stark decelerator, switching succeeding stages between
high voltage and ground means that a molecule will continually nd itself in front
of a decelerating electric eld potential as it travels through the decelerator. The
switching mechanism is what enables the successful manipulation of a molecular
beam's longitudinal motion.

For more detailed information regarding the Stark

decelerator see Section 3.1.1.
Another approach is travelling-wave deceleration. Here, molecules in low-eldseeking states are conned in a moving electric eld minimum that is gradually
slowed down in the laboratory frame [80].

For a travelling-wave decelerator a

switching scheme is not necessary, which leads to a reduction of losses during the

Figure 1.3: Photograph of Stark decelerator inside a vacuum chamber. For this
specic Stark decelerator there are 94 stages, each stage consisting of two steel
electrodes with a 3 mm diameter separated by a gap of 2 mm. Adjacent stages are
◦
rotated by 90 and separated by 2.5 mm. This forms a square cross-section along
the centre of the Stark decelerator through which a molecular beam can travel.
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This even enabled the application to diatomic molecules

like SrF [79] and YbF [78], whose states are predominantly high-eld-seeking,
but higher rotational states were identied as low-eld-seeking below a certain
electric eld strength.

At typical electric eld strengths used in Stark decelera-

tion and trapping experiments (100 kV/cm and more) it is common that larger,
more complex molecules occupy high-eld-seeking states. Dynamic focusing, such
as alternating-gradient (AG) deceleration, can be employed to target high-eldseeking states, but it is experimentally challenging and most of the activities have
been discontinued [8183].

Targeting molecules in high-eld-seeking states with

static elds alone is limited by Earnshaw's theorem, which does not allow for higheld maxima in free space. This limitation has, however, led to the development
of alternative methods that utilise electromagnetic elds to generate true 3D eld
maxima in free space.

Manipulation with electromagnetic elds
The manipulation of neutral molecules with large polarizabilites has been achieved
with the use of optical elds [54, 8486]. For experiments that utilise optical elds
a permanent dipole moment is unnecessary.

Intense laser elds induce a dipole

moment that relies on the polarizability of the molecule and the electric eld
strength,

~.
µ
~ ind ≈ αE

The AC-Stark shift (−~
µind

~)
·E

produced by non-resonant

radiation creates a potential minimum at a position where the laser intensity is
maximum. The force exerted by the electric eld gradient is commonly referred
to as the optical dipole force.
Nd:YAG laser (λ

= 1.06 µm)

Stapelfeldt et al. [84] employed a pulsed (10 Hz)

to observe this eect and redirect a molecular beam

of CS2 seeded with neon. Rapid deceleration and acceleration of a molecular beam
of NO and benzene was demonstrated by Fulton et al. in 2006 [54, 87]. In this
case, the kinetic energy for a cold beam of NO molecules was reduced by up to
50% and a 75% reduction in kinetic energy was demonstrated for benzene, which
is even more impressive considering benzene is a non-polar polyatomic molecule.
The polarizable molecules were trapped within the potential wells of a travelling
optical lattice, created from the interference pattern of two counter-propagating
laser beams.

Although eective, the number of molecules this method can be
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applied to is limited by the relatively small trap volume determined by the size of
the focused laser beam (∼

µm).

Microwave elds oer signicantly larger manipulation volumes and similarly
to optical elds can be applied to a molecule in a high-eld-seeking state, which
includes its absolute ground state. Due to much smaller electric eld gradients,
compared to that of a focused laser beam, the application of microwave elds is
limited to polar molecules. For polar molecules with rotational constants on the
order of a few GHz or less, rotational transitions are typically found within this
microwave region providing a large number of molecules to which this technique
can be applied to. Microwave manipulation experiments take advantage of the ACStark eect to apply a directional force on a molecule in the same way static elds
are used in electrostatic traps or decelerators.

The strength of this interaction,

the AC-Stark eect, is enhanced when the radiation applied is near resonant to a
rotational transition frequency. Both the DC and AC-Stark eect are discussed in
further detail in Sections 3.1.1 and 3.1.2 .

In 2004, a trap for conning diatomic molecules in high-eld-seeking states
using microwave elds was proposed [88].

The proposed set-up consisted of an

open trap geometry using a Fabry-Perot microwave cavity. Soon thereafter, this
concept was adapted for simulating microwave deceleration of polar molecules [89].
Practical application of this approach involved the use of high quality cylindrical
microwave resonators and tailored microwave elds to generate eld maxima in free
space [90]. The TE1,1,p mode was utilised to demonstrate focusing (p
91], guiding, acceleration and deceleration (p

= 12)

= 1, 2)

[90,

[91, 92] of ammonia molecules

in high-eld-seeking states. Microwave focusing has also been extended to acetonitrile [93] in a set-up based on a counter-rotating nozzle and a similar microwave
resonator. This set-up generates a sample of slow molecules, which are then loaded
into a cylindrically symmetric resonator of similar design to those from the previously mentioned microwave studies. Another set-up presented in 2015 investigated the potential of a high-power microwave trap based on an open resonator
design [94]. However, as of yet, no experimental demonstration of microwave trapping has been reported.
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1.3 Traps for neutral molecules
For molecules that have been decelerated using the techniques discussed in this
Chapter, such as Stark and Zeeman deceleration (Sec. 1.2.4), it is possible to
conne them in traps for times up to seconds.

Traps allow for long interaction

times with external probes and can also provide insight into decay processes of
quantum states via losses. Generally traps require a potential with a 3D minimum
at the centre so that a restoring force can return molecules that diverge from the
centre back towards it.
Paramagnetic molecules in low-eld-seeking states can be trapped by a eld
minimum of a static quadrupole magnetic eld due to the Zeeman eect. Strong
magnetic elds of several Tesla produce traps several Kelvin deep and have been
used in combination with the buer-gas cooling method, for example [95]. Electrostatic traps, which rely on the Stark eect, are very well suited to trapping
decelerated polar molecules in low-eld-seeking states. The rst application of an
electrostatic trap was in 2000 with decelerated ND3 molecules [63]. This design
consisted of a ring electrode and two hyperbolic end-caps in quadrupole geometry,
a set-up which was originally suggested by Wing for Rydberg atoms [96].

For

electrostatic elds dierent trap geometries can be employed to generate dierent
potentials, such as hexapole traps [97].

Other designs include the electrostatic

storage ring, which consists of a hexapole bent into a torus [98, 99]. Decelerated
ammonia was detected within the storage ring after 50 round trips, equivalent to a
storage time of almost 0.5 s. Another experiment employed 40 straight hexapoles,
approximating a hexapole torus design, to store deuterated ammonia for over 13
seconds [100].
The issue with traps based on a single multipole is the zero-eld minimum
at the centre of the trap. At this position molecules can undergo non-adiabatic
transitions into states that experience no restoring force due to a magnetic or
electric eld, normally these states are high-eld-seeking.

Such transitions are

known to be responsible for major losses of paramagnetic atoms from magnetic
traps.

This was also conrmed to be a dominant loss channel for electrostatic

traps by Kirste et al. [101]. The Ioe-Pritchard trap can be used to suppress such
losses as it applies a constant magnetic/electric eld with a specic geometry to
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ensure a non-zero minimum at its centre [102].
As with the deceleration/acceleration of molecules in high-eld-seeking states,
the trapping of such states using static elds alone is again impeded by Earnshaw's
theorem. Similar to the AG deceleration method, suitable switching congurations
can be employed to target molecules in such states. The AC trapping of

15

ND3

molecules was rst experimentally demonstrated in 2005 with an electrodynamic
trap [103].

Molecules both in low-eld- and high-eld-seeking states were con-

ned in 3D space by alternating a focusing and defocusing force in each direction.
The combination of an inhomogeneous electric multipole eld and a homogeneous
electric eld shaped the overall electric eld into a saddle-point potential, which
provided a net time-averaged focusing force in all directions.
Trapped molecules are an important pre-requisite for further cooling to ultracold temperatures, which can be achieved via sympathetic, Sisyphus or evaporative
cooling. Sympathetic cooling brings trapped molecules into contact with an ultracold atom gas to establish a new thermal equilibrium via elastic collisions [104].
For cooling polyatomic molecules into the
to be a promising method.

µK

regime Sisyphus cooling has proven

When applied to electrically trapped dipolar H2 CO

molecules, optoelectrical Sisyphus cooling has been used to generate a molecular
ensemble at a temperature of approximately 420 µK [105].

Evaporative cooling

is also often applied to optically trapped atoms to generate temperatures in the
nK regime. This process is only really eective for molecules in low-eld-seeking
states. Hence, the desire to develop traps that are eective for molecules in higheld-seeking states.

Chapter 2
Theoretical background of rotational
spectroscopy
Quantum mechanics provides the underlying theory for our understanding of molecular spectroscopy. Spectroscopy employs static or dynamic electromagnetic elds
to probe the energy eigenvalues of a quantum system. In quantum mechanics the
energy

E

of a molecule is calculated with the Schrödinger equation;

ĤΨ = EΨ
where

Ĥ

denotes the Hamiltonian and

Ψ

(2.1)

the molecular wave function. Accord-

ing to the Born-Oppenheimer approximation [106] it is possible to separate the
coupling between the motion of nuclei and the motion of electrons. Consequently,
the total molecular Hamiltonian is represented by the sum of the electronic
vibrational

Ĥvib ,

rotational

Ĥrot ,

translational

Ĥtrans

and nuclear spin

Ĥ = Ĥelec + Ĥvib + Ĥrot + Ĥtrans + Ĥns

Ĥns

Ĥelec ,

parts:

(2.2)

Thus the total molecular energy and the total molecular wave function are written
as:

E = Eelec + Evib + Erot + Etrans + Ens
17

(2.3)
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Ψ = ψelec ψvib ψrot ψtrans ψns

(2.4)

In this work low temperatures on the order of 1 K, achieved via supersonic
expansion, mean that molecules are essentially all in the electronic and vibrational
ground states. For molecules with small rotational constants, however, many rotational quantum states remain populated.

Microwave spectroscopy probes the

rotational part of the Hamiltonian. Consequently the rotational Hamiltonian and
its corresponding time-independent Schrödinger equation;

Ĥrot ψrot = Erot ψrot

(2.5)

is discussed in more detail in the following section.

2.1 Rotational Hamiltonian
The rotational energy of a rigid rotor is given by:

P2
1
Erot = ω T Iω =
2
2I
where

ω

is the angular velocity,

P

(2.6)

the angular momentum and

I

the inertia tensor.

Only the masses of the nuclei contribute to the inertia tensor as they are much
larger in mass relative to the electrons. In a molecule-xed coordinate system the
nuclei are treated as point particles with masses

mi

at coordinates

xi , yi

and

zi .

Thus the inertia tensor can be written as:



I=

N
X
i=0

y2
 i

zi2

+

mi  −yi xi

−zi xi
Ixx =

X

−xi yi
x2i + zi2
−zi yi

−xi zi





−yi zi 

2
2
xi + yi

(2.7)

mi (yi2 + zi2 )

(2.8)

mi (x2i + zi2 )

(2.9)

i

Iyy =

X
i
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mi (x2i + yi2 )

(2.10)

i
Diagonalization of the inertia tensor transforms it into the molecule-xed principal axis system. Diagonal elements of the inertia tensor are then dened as the
principal moments of inertia and increase in size so that

Ia ≤ Ib ≤ Ic .

The z-axis

is assigned to the principal axis with the highest symmetry, which simplies the
eventual computation of the Hamiltonian. There are 6 dierent ways in which the
molecular xed axes (x, y, z ) can be assigned to the principal axes (a, b, c), these
are summarised in Table 2.1.

The rigid rotor Hamiltonian

Ĥrr

in the principal

axis system can be expressed with the principal moments of inertia in the form;

Ĥrr =

P̂ 2
P̂ 2
P̂a2
+ b + c
2Ia 2Ib 2Ic

(2.11)

Table 2.1: Identication of molecule-xed coordinates
axis coordinates

x, y, z

with the principal

a, b, c.
Ir
x b
y c
z a

Il
c
b
a

II r
c
a
b

II l
a
c
b

III r
a
b
c

III l
b
a
c

In rotational spectroscopy it is common to measure transitions as frequencies.
Consequently, it is convenient to introduce the dimensionless angular momentum
operator

Jˆ.

It is also common that rotational constants are used instead of the

moments of inertia.

Ĥrr =

Ĥrr
= (AJˆa2 + B Jˆb2 + C Jˆc2 )
h
A=

h
8π 2 Ia

(2.12)

(2.13)
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B=

h
8π 2 Ib

(2.14)

C=

h
8π 2 Ic

(2.15)

Although the rigid rotor Hamiltonian relies entirely upon the angular momentum
operators dened in the molecular axis system, to determine the rotational energy
of a molecule it is still necessary to relate the molecular coordinate system to the
laboratory-xed coordinate system. This transformation is achieved via a series of
three rotations, which are described in Figure 2.1.
From commutation relations and with the help of the ladder operators (Jˆ±

Jˆx ± iJˆy )

=

eigenvalues and matrix elements of angular momentum operators can

[Jˆ2 , JˆZ ] = 0 due to the Heisenberg
uncertainty principle, the wave functions |J, K, M i are simultaneous eigenfunctions

be derived [107, 108].

As

[Jˆ2 , Jˆz ] = 0

and

of these operators, and the following matrix elements can be constructed:

hJ, K, M |Jˆ2 |J, K, M i = J(J + 1)

(2.16)

hJ, K, M |Jˆz |J, K, M i = K

(2.17)

hJ, K, M |JˆZ |J, K, M i = M

(2.18)

with quantum numbers

J = 1, 2, 3, ...,
K = −J, −J + 1, ..., J − 1, J
M = −J, −J + 1, ..., J − 1, J
The quantum number

J

K and M then represent the
the z - and Z -axis, respectively.

numbers
onto

represents the total angular momentum, and quantum
projection of the total angular momentum
In the absence of an external electric or

magnetic eld the rigid rotor Hamiltonian is invariant against any space-xed
three-dimensional rotation. Corresponding eigenvalues of the rigid rotor are

1)-fold

degenerate in

M

and twofold degenerate in

K.

(2J +
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zθ = Z z

θ

yφ,χ = Y
x

χ

φ

φ

θ
xφ

yφ

χ

xφ,θ

y
xφ,θ,χ = X
Figure 2.1: Illustration of the Euler angles

θ, φ and χ, which dene the orientation

of a molecule (x, y, z ) in the laboratory frame (X, Y, Z ). Starting in the molecular
coordinate system, the rst step acquiring the laboratory-xed coordinate system
is the anti-clockwise rotation about

yφ .

by

φ,

which results in the blue lines

The second step is an anti-clockwise rotation about

the green lines
by

z

χ,

xφ,θ

and

Z.

yφ

by

θ,

xφ

and

which results in

The third step is the anti-clockwise rotation about

which results in the red lines

X

and

Z

Y.

According to the values of each rotational constant with respect to the other,
dierent cases of rigid rotor exist. To observe rotational emission or absorption,
a molecule must display a permanent electric dipole moment, which also leads
to dierent selection rules for the dierent cases. The non-vanishing o-diagonal
matrix elements in the symmetric-top representation can be found in Table 3.1.
These are useful for determining the selection rules of dierent rotors.

In the

following, the Hamiltonian for each type of rigid rotor and the respective selection
rules are discussed in more detail.
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2.1.1 Linear molecules (A = ∞ and B = C )
Rotation of a linear molecule occurs within a plane perpendicular to the moleculexed axis
equal.

ˆ2

J =

z.

Consequently, the moments of inertia around the axes

In the

Jˆb2

+

I

r

Jˆa = Jˆz = 0

representation

Jˆc2 [109], thus

B=C

x

and

y

are

and the total angular momentum

and the Hamiltonian is written

Ĥrr = B Jˆ2

(2.19)

Err (J) = BJ(J + 1)

(2.20)

with the eigenvalues

The non-vanishing matrix elements for a linear molecule can be obtained from
Table 3.1 when
are

∆J = ±1

K

and

is set to zero. Thus the selection rules for a rigid linear molecule

∆M = 0, ±1.

2.1.2 Spherical-top molecules (A = B = C )
Such molecules possess an equilibrium structure that belongs to either one of the
cubic or icosahedral point groups. The Hamiltonian is represented as

Ĥrr = B Jˆ2

(2.21)

and using the diagonal elements of equation 2.16 the eigenvalues are given as

Err (J) = BJ(J + 1)

(2.22)

Although the eigenvalues are equal to that of a linear molecule the degeneracy
diers. The total degeneracy of a rigid spherical rotor is
linear molecule it is only

(2J + 1)2 ,

whereas for a

2J + 1.

2.1.3 Symmetric-top molecules (A > B = C or A = B > C )
Two rotational constants are equal if the point group of the equilibrium structure
possess a threefold or higher symmetry axis

Cn

or

Sn (n > 2).

If

A>B=C

the
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molecule is a prolate symmetric-top.
used to assign the principal axis

a

In this case the

Ir
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representation is often

to the molecule-xed axis

z.

The Hamiltonian

in its diagonal form as shown in equations 2.16 and 2.17 is written as

Ĥrr = B Jˆ2 + (A − B)Jˆz2

(2.23)

Err (J, K) = BJ(J + 1) + (A − B)K 2

(2.24)

with the eigenvalues

For the oblate symmetric rotor (A
principal axis

c

coincides with

z

= B > C)

using the

III r

representation, the

so that the Hamiltonian is diagonal

Ĥrr = B Jˆ2 + (C − B)Jˆz2

(2.25)

Err (J, K) = AJ(J + 1) + (C − A)K 2

(2.26)

with the eigenvalues

From the non-vanishing matrix elements of Table 3.1 the selection rules for a
symmetric top with

µ

along

z

are

∆J = 0, ±1, ∆K = 0,

and

∆M = 0, ±1.

2.1.4 Asymmetric-top molecules (A 6= B 6= C )
The largest group of molecules are classied as asymmetric tops, where none of
the rotational constants are equal. A measure of a molecule's asymmetry is Ray's
asymmetry parameter

κ=
which ranges from

−1

to

+1.

2B − A − C
A−C

(2.27)

These limiting values correspond to the prolate

and oblate symmetric-tops respectively. For asymmetric tops the degeneracy of
states is now lifted, refer to Fig. 2.2. The

K

K

quantum number is no longer a "good"

quantum number so pseudo-quantum numbers, normally written as subscripts
of

J,

are employed to designate the sequence of sub-levels.

The King-Hainer-

Cross notation [110] uses this double subscript system (JKaKc ) to label the

2J + 1
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rotational sub-levels. This notation also indicates the symmetry of the sub-levels,

Ka

being the limiting value for a prolate top and

Kc

J Kc
3 0

JKaKc
330

30

J

Ka

3

3

being that for the oblate top.

3

1

3

2

3
2

3
0

2

1

2

2

1

0

1

1

331

321
322

Energy (a.u.)

312
20

3

2
313
220

10

3
2

1
2

3

0
212

202

1

2

0

1

1

110

0

101

0
Prolate
κ = –1
A = 3, B = 1, C = 1

Figure 2.2:

211

2

1

303
221

111
000

Oblate
κ = +1
A = 3, B = 3, C = 1

κ=0
A = 3, B = 2, C = 1

Lowest energy levels of an asymmetric-top as a function of

κ.

example of the rotational constants needed to produce each extreme value for
also given. For molecules where

κ

equals

+1

or

−1

An

κ

is

they are no longer considered

asymmetric tops, instead they are essentially prolate or oblate symmetric tops,
respectively.
produce a

κ

The most asymmetric molecule occurs when rotational constants
equal to zero.

The Schrödinger equation for the rigid asymmetric rotor Hamiltonian cannot
be analytically solved, and no closed form for the wave functions can be derived.
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It is then necessary to expand the asymmetric rotor wave functions in terms of
symmetric rotor wave functions [111]:

X

|JKaKc , M i =

aJ,K,M |J, K, M i

(2.28)

J,K,M
where

aJ,K,M

are numerical constants and

|J, K, M i

are the symmetric rotor wave

functions. The matrix representation of the rigid rotor Hamiltonian (equation 2.12)

M . The matrix is independent of M , and as
K takes on all integral values between −J and +J each determinant has (2J + 1)
rows and columns. O-diagonal elements in K also need to be included in the
r
matrix. Using the I representation (Table 2.1), which is most suited for nearis a block diagonal for each

J

and

prolate asymmetric tops, the non-vanishing matrix elements of the rigid rotor
Hamiltonian are:

B+C
(J(J + 1) − K 2 ) + AK 2
2

hJ, K, M |Ĥrr |J, K, M i =

hJ, K ± 2, M |Ĥrr |J, K, M i =

B −Cp
J(J + 1) − K(K ± 1)
4
p
· J(J + 1) − (K ± 1)(K ± 2)

Similar to symmetric tops, both the

Ir

and

III r

(2.29)

(2.30)

type representations are su-

cient to handle most asymmetric-top molecules. After having built the rigid rotor
Hamiltonian matrix, energy levels for the asymmetric top can be obtained via
diagonalization.
The physics of an asymmetric-top molecule is complicated further by its selection rules. For an asymmetric-top molecule all three dipole moment components
along the principle axes can be non-zero. This enables a set of transitions with

Ka and Kc , these are
∆J = 0, ±1 and ∆M = 0. In

dierent selection rules for the pseudo-quantum numbers
listed in Table 2.2. Selection rules for

J

and

M

are

reality, a rotating molecule is not rigid, especially for higher rotational quantum
states. An accurate description of a molecule's rotational states therefore requires
the inclusion of centrifugal distortion constants in the Hamiltonian.
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Table 2.2: Selection rules for an asymmetric-top molecule.
Dipole

Transition type

µa
µb
µc

a-type
b-type
c-type

∆Ka
∆Kc
0, ±2, ... ±1, ±3, ...
±1, ±3, ... ±1, ±3, ...
±1, ±3, ... 0, ±2, ...

2.1.5 Centrifugal distortion
There are two established reduction schemes used in rotational spectrposcopy that
include the centrifugal distortion constants [112114]. The A-reduction scheme is
most suited to asymmetric-top molecules, whereas the S-reduction is most suited
to symmetric and slightly asymmetric molecules. Using the A-reduction scheme
the matrix elements of the rotational Hamiltonian that include the ve quadratic
centrifugal distortion constants (∆J ,

∆JK , ∆K , δJ , δK )

are written:

cd
hJ, K, M |Ĥrot
|J, K, M i = −∆J J 2 (J + 1)2 − ∆JK J(J + 1)K 2 − ∆K K 4

(2.31)

δK
cd
((K ± 2)2 + K 2 ))
hJ, K ± 2, M |Ĥrot
|J, K, M i =(−δJ J(J + 1) −
2
p
· J(J + 1) − K(K ± 1)
p
· J(J + 1) − (K ± 1)(K ± 2)

(2.32)

2.2 Nuclear quadrupole splitting
For molecules with nuclei that possess spins

I larger than 1/2, the electric quadrupole

moment of the nuclei will interact with the molecular electric eld gradient to generate nuclear hyperne structure in the rotational spectrum. Quadrupole hyperne
structure was rst detected in the microwave region by Good [3] in 1946. The theory established to describe this interaction [115] has been extended to symmetric [4,
116] and asymmetric rotors [117, 118].
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0

or

1/2
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are spherically symmetric and therefore have no

I≥ 1 (ellipsoid), the nuclear spin couples
to the molecular rotational angular moment J. Consequently, the total angular
momentum is represented by F rather than J, and the new angular momentum
quadrupole moment

Q.

For nuclei where

quantum numbers are:

F = J + I, J + I − 1, ..., |J − 1|

(2.33)

From the hyperne structure it is possible to determine the quadrupole coupling
tensor's diagonal elements in the principal moment of inertia's axes system.





χ
χ
χ
 aa ab ac 


χ =  χba χbb χbc 


χca χbc χcc

(2.34)

χ is rotated into the principal axis system of the quadrupolar
axes, with diagonal elements χxx , χyy and χzz . The nuclear quadrupole coupling
constant of χgg , where g = x, y, z , is dened as;
Upon diagonalization

χgg = eqgg Q = e
where

e

is the elementary charge,

quadrupole moment, and

V

q

2
d V
dg 2

Q

is the electric eld gradient,

(2.35)

Q

is the nuclear

is the electric potential. The quadrupole coupling con-

stant is directly related to the electric eld gradient surrounding the quadrupole
nucleus, which can be used to obtain information on the local electronic environment of the nucleus. In the case of a single coupling nucleus or a weak coupling
nucleus the assignment of the hyperne structure is usually straight forward. For
molecules with several strongly coupling nuclei the spectra become increasingly
complex.

2.3 Spectrum analysis and tting
Analysis of the rotational spectrum requires the use of an appropriate Hamiltonian,
i.e., a Hamiltonian where empirical parameters can be adjusted to t the observed
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frequencies. This is usually an iterative process. The accuracy of the assignment
is then reected in how the eective Hamiltonian parameters t the observed spectrum. A bad t would then suggest a misassignment or an unsuitable choice of
Hamiltonian. A number of programs have been developed to assist in the analysis
of a rotational spectrum. Throughout this work the program PGOPHER [119] was
utilized. PGOPHER can implement both the S- and A-reduction of the molecular
Hamiltonian.

The parameters that can be adjusted include the rotational con-

stants, distortion constants and the nuclear quadrupole coupling constants. All of
these parameters can be t to the observed spectrum simultaneously.

Chapter 3
Experimental details
In this chapter an overview of the two experimental set-ups utilized is given. For
the experiments that aim to manipulate the motion of a molecular beam of polar molecules both the Stark decelerator and microwave resonator are included in
potential experimental set-ups (refer to Fig. 3.1).

Details on the theory needed

to understand the application of such apparatus is provided. The chirped-pulse
Fourier transform microwave (CP-FTMW) spectrometer COMPACT used in microwave spectroscopy experiments and it's experimental details will also be covered
in this chapter (see Section 3.2).

3.1 Motion manipulation experiments
Figure 3.1 displays a schematic for the dierent experimental set-ups that could be
employed for the motion manipulation experiments. The combination of a Stark
decelerator with a microwave resonator (Fig. 3.1(b)) was rst employed as a proof
of principle experiment to demonstrate the deceleration of ammonia molecules in
high-eld-seeking states with microwave elds [91, 92]. Both the Stark decelerator
and microwave resonator are housed in a dierentially pumped vacuum chamber.
A molecular beam of ammonia (17.5%) seeded in xenon is produced by supersonically expanding the mixture into the source chamber. This is done with a modied
Parker General Valve Series 9, which is cooled to

−70 ◦ C

in order to generate a

mean initial longitudinal velocity of approximately 300 m/s. A distance of
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∼35 mm
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behind the nozzle opening, a skimmer with an aperture of 1.5 mm separates the
source chamber from the Stark decelerator and the detection chamber. A 60 mm
long hexapole, consisting of electrodes with a 3 mm diameter, focuses the ammonia
molecules into the Stark decelerator. The skimmer has two functions, it preselects
molecules with small transverse velocity components and also serves for dierential

−6
pumping. Operating pressures of 2 to 6×10
mbar in the source chamber and 2 to
−8
4×10
in the detection chamber are maintained by turbo-molecular pumps TMU
1001 and TMU 501 (from Peifer Vacuum) backed by a single diaphragm pump.
The detection chamber holds a 95-stage Stark decelerator, a cylindrically symmetric microwave resonator, repeller (+1.9 kV) and extractor (+0.5 kV) plates, and a
multi-channel plate detector (−1.9 to

(a)

−2.1 kV)

ion-extraction
zone

pulsed
nozzle

in a compact time-of-ight mass

(c)
skimmer

Stark decelerator
x

UV-laser
z
y

ion-extraction
zone

(b)

microwave
resonator

Figure 3.1: Schematic of each motion manipulation experimental set-up (not to
scale): (a) Stark deceleration of NH3 and 4-aminobenzonitrile, (b) Stark and microwave deceleration of NH3 , (c) microwave manipulation of 4-aminobenzonitrile.
Although set-ups (b) and (c) share the same detection region, they cannot be used
simultaneously.
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spectrometer. The detection region is 5 mm behind the 120 mm long microwave
resonator, which is another 4 mm behind the Stark decelerator.
To extend microwave manipulation experiments to larger more complex molecules,
such as 4-aminobenzonitrile (see Section 4.2), the same chamber that housed
the aforementioned experimental set-up was adapted to accommodate a second
molecular beam experiment (Fig. 3.1(c)).

This particular experiment was de-

signed to operate on an axis perpendicular to the previously described ammonia
experiment and share the same detection region. The supersonic expansion of 4aminobenzonitrile seeded in xenon would produce a molecular beam with a mean
longitudinal velocity close to 400 m/s.

Approximately 35 mm behind the valve

opening a skimmer is held only 5 mm above a 301 mm long microwave resonator.
The distance from the exit of the microwave resonator to the detection region
would be 25 mm. Although a smaller distance would be preferred, the dimensions
of the extractor and repeller plates make this impractical. In order to determine
the feasibility of such an experimental set-up, simulations were carried out, see
Section 4.2.2.
For pure Stark deceleration experiments (Fig. 3.1(a)) the microwave resonator
is removed from the ammonia experimental set-up, and the detection region moves
towards the Stark decelerator. In this case the detection region is located approximately 11 mm behind the Stark decelerator exit.

This experimental set-up is

included for completeness, as the potential application of the Stark decelerator to
4-aminobenzonitrile is later proposed in Section 4.2.3.

3.1.1 Stark decelerator
The Stark decelerator consist of 95 pairs of parallel electrodes. Each pair of electrodes, a so-called stage, is made of two parallel cylindrical metal rods with a
diameter of 3 mm, distanced 2 mm apart from one another. Subsequent stages are

◦
rotated by 90 with respect to the previous stage, thereby enabling a focusing force
in perpendicular transverse directions, and separated by a distance

L

of 2.5 mm.

The stages at even numbered positions are connected to a dierent power supply
from those stages at odd positions, which means at a given time the even stages
can be switched to a high voltage (±10 kV) whilst the odd stages are grounded
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and vice versa. Figure 3.2 shows the two dierent congurations and the working
principle of the Stark decelerator.
A polar molecule in a low-eld-seeking state will experience a potential hill as
it approaches the pair of high-voltage electrodes. To climb this hill, the molecule's
kinetic energy is converted into DC-Stark (potential) energy.

If the molecule's

kinetic energy is sucient and its ight path undisturbed it will regain the same
amount of kinetic energy when it exits the electric eld maximum.

In order to

prevent the molecule from regaining this energy the voltages are rapidly switched
into a second conguration close to the peak of the potential hill.

Repeating

this process for each of the stages in the Stark decelerator results in a molecular
packet of decelerated molecules.

The deceleration process is only eective for

molecules within the acceptance space of the decelerator.

How the acceptance

space is dened, depends upon the phase stability of a molecular packet.

Phase stability
The molecular packet that enters the Stark decelerator has a given spatial and
velocity distribution.

To determine the appropriate switching times for the de-

celerator a molecule within the phase space of the initial packet is dened as the
synchronous molecule. The synchronous molecule is a hypothetical molecule that
travels along the molecular beam axis at the exact velocity

v0

supposed to be ma-

nipulated so its changes in kinetic energy per stage remain constant. At the time
the elds are switched, the position

ϕ = zπ/L

(with periodicity

2π ).

z

of the molecule is called the phase angle,

In the time between two successive switches

the synchronous molecule travels exactly the distance

L

and is described as "in

phase" with the switching of the decelerator. For the synchronous molecule, and
those molecules that surround it, an accelerating force is experienced at phase angles smaller than zero. Phase angles larger than zero result in decelerating forces.
When the phase angle equals zero this is referred to as guiding, which results
in a molecular packet that is kept together in both transverse and longitudinal
directions.
To better understand the concept of phase stability the guiding mode is particularly helpful. Whilst guiding, the synchronous molecule travels at a constant
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+HV

+HV

DC-Stark energy

time, t1

−HV

−HV

−90� 0� 90�
phase angle
+HV

+HV

DC-Stark energy

time, t2

−HV

−HV

molecular beam axis, z
Figure 3.2:

Schematic displaying the change in DC-Stark energy for a polar

molecule as a function of position

z

within the Stark decelerator. Switching be-

tween the two congurations after a time interval of t1 −t2 converts kinetic energy
from the forward motion into DC-Stark energy.

The phase angle

determine appropriate switching times for the desired eect.
accelerated when

ϕ < 0,

guided when

ϕ=0

ϕ

is used to

Molecules can be

and decelerated when

ϕ > 0.
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thus there is no net change in its kinetic energy.

Molecules that

have a slightly dierent phase or velocity experience a correcting force toward
the equilibrium values

ϕ0

and

v0 .

For those molecules that lag behind the syn-

chronous molecule the relative phase is
with slightly smaller

ϕ0

ϕ < 0.

At the switching time, molecules

will then gain more kinetic energy than the synchronous

molecule and are thus accelerated towards it. The opposite is true for molecules
with a relative phase

ϕ > 0,

in this case molecules experience a net deceleration.

As a consequence, molecules within a certain region of phase space undergo phase
space oscillations around the synchronous molecule. This leads to a well dened
molecular packet in longitudinal space, which is maintained throughout the entire
Stark decelerator.
The Stark decelerator also works to focus molecules that occupy low-eld-

◦
seeking states in transverse space. Neighbouring electrode pairs are rotated 90
with respect to the other so that focusing occurs in both transverse directions.
For a more detailed explanation of phase-space stability and motion refer to Reference [120].

DC-Stark eect
The DC-Stark eect describes the interaction of a polar molecule's dipole moment

µ
~

with a static electric eld

~.
E

When the dipole moment interacts with a time-

varying eld this is described as the AC-Stark eect.

The shift in energy that

results from this interaction and the eect on the Hamiltonian can be described
using perturbation theory:

Ĥ = Ĥ0 + ĤStark
where

~
ĤStark = −~µ · E

accounts for the perturbation and

(3.1)

Ĥ0

is the unperturbed

rotational Hamiltonian.
For a symmetric-top molecule rotating about its symmetry axis, the dipole
moment is in the direction of

J.

The direction of the electric eld vector is chosen

to coincide with an axis in the laboratory frame, and the projection of
an axis is always an integer of
of

J

along the symmetry axis

M . It is
K . With

J

on such

also necessary to consider the projection
all this considered, the change in energy
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of a symmetric top due to the Stark eect can be written:

∆WDC−Stark = −µE

MK
J(J + 1)

(3.2)

This change in energy is proportional to the rst power of

µE

and is therefore

referred to as the rst-order Stark eect. Second-order Stark shifts are only due
to the molecular dipole moments and are generally much smaller as they depend
on the square of the electric eld strength. For a more indepth description of the
higher order DC-Stark eects refer to References [121, 122].
For a more rigorous derivation,
tional cosines

φ.

ĤStark

can be expressed in terms of direc-

Using the dipole moment matrix elements from Table 3.1, the

symmetric-top wave function with rotational quantum numbers

J, K, M

hJ, K, M |ĤStark |J 0 , K 0 , M 0 i = −µEφJ,J 0 φJK,J 0 K 0 (φz )JM,J 0 M 0
MK
= −µE
J(J + 1)
which is exactly the same as Equation 3.2.

gives;

(3.3)

The selection rules of the molecule

determine which rotational states interact with each other through this perturbation. For a symmetric top, matrix elements are non-zero for all the combination
of states where

J = J 0,

or

J = J0 ± 1

when

M = M0

and

K = K 0.

The complexity of the matrix depends on the molecule's symmetry as well as
the number of rotational states included. For example, the inversion-split vibronic
ground state of para-ammonia (|J, Ki

= |1, 1i)

consists of two components with

diering symmetry that interact strongly via an external eld.
can be treated as a two-level system, which means a

2×2

Here, ammonia

matrix can be used to

describe the Hamiltonian. To nd the 1st-order DC-Stark energy of the inversion
doublet the matrix can be written as:


H=
where

Winv

Winv
2
MK
−µ J(J+1)
E



MK
−µ J(J+1)
E


(3.4)

− W2inv

is the inversion splitting in the absence of an external eld. The energy

eigenvalues of the states

i

can then be determined by diagonalizing

H

so that:
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s
2 
2
Winv
MK
=±
+ µE
2
J(J + 1)

(3.5)

where the positive square root describes the energy of molecules that occupy the
low-eld-seeking state of the inversion doublet, and the negative the high-eldseeking state.
For an asymmetric-top molecule, like 4-aminobenzonitrile, an increased density
of rotational states and less symmetry means the molecular system can no longer
be approximated as a two-level system.
wave functions

|J, K, M i

Linear combinations of symmetric-top

are used as the basis set for the Hamiltonian matrix,

and the o-diagonal matrix elements are again obtained from Table 3.1.
asymmetric top is near-prolate (K

= Ka )

the

Ir

If the

representation is used to assign

the o-diagonal elements, and if it is near-oblate (K

= Kc ) the III r

representation

is used. Dierent selection rules introduce more coupling between the rotational
states (∆J

= 0, ±1, ∆K = 0, ±1, ∆M = 0),

and also determine if crossing or

avoided crossing occurs as rotational states approach each other with increasing
electric eld strength.

The Wang transformation [123] can be used to simplify

the Hamiltonian matrix by transforming it into a symmetrized basis.

When an

external eld is then applied the size of the matrix is reduced depending upon the
direction of the dipole moment and the values of M. This approach is not employed
in this thesis, but mentioned here for completeness. For more detailed information
on the application of the Wang transformation see References [111, 124].
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are factors of the directional cosine

The

x, y , z

subscripts depend upon a molecules orientation with respect to the polarization of an external eld.

Matrix
element factor

φJ,J 0
(φa )JK,J 0 K
(φb

or

±iφc )JK,J 0 K±1

(φz )JM,J 0 M
(φx

or

±iφy )JK,J 0 M ±1

Value of

J +1
p
[4J(J + 1) (2J + 1)(2J + 3)]−1
p
2J (J + 1)2 − K 2
p
∓ (J ± K + 1)(J ± K + 2)
p
2 (2J + 1)2 − M
p
∓ (J ± M + 1)(J ± M + 2)

Experimental details

Table 3.1: Dipole moment matrix elements taken from Reference [121]. The

matrix and depend upon the rotational quantum numbers indicated by subscripts, as well as the molecular axis
r
being evaluated. The elements listed are appropriate for a prolate symmetric top using the I representation. For
r
the oblate symmetric top the III representation can be used by switching φa with φc , φb with φa , and φc with φb .

J0
J

[4J(J + 1)]−1
2K
p
(J ∓ K)(J ± K + 1)
2M
p
(J ∓ M )(J ± M + 1)

J −1
√
[4J 4J 2 − 1]−1
√
2J J 2 − K 2
p
∓ (J ∓ K)(J ∓ K − 1)
√
2J J 2 − M 2
p
∓ (J ∓ M )(J ∓ M − 1)
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3.1.2 Microwave resonators
The application of microwave waveguides and resonators for spectroscopic purposes has been going on for close to 70 years [121]. Continued development led
to the invention of the MASER [5, 6] the rst experimental demonstration of
stimulated emission. Besides the spectroscopic applications, microwave resonators
oer promising features for experiments in motion manipulation.

Closed cylin-

drically symmetric microwave resonators are employed by both the experimental
set-ups that focus on microwave manipulation, which are described in Section 3.1.
Tailored microwave elds can be generated by using high-quality microwave resonators.

With electric eld maxima on the molecular beam axis, acceleration,

deceleration and focusing of polar molecules in high-eld-seeking states can be
achieved [9092].

The following section introduces the theory needed to under-

stand the functioning of such resonators and is mostly based on References [125,
126]. The AC-Stark eect is also introduced here and discussed in detail.

Maxwell's equations
The Maxwell equations include Gauss' law, Gauss' law of magnetism, Faraday's
law of induction, and Ampere's law, all of which are necessary for understanding
the physics of an electromagnetic wave travelling through a waveguide/microwave
resonator. Gauss' law,

~ ·E
~ = ρ
5
0

(3.6)

~ is generated by an electric charge density ρ, where
E
−12
the permittivity of vacuum is 0 = 8.852 × 10
As/Vm. Gauss' law of magnetism
~ is zero:
states that the divergence of a magnetic eld B
describes how an electric eld

~ ·B
~ =0
5

(3.7)

Faraday's law of induction states that a time-dependent magnetic eld can induce
an electric eld:

~
~ ×E
~ = − ∂B
5
∂t

(3.8)
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And Ampere's law states that the movement of charges

J~,

or time-dependent

electric elds, can be used to generate a magnetic eld:

~ ·B
~ = µ0
5

~
∂E
J~ + 0
∂t

!

where the constant for the permeability of vacuum is

(3.9)

µ0 = 4π × 10−7 Am/Vs.

A practical application of Maxwell's equations is to consider the propagation of
an electromagnetic wave along the symmetry axis of a hollow metallic cylinder. In
this case, both the cross sectional size and shape are assumed to be constant along
the cylinder axis (z -axis). For an electromagnetic wave with a time dependence

e−iωt

propagating along the positive

z -axis

in the Cartesian coordinate system,

Maxwell's equations take the form:

where

µ = µr µ0

and

 = r 0 ,

~ ·E
~ = iω B
~
5

(3.10)

~ ·B
~ = −iµω E
~
5

(3.11)

~ ×E
~ =0
5

(3.12)

~ ·B
~ =0
5

(3.13)

which describe the permeability and permittivity

of the dielectric medium that lls the cylinder, respectively. Constants with the

r

subscript describe the relative values for the dielectric medium with respect to

vacuum.
For the cylindrical geometry it is useful to separate the transverse eld components from the longitudinal eld component:

~
~
E(x,
y, z, t) = E(x,
y)e−ikz−iωt

(3.14)

~
~
B(x,
y, z, t) = B(x,
y)e−ikz−iωt

(3.15)
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k is an unknown parameter that could be real or complex. With the assumed z -dependence of the elds, the wave equation can be reduced to the two
where

dimensional form:



 
~
E
~ 2 + (µω 2 − k 2 ) ·   = 0
5
t
~
B

where the Laplacian operator is



~2 = 5
~ 2 − ∂ 2 /∂z 2 .
5
t

(3.16)

As the Maxwell equations

satisfy the wave equation, the transverse eld components can then be derived
from the rst two Maxwell equations (Eq. 3.10 and 3.11):



∂E
z
~
~ Bz
5
− iωẑ × 5
t
t
∂z

(3.17)



∂B
z
~
~ Ez
5
− iµωẑ × 5
t
t
∂z

(3.18)

1
~t =
E
2
µω − k 2
1
~t =
B
2
µω − k 2
where

ẑ

is the unit vector in the z-direction. Solving the wave equation (Eq. 3.16)

requires nding a solution for the longitudinal electric and magnetic eld components (Ez and

Bz ,

respectively). The transverse eld components can then be

calculated from Equations 3.17 and 3.18.

Waveguides and resonators
To determine the distribution of electric eld strength within a waveguide, the
eect of the waveguide on the electromagnetic wave needs to be considered. For
a perfect conductor the electric and magnetic elds must satisfy the boundary
conditions at its surface:

where

n̂

~ =0
n̂ × E

(3.19)

~ =0
n̂ · B

(3.20)

is the unitary normal vector on the waveguide surface

S.

Once again,

the transverse and longitudinal eld components can be split, thus simplifying the
boundary conditions so:
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Ez |S = 0
∂Bz
∂n

(3.21)

=0

(3.22)

S

From the wave equation (Eq. 3.16) and the boundary conditions (Eq. 3.21 and 3.22)
an initial value problem arises as the boundary conditions to

~z
E

and

~z
B

cannot

be satised everywhere. Thus solutions to this problem are separated into three
dierent categories:



Transverse magnetic (TM) modes with



Transverse electric (TE) modes with



Transverse electromagnetic (TEM) modes with

Bz = 0

Ez = 0

everywhere.

everywhere.

Bz = Ez = 0

everywhere.

The microwave resonators employed within this thesis exploit only the TE modes,
so from here on the discussion will focus on this category.
The microwave resonator is a hollow, cylindrically symmetric waveguide with a
constant cross section throughout, which is closed at each end. What dierentiates
the resonator from the waveguide is the inclusion of end-caps. The addition of endcaps to the cylindrically symmetric waveguide results in reections between the
front and end face of the resonator. As the end-caps are plane and perpendicular
to the axis of the cylinder, the

z -dependence

of the elds are that appropriate to

standing waves:

Ez (z) = A sin kz + B cos kz
Boundary conditions can be satised at each end-cap surface (z
where

d

=0

and

z = d,

is the length of the resonator) only if:

k=
where,

(3.23)

p

pπ
,
d

p = 0, 1, 2, ...

is the longitudinal mode number.

vanishing of

Bz

at

z=0

and

z=d

requires:

For the TE mode (Ez

(3.24)

= 0),

the
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pπz
,
d

p = 1, 2, 3, ...

In the cylindrical coordinate system, the scalar wave function

(3.25)

ψ = Bz

is a

solution to the two-dimensional wave equation:

1 ∂
ρ ∂ρ



∂ψ
ρ
∂ρ


+

1 ∂ 2ψ
+ γ2 = 0
ρ2 ∂φ2

(3.26)

From this equation (Eq. 3.26) and Equation 3.24 the resonance frequencies of the
resonator can be obtained:

2
γm,n
= µω 2 −
For each value of

 pπ 2

(3.27)

d

2
determines the resonance frequencies for the TE modes
p the γm,n

of the resonator:

ωm,n,p
where

x02
m,n

is the

nth

c
=√
µr r

r

x02
p2 π 2
m,n
+
R2
d2
mth order Bessel
02
is γm,n = xm,n /R.

root of the rst derivative of the

and the solution to the constant

γ

for the TE modes

(3.28)

function,

To calculate the transverse eld components for the TE mode of the resonator,
Equation 3.25 needs to be inserted into Equations 3.17 and 3.18:



~ ψ(ρ, φ)
~ t = −B0 iω sin pπz ẑ × 5
E
t
2
γm,n
d

(3.29)



~ t ψ(ρ, φ)
~ t = B0 pπ cos pπz 5
B
2
dγm,n
d

(3.30)

For the TE1,1,p mode these equations can be further simplied so:



~ t J1 (γ1,1 ρ) cos φ
~ t (ρ, φ, z) = −B0 iω sin pπz ẑ × 5
E
2
γ1,1
d

(3.31)



~ J1 (γ1,1 ρ) cos φ
~ t (ρ, φ, z) = B0 pπ cos pπz 5
B
t
2
dγ1,1
d

(3.32)

The electric eld component can then be calculated from:
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Eρ (ρ, φ, z) = −E0

 pπz 
iω J1 (γ1,1 ρ)
sin
φ
sin
2
c
γ1,1
ρ
d

(3.33)

 pπz 
iω ∂
Eφ (ρ, φ, z) = −E0 2
J1 (γ1,1 ρ) cos φ sin
γ1,1 c ∂ρ
d


 pπz 
iω
J1 (γ1,1 ρ)
= −E0 2
J0 (γ1,1 ρ) −
cos φ sin
γ1,1 c
γ1,1 ρ
d
Ez (ρ, φ, z) = 0

(3.34)

(3.35)

Now the analytical solutions for the electric elds in a closed cylinder are known.
A 3D-plot of the electric eld distribution for the TE1,1,18 mode in a closed, cylindrically symmetric resonator is shown in Figure 3.3. To calculate the Stark shifts
induced by the electromagnetic eld coupled to the resonator the electric eld
strength

E0

needs to be determined. This parameter is required for the simulation

of potential motion manipulation experiments, such as the guiding of a molecular
beam of 4-aminobenzonitrile (see Section 4.2.2).

Electric eld strength
To calculate the electric eld strength, the energy stored in the eld
resonance frequency
the input power

PIN

ω0

W

at a specic

needs to be determined rst. Important variables include

and the quality factor

Q

of the resonator. The quality factor

is essentially the ratio between the energy stored

W

and the power lost (Ploss ) at

a resonance frequency.

Q = ω0

W
P loss

(3.36)

A detailed derivation of this variable can be found in Reference [125]. Once the
system reaches an equilibrium where both the input power and the power lost are
equal, the stored energy can be calculated via:

W =

PIN Q
ω0

(3.37)
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φ = π/2

φ=0

Electric ﬁeld
strength
|E(, φ, z)|
Longitudinal
position z
−R

0

Radial
position 
Figure 3.3:

+R

0

Radial
position 

+R

~ φ, z)|, depending upon
|E(ρ,
φ = π/2 (left) and φ = 0 for the TE1,1,18

Electric eld distribution

(ρ, z)-plane

in the

−R

with

the position
mode of the

microwave resonator design for the 4-aminobenzonitrile experiments. The 301 mm
long resonator has an inner diameter of 13.23 mm at room temperature.

Combining the above equation (Eq. 3.37) with that of the total time-averaged
energy for a linearly polarized plane wave, the electric eld strength of the TEm,n,p
mode takes the form:

v
u
u
E0 = cu
t

x0m,n
8PIN Q


2 J (x0 )

m m,n
m
3
4
0 ω0 πR d 1 − x0

(3.38)

m,n

where

Jm

are the Bessel functions of the rst kind and

mth

order.

The maximum electric eld strength is then obtained by utilising additional
factors
Bessel

ωR(cx0m,n )−1 from Equation 3.31, and
function J1 (x) is 1/2 at x = 0. Thus:
E0,max

v
u
u
=u
t

noting that the maximum of the

2PIN Q
1


2  J (x0 )
m m,n
0 ω0 πR2 d 1 − x0m

(3.39)

m,n

For a specic mode like the TE1,1,p , which is most relevant to this thesis, the above
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equation can be simplied further to:

s

x01,1
2PIN Q
0
0 ω0 V (x02
1,1 − 1) J1 (x1,1 )
r
PIN Q
= 2.9 ·
0 ω0 V

E0,max =

(3.40)

The maximum electric eld strength is thus dependent upon the square root of
the input power and the square root of the quality factor, as well as the resonator
volume (V

= πR2 d).

AC-Stark eect
The interaction of a molecule with an electromagnetic eld is described by the ACStark eect. In principle, the Hamiltonian 3.1 is still valid. However, as the electric
eld is time-dependent, one would need to solve the time-dependent Schrödinger
equation to quantify the eect. An alternative approach, often used to describe
the interaction of atoms with intense elds, is the dressed-state model [127, 128].
In this approach the electric eld is considered as a quantised photon bath, rather
than a classical eld. Thus the Hamiltonian can be written:

H = Hrot + HAC-Stark + HEM

HAC-Stark the Hamiltonian for the
interaction between the eld and the molecule, and HEM the Hamiltonian for the
†
quantized electromagnetic eld, HEM = hν(â â + 1/2). This incorporates both the
†
photon creation operator â and the photon annihilation operator â.
where

Hrot

(3.41)

is the pure rotational Hamiltonian,

Using the dressed-state formalism reported in Reference [127], the dressedstates are the eigenfunctions for the total Hamiltonian
rotational states

En

are dressed by a eld that contains

H. Each of the eld-free
m number of photons. In

this approach, coupling between rotational states dressed by a eld that diers by
one

m

photon (∆m

= ±1)

is allowed, coupling between states dressed with a eld

of the same number photons is forbidden. For a two-level system like ammonia,
with unperturbed energy eigenvalues

E0

and

E1 ,

the Hamiltonian takes the form:
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H=

−µE/2

E1 + mhν
−µE/2

where the local electric eld amplitude
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E0 + (m + 1)hν


(3.42)



~ φ, z)|,
E = |E(ρ,

and

µ

is the transition

dipole moment between the two coupled states.

a)

Red detuning (∆ < 0)

b)

Blue detuning (∆ > 0)
a

a
a ∆

hν

hν
s
mhν

s

a ∆

s

s
(m+1)hν

mhν

M = 1

(m+1)hν

s, (m+1)hν

a, mhν

M=0

M=0
∆
s, (m+1)hν

M=0

∆

M=0

a, mhν

M = 1

M = 1
0

M = 1

Electric ﬁeld strength

0

Electric ﬁeld strength

Figure 3.4: Dressed state picture and AC-Stark shift of the

|J, Ki = |1, 1i inversion

doublet of ammonia based on the scheme used in Reference [90]. Both (a) red and
(b) blue detuning schemes are displayed. From the (b) scheme it is easier to see
how the originally high-eld-seeking behaviour of the symmetric (s) level becomes
low-eld-seeking when blue detuned from the antisymmetric (a) level.

= ν −νmol )
of the microwave frequency with respect to the molecular transition frequency νmol ,
and then diagonalizing the Hamiltonian. When ν is red detuned from νmol (∆ < 0),
The AC-Stark shifts can be calculated by including the detuning (∆

the AC-Stark energy for the upper state is:
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1
= E1 +
2

q

2
2
(h∆) + (µE) + h∆

(3.43)

1
= E0 −
2


q
2
2
(h∆) + (µE) + h∆

(3.44)

and for the lower state it is:

WAC-Stark

Detuning introduces two additional parameters that can be exploited for the motion manipulation of polar molecules with AC-electric elds. The sign of the detuning can be used to switch the eld-seeking behaviour of the rotational state under
investigation. For example, with deceleration experiments carried out on ammonia [9092] it was necessary to blue-detune from the inversion frequency mentioned
in Section 3.1.1. This meant that the pre-decelerated packet of molecules in the
low-eld-seeking state could be treated as high-eld-seeking in a microwave resonator, refer to Figure 3.4 for a more detailed look into how the dressed-state
model has been applied to ammonia. The magnitude of the detuning also impacts
the strength of the AC-Stark shift.

A small detuning results in a strong, linear

AC-Stark shift already at weak electric eld strengths. Although small detunings
are preferred, depending on the input power microwave radiation that is too close
to resonance should be avoided as it can lead to unwanted transitions.
Similarly to the DC-Stark eect, the calculation of the AC-Stark eect is further complicated when applied to a multi-level system. To extend the dressed-state
model to molecules where several energy levels interact in the presence of a microwave eld, the Hamiltonian can be written as a block matrix:








H=







E0 + mhν
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0
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(3.45)
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En (n = 0, 1, 2, ..., N ),

when dressed with a microwave

form the diagonal for the rst block in the dressed-state matrix. The

subsequent diagonal block is then dressed with a eld where the photon number

m

is increased by one. To incorporate the new selection rule introduced by the

dressed-state model (∆m
the diagonal blocks.

= ±1), there are no o-diagonal elements included within

Instead, only the o-diagonal blocks consider the coupling

between the dressed rotational states.

The o-diagonal dipole moment matrix

elements (refer to Table 3.1) form the coupling components

Ωn,n0 = − 12 E(µz )n,n0 ,

which are determined by the selection rules of the molecule.
selection rules for an asymmetric top are
and

∆M = 0,

For example, the

∆J = 0, ±1, ∆Ka = 0, ±1, ∆Kc = 0, ±1,

which means non-vanishing o-diagonal dipole moment matrix

elements occur for transitions that obey these rules. Once the dressed-state matrix
is complete it can be diagonalized at dierent values of the electric eld strength
to obtain the shifted energy levels.

3.1.3 Detection
One-colour two-photon resonance enhanced multi-photon ionization, also known
as 2+1-REMPI, is used in the detection of ammonia (Fig. 3.5) [129]. Here, 2+1
indicates that two photons are necessary to excite a molecule from the ground state

X(υ2 = 0)

into an electronically and vibrationally excited state

B(υ2 > 0).

The

third photon of the same wavelength is what ionizes the molecule, thus enabling
detection with a simple time-of-ight (TOF) mass spectrometer. A Wiley-McLaren
type TOF mass spectrometer [130] combined with a 250 mm drift tube and two
electrode plates complete the detection set-up. The electrode plates are separated
by 5.5 mm and put under dierent voltages. One plate acts as a repeller for the
ammonia ions with a voltage of
with a voltage of

+500V.

+1.9 kV,

and the second acts as the extractor

Each plate has an aperture of 3 mm covered in a ne

nickel mesh, which allows for a high particle transmission and homogeneous electric
elds. The next stage is the drift tube at
a Jordan micro channel plate (MCP) set
Ionization of the

−1.2 kV, which
to −2.1 kV.

focuses the ions towards

|J, Ki = |1, 1i state of ammonia requires near-UV radiation of

312 nm for the upper inversion component. As the 2+1-REMPI scheme involves
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a two-photon transition, high photon intensities are required.

To achieve this,

an Nd:YAG-pumped-dye-laser system is employed. The Nd:YAG laser, a Spitlight
500 from InnoLas, is frequency doubled with an anti-reex coated lithiumtriborate
(LBO) crystal to produce a 300 mJ pulse of 532 nm light at a 10 Hz repetition
rate.

For ammonia, DCM dissolved in ethanol is used as the dye in the dye-

laser (Narrowscan by Radiant Dyes).

This generates broadband light from 620

to 640 nm. A resonator consisting of two grazing-incident gratings facilitates the
selection of a specic wavelength within this range. After an amplication stage,
the red laser light is frequency doubled by a potassiumdiphosphate (KDP) crystal
to produce UV light at 12−16 mJ per pulse.

Ion signal (arb. units)

For the application of this detection set-up to 4-aminobenzonitrile, the dye

16,000

16,010

16,020

16,030

Wavenumber (cm‒1)
Figure 3.5: Rotationally resolved 2+1-REMPI spectrum for

14

NH3 obtained be-

hind the Stark decelerator, with the Stark decelerator on. The 2+1-REMPI chan-

|X, υ2 = 0i → |B, υ2 = 5i transition, and the molecule's initial level
|J, Ki = |1, 1i state. All peaks originate from the low-eld-seeking upper

nel is the
is the

inversion doublet.
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Pyrromethene 597 would be used instead of DCM. In order to test the detection efciency for the application of motion manipulation experiments to 4-aminobenzonitrile,
the 2+1-REMPI spectrum was recorded in the range from 290 to 300 nm (Fig. 3.6).
The frequency was increased in steps of 0.01 nm, and for each point 180 acquisitions were averaged. Line positions were determined by tting a Lorentzian line
shape to each peak [134].

Wavelength (nm)
300

298

296

294

292
1

Ion signal (arb. units)

10

2

I0
1

6a0
2

10b0

0

00

0

Figure 3.6:

120

0

200

400
600
Wavenumber (cm‒1)

2+1-REMPI spectrum of 4-aminobenzonitrile.

800

The dierent lines

represent resonances of dierent vibrational levels for the same excited electronic
−1
level. Here, the origin is set to the known value of 33 493 cm
to conform with
the line assignment presented in other studies that use the Varsányi notation [131
133].
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3.2 Chirped-pulse Fourier transform microwave
spectrometer
Molecular rotational spectroscopy is one of the most powerful methods for obtaining rotationally resolved spectra.

The technique itself is widely applicable,

and its only requirements are that the molecule under investigation is polar and
in the gas phase. Chirped-pulse Fourier transform microwave (CP-FTMW) spectroscopy is a fast, robust and sensitive technique [13]. The CP-FTMW spectrometer (COMPACT) employed throughout this thesis belongs to a new generation of
spectrometers, which have been aided in their development by the advancement of
high-speed digital electronics [15, 135]. These advancements generally simplify the
experimental set-up of CP-FTMW spectrometers, especially for those operating
at lower frequencies.
The COMPACT spectrometer covers a frequency range from 2-8.5 GHz, and
has recently been extended to 14 GHz. In this set-up, a broadband microwave chirp
pulse is generated using an 8-bit, 24 Gs/s arbitrary waveform generator (Tektronix
AWG 7122B with channel interleave). The microwave excitation chirp produced
is amplied by an adjustable travelling wave tube (TWT) amplier (Amplifer Research 300T2G8) and then coupled to the vacuum chamber using a microwave
cable. According to specications, the TWT amplier generates a maximum output power between 300 W at the edge of the frequency band to 600 W in the
center (depending upon the specic microwave frequency). Horn antenna (Q-Par
Angus WBH 2-18-NHG), with a high gain and high directionality, broadcast the
microwave chirp into the vacuum chamber where it interacts with a sample of supersonically expanded, internally cold molecules. A second horn antenna is used
as the receiver. Supersonic expansion of the molecular sample is achieved with a
pulsed nozzle (Parker General Valve, Series 9) in an arrangement perpendicular to
the horn antennae.
Outside of the vacuum chamber a high power PIN diode limiter (Advanced
Control Components) followed by a PIN diode switch (ATM Microwave) with 20 ns
rise and fall times protect the low-noise amplier (LNA) and the digital oscilloscope
from the amplied excitation pulse.

Polarization of the sample is achieved via

excitation, and a macroscopic dipole moment is formed when the molecules are
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resonant with a frequency within the chirp.

The resulting free induction decay

(FID), or the coherent molecular emission, is amplied and then digitized using
an 8-bit, 25 Gs/s digital oscilloscope (Tektronix DPO 73304D). A delay generator
(Stanford Research Systems Model DG645) provides the triggers for the valve
driver, AWG, oscilloscope and the protection switch.

Thus the delay generator

controls the opening time of the valve and the expansion time of gas, as well
as ensuring the protection switch protects the detection side of the spectrometer
during the excitation process.

The delay generator, oscilloscope and AWG are

(a)

Valve driver
Oscilloscope

Horn antennae
TWTA

LNA
(5)

(b)
(4)

(3)

(2)
DG

(1)

(9)
(8)

AWG

(7)

(6)

Figure 3.7: Experimental set-up of the COMPACT spectrometer. (a) relatively
accurate representation of the experimental set-up in the laboratory.
detailed schematic of the experimental set-up:

(b) More

(1) Rb-frequency standard, (2)

delay generator, (3) arbitrary waveform generator (AWG), (4) travelling wave tube
amplier (TWTA), (5) valve driver, (6) oscilloscope, (7) low noise amplier, (8)
protection switch, (9) pin-diode limiter.
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also connected to a Rb-frequency standard clock to synchronize their phases. As
the digitizer is triggered with a marker channel of the AWG, synchronous pulseto-pulse operation is achieved allowing for time domain signal averaging.

Refer

to Figure 3.7 for a depiction of how each of these components connect to one
another. Phase stability allows for averaging high numbers of acquisitions in the
time domain increasing the sensitivity of the instrument. To obtain a spectrum in
the time domain a Fourier transformation is performed. The length of the recorded
FID determines the resolution of the rotational spectrum obtained. A length of
40 µs produces, after Fourier transformation, a spectrum with a 25 kHz resolution.
A recent development to the COMPACT spectrometer is the incorporation of
the `fast frame' approach [15].

This data acquisition scheme is an option made

available by the digital oscilloscope and is an example of how this technique benets
from the advancement of digital electronics. Essentially for each pulse of sample,
eight back-to-back excitation chirps are performed and each of the consequential
FID acquisitions are co-added and then averaged.

This scheme can drastically

decrease measurement time and sample consumption. For example, over a 24 hour
measurement using a repetition rate of 9 Hz a total of approximately 6.2 million
acquisitions can be achieved, which is often sucient for the observation of a
molecule's singly substituted isotopologues in their natural abundance, foremost

13

C,

15

N, and

18

O. Analysis of the spectra measured for each isotopologue in their

natural abundance allows for the determination of molecular structure via isotopic
substitution, or alternatively a least-squares tting approach.

3.2.1 Methods for structural determination
Determination of molecular structure using rotational spectroscopy is an essential
tool for chemistry and has displayed unique capabilities when applied to conformational exibility [136] and molecular clusters [137]. This capability of rotational
spectroscopy moves the technique beyond a simple molecular identication tool.
The high resolution and sensitivity provided by CP-FTMW spectroscopy means
that rotational constants can be obtained for singly substituted

13

C,

15

N and

18

O

isotopologues in their natural abundances (1.1%, 0.36% and 0.21%, respectively).
With this information, the structure of a molecule in the gas phase can be deter-
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mined experimentally, and in principle without the need for any prior knowledge.
Molecular structure can be obtained via the isotopic variation of the rotational
constants, which depends upon an atom's position within the principal axis frame.
Consequently, an experimental structure can be built one atom at a time, on the
basis of single isotopic substitutions. This approach is referred to as the substitution,

rs ,

method and relies on the Kraitchman equations [14].

Limitations of

this method become apparent when attempting to determine small coordinates
in the principal axis system, i.e., positions that lie close to a principal axis of
the molecule.

In this case, rovibrational contributions to the measured ground

state rotational constants interfere and can result in imaginary coordinates.

To

address these issues other methods that determine the molecular structure from
the isotopic data have also been developed.
An eective ground state,

r0 ,

structure can be obtained by tting structural

parameters in a least-squares tting manner to reproduce the experimentally determined ground-state rotational constants for each isotopologue. Structural changes
brought about by isotopic substitution are neglected, which results in deviations
of the eective structure from the equilibrium (re ) structure.

The least-squares

tting method can be developed further by scaling a molecule's moments of inertia according to the change in mass upon substitution. Watson et al. [138] discuss
several of the most successful models that yield equilibrium quality structures
from ground-state experimental data, denoted

(1)

rm

,

(1L)

rm

,

(2)

rm

, and

(2L)

rm

.

Mass-

dependent structures can still show distortions when applied to coordinates close
to the principal axes, both the

(2)

rm

and

(2L)

rm

models are expected to better account

for this eect. Additionally, large isotopic eects on deuterium substitution can be
better accounted for with the

(1L)

rm

, which introduces extra adjustable parameters

for each deuterated bond. The simplest

(1)

rm

method produces results that can be

directly compared to those obtained from the

rs

method, as well as the

ues obtained computationally. It is important to note that

re

re

val-

structure produces

equilibrium internuclear distances from hypothetically vibrationless nuclei, which
is unrealistic for any molecule, reinforcing the need for experimentally determined
structures.

Chapter 4
Aminobenzonitrile*
4-Aminobenzonitrile (4-ABN) is a polyatomic asymmetric molecule with a large
permanent dipole moment,

µperm = 6.9 D,

which is one of the largest dipole mo-

ments predicted of all the molecules investigated in this thesis. It consists of two
substituents, an amino (NH2 ) group and a nitrile (CN) group, bonded to a benzene
ring in a

para

arrangement. The total dipole moment of a polyatomic molecule

can be estimated by adding the dipole moments of polar bonds together. According to this logic, the total dipole moment of 4-ABN could be determined from the
addition of the total dipole moments of aniline and benzonitrile. Where the aniline
molecule consists of a benzene ring bonded to an amino group, and benzonitrile
consists of a benzene ring bonded to a nitrile group. However, Borst et al. [139]
determined experimentally that this was not the case for 4-ABN, and rationalised
that charge transfer enhanced the total dipole moment resulting in the observed
non-additivity. The large dipole moment of 4-ABN is thus a consequence of the
combined electron-donating and withdrawing behaviour of the amino and the nitrile group, respectively. Together with its large polarity, the ease of which 4-ABN
can be seeded into a molecular beam makes it a viable candidate for motion manipulation experiments with AC-electric elds. In order to apply such techniques
to a large molecule, like 4-ABN, it is advantageous to have a detailed knowledge

* This

chapter is based on the following publications: T. Betz, S. Zinn, J. B. Graneek, and
M. Schnell, Nuclear quadrupole coupling constants of two chemically distinct nitrogen atoms in
4-aminobenzonitrile, J. Phys. Chem. A. 118, 51645169 (2014), and J. B. Graneek, S. Merz,
D. Patterson, T. Betz, and M. Schnell, Simulating spatial microwave manipulation of polyatomic
asymmetric-top molecules using a multi-level approach, ChemPhysChem. 17, 3624-3630 (2016).
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of its rotational energy level structure. This information can be obtained from the
analysis of a molecule's rotational spectrum. In this chapter, 4-ABN is the focus
of two dierent investigations; a spectroscopic and a motion manipulation study.

4.1 Structural determination of 4-aminobenzonitrile
The rotational spectrum of 4-ABN in the frequency range of 2−8.5 GHz was rst
measured by our group in 2014 [134]. This measurement was carried out using the
same chirped-pulse Fourier transform technique discussed earlier in Section 3.2,
but utilised a somewhat dierent molecular beam arrangement, referred to as the
`BEAMSPEC' instrument, resulting in a lower sensitivity. The dierent molecular
beam arrangement also incorporated a time-of-ight (TOF) ion mass spectrometer
into the set-up.

The resolution and sensitivity obtained were still sucient to

determine the quadrupole coupling constants due to the two chemically distinct
nitrogen atoms of 4-ABN. For more information regarding the BEAMSPEC set-up
see Reference [134].
This work was the rst step towards identifying 4-ABN as a good candidate
for the motion manipulation study (Section 4.2). It not only provided a rotational
spectrum, thus information on the rotational energy levels, but also a

2+1-REMPI

spectrum (Fig. 3.6) intrinsic to the detection of 4-ABN for the potential motion
manipulation experiments.

The spectroscopic results reported in 2014 [134] are

also included in this chapter and compared with the updated spectroscopic parameters obtained using the COMPACT spectrometer. The improved sensitivity
provided by the COMPACT spectrometer allowed for the assignment of almost
twice as many lines of the parent molecule and the observation of

13

C and

15

N

isotopologues in their natural abundance.

4.1.1 Experimental
The broadband rotational spectrum of 4-ABN was recorded using the COMPACT
spectrometer, a detailed description of the set-up can be found in Section 3.2. A
sample of 4-ABN was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (98% purity) and used without further purication. The sample was placed within the reservoir of the nozzle
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◦
and heated to approximately 113 C. Using neon as a carrier gas, at a backing pressure of 2.5 bar, the mixture was supersonically expanded into the vacuum chamber
via the pulsed nozzle at repetition rate of 4 Hz. After supersonic expansion, the
ensemble was excited by a 4 µs long microwave chirp spanning 2−8 GHz, which
was amplied by the TWT amplier set to 100% gain. The molecular response
in the form of an FID was recorded for 40 µs resulting in a spectral resolution
of 25 kHz.

In total two million FIDs were co-added and Fourier transformed to

produce a rotational spectrum with a signal-to-noise ratio of approximately 900:1.
Such a signal-to-noise ratio is usually sucient for the observation of isotopologues
in their natural abundance, facilitating the determination of 4-ABN's molecular
structure.

4.1.2 Results and discussion
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Figure 4.1: Rotational spectrum of 4-aminobenzonitrile.
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The broadband rotational spectrum obtained for 4-ABN and the corresponding t is displayed in Figure 4.1. Structure optimization calculations were carried
out in Gaussian09 [140] using the aug-cc-pVTZ basis set with the B3LYP hybrid
functional including and excluding Grimme's empirical dispersion.

The exper-

imental and calculated spectroscopic parameters of 4-ABN obtained, including
the nuclear quadrupole coupling components, are listed in Table 4.1, along with
those obtained using the BEAMSPEC instrument [134]. At rst glance, the spectroscopic parameters determined experimentally using the dierent spectrometers
are relatively similar.

The improved sensitivity obtained with the COMPACT

spectrometer does, however, allow for the assignment of many more lines, which
results in reduced errors for each of the determined parameters. In total 227 lines
were assigned for the parent molecule with an average error of the t of 5.6 kHz.

Table 4.1: Spectroscopic constants of 4-ABN determined experimentally with the
COMPACT, compared with those obtained with the BEAMSPEC spectrometer [134] and via quantum-chemical calculations. Here N11 refers to the nitrogen
atom of the amino group and N15 to the nitrogen atom of the nitrile group.

Parameter

χaa

BEAMSPEC

B3LYP/

B3LYP(GD3BJ)/

Ref. [134]

aug-cc-pVTZ

aug-cc-pVTZ

A [MHz]

5580.2(2)

5581.0(4)

5623.66

5625.40

B [MHz]

990.36061(7)

990.3717(7)

994.26

996.25

C [MHz]

841.48433(7)

841.4827(6)

845.26

846.74

2.472(3)

2.48(1)

2.5034

2.4872

6.189(4)

6.22(2)

6.6618

6.6444

−4.143(2)

−4.138(9)

−4.5699

−4.5720

0.650(5)

0.66(2)

0.8611

0.8618

···

···

6.86/0/0.74

6.84/0/0.75

227

114

···

···

5.6

11.64

···

···

(N11 ) [MHz]

χbb−cc
χaa

COMPACT

(N11 ) [MHz]

(N15 ) [MHz]

χbb−cc

(N15 ) [MHz]

µa /µb /µc

[D]

Nlines

σ

[kHz]
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a-type transitions clearly visible within the spectrum

was performed with the program PGOPHER [119]. Rotational quantum numbers
involved in the assigned transitions range from

J =1

up to

J = 7.

After assign-

ment, the determined rotational parameters can be directly compared to those
obtained via quantum-chemical calculations (Table 4.1).
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Figure 4.2: Nuclear quadrupole coupling splitting due to the N11 and N15 atoms of
0
4-ABN. The F quantum numbers for the JKa0 ,Kc0 ← JKa,Kc = 414 ← 313 transition
are also displayed.
The molecule 4-ABN has also been investigated using rotationally resolved electronic spectroscopy [139] and laser-induced uorescence (LIF) spectroscopy [141].
Each study concludes that an angle between the plane of the benzene ring and
the plane of the amino group exists for 4-ABN, similar to that observed for aniline (C6 H5 NH2 ) [142].

This inversion angle was determined to be 37

◦

−44◦

for

◦
aniline [142144] and is expected to reduce by approximately 6 for 4-ABN [141].
Heine et al. [145] determined the structure of 4-ABN in the crystalline form at

◦
153 K and observe an inversion angle of 34(3) . The out-of-plane hydrogen atoms
of the amino group should result in a non-zero dipole moment component

µc

for
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c-type transitions in the broadband rotational
predict a µc dipole moment component as large as

4-ABN, and therefore observable
spectrum.

Borst et al. [139]

1.45 D. However, the results obtained in this investigation indicate this to be a
rather large overestimation.
Both sets of calculations that employ the B3LYP hybrid functional including and excluding Grimme's empirical dispersion predict a non-planar structure
with inertial defects (∆

= Ic − Ia − Ib )

of

−0.26 µÅ2

and

−0.27 µÅ2 ,

respectively.

Calculations including Grimme's empirical dispersion generally produce rotational
parameters closer to those determined experimentally, and are thus the focus of
the following discussion. The inversion angle determined for the B3LYP(GD3BJ)

◦
structure is 20.2 . To determine this angle using experimental data was not possible as deuterium has a very low natural abundance of 0.015%.

Consequently,

singly substituted D isotopologues were not observed in the spectrum.
Irrespective of the splitting that would arise from the inversion of the amino
group and the predicted non-zero

µc

of 0.75 D, no

c-type

transitions have been

assigned in the recorded spectrum. However, the experimentally determined rotational constants still indicate a non-planar structure with an inertial defect of

−0.3 µÅ2 ,

similar to the calculated values. A negative contribution to the inertial

defect is typical for molecules that display out-of-plane motions. The absence of

c-type

transitions in the rotational spectrum of 4-ABN has been previously ra-

tionalized by the cold conditions brought about by supersonic expansion [134].
Similarly to aniline [142], the splittings of energy levels caused by inversion of
the amino group are so large that the thermal population of the excited modes
are negligible at low temperatures.

µc

It is also likely that a signicantly smaller

dipole moment component and inversion angle to those reported previously in

References [139] and [141], respectively, would contribute to the absence of

c-type

transitions in the rotational spectrum of 4-ABN.
The presence of nitrogen atoms in 4-ABN results in an observable hyperne
structure (Fig. 4.2), caused by the coupling of nitrogen's nuclear charge density
with the electric potential generated by electrons and other nuclei.

As men-

tioned earlier in Section 2.2, the hyperne structure is further complicated when a
molecule possesses more than one strongly coupling nucleus. Quadrupole coupling
nuclei are generally considered equivalent when they have the same, or compara-
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ble coupling strength. This is the case of 4-ABN, where the quadrupole coupling
nuclei present are both nitrogen atoms and the nuclear spin I(

14

N)

= 1. The most
convenient scheme to describe this coupling interaction is the (I1 I2 I12 JF MF ) representation [146], which combines the spins of each quadrupole coupling nuclei
before coupling with molecular rotational angular moment

J. In this case, the new

angular momentum quantum numbers are:

I12 = I1 + I2 ,
F = J + I12
where

F

is the new quantum number for the total angular momentum of 4-ABN.

A detailed look at the hyperne structure for the

0
JKa
0 ,Kc0 ← JKa,Kc = 414 ← 313

transition and the quantum numbers involved can be found in Figure 4.2.

Experimental

2

Intensity (µV)

1

0

−1
C1

−2

C14
6860

C2
N11
6900

C3

C6
N15

6940
Frequency (MHz)

6980

7020

13
15
Figure 4.3: Satellite lines of singly substituted
C and
N isotopologues of 4-ABN
0
for the JKa0 ,Kc0 ← JKa,Kc = 414 ← 313 transition. Although the C14 signal intensity is particularly weak in this example, this is not the case for every transition
within the spectrum. This transition was chosen as it displays lines for each of the
respective isotopologues within a convenient frequency range.
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The closeness of the nuclear quadrupole coupling constants determined with
the COMPACT spectrometer compared to those determined with the BEAMSPEC
spectrometer reinforces the conclusions made in the original 4-ABN investigation [134]. This study compared the nuclear quadrupole coupling constants deter-

Table 4.2: Rotational constants determined from the assignment for each isotopologue of 4-ABN. Also included are the number of lines assigned for each isotopologue (Nlines ) and the average error of the assignments (σ ).

Parameter

Parent

C1

C2

C3

A [MHz]

5580.2(2)

5492.3(2)

5492.1(2)

5580.1(2)

B [MHz]

990.36061(7)

988.1718(5)

990.1813(4)

988.3610(4)

C [MHz]

841.48433(7)

837.8843(4)

839.3223(4)

840.0476(4)

2.472(3)

2.471(5)

2.502(8)

2.43(1)

6.189(4)

6.23(4)

6.20(2)

6.06(3)

−4.143(2)

−4.149(5)

−4.152(6)

−4.13(1)

0.650(5)

0.62(2)

0.67(2)

0.76(3)

227

51

59

35

5.6

4.4

5.0

3.5

Parameter

C6

C14

N11

N15

A [MHz]

5580.7(2)

5580.9(5)

5580.8(8)

5580.5(7)

B [MHz]

984.2951(4)

978.8252(5)

971.5101(7)

965.8673(6)

C [MHz]

837.1072(3)

833.1398(4)

827.8358(8)

823.7345(6)

2.43(2)

2.37(2)

···

2.49(2)

6.189(4)

6.23(4)

···

6.2(3)

−4.17(2)

−4.26(2)

−4.26(4)

···

0.50(4)

0.8(1)

1.4(5)

···

28

27

14

18

3.0

3.8

4.6

4.6

χaa

(N11 ) [MHz]

χbb−cc
χaa

(N11 ) [MHz]

(N15 ) [MHz]

χbb−cc

(N15 ) [MHz]
Nlines

σ

χaa

(N11 ) [MHz]

χbb−cc
χaa

[kHz]

(N11 ) [MHz]

(N15 ) [MHz]

χbb−cc

(N15 ) [MHz]
Nlines

σ

[kHz]
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mined for 4-ABN with those reported for dimethylaminobenzonitrile (DMABN),
dimethylaniline (DMA), aniline [147], and benzonitrile (BN) [148].

It was con-

cluded that the electron-donating character of the dimethylamino ((CH3 )2 N) and
amino groups of DMABN and ABN, respectively, have an observable eect on the
nuclear quadrupole coupling constants of their respective nitrile N atoms, made
especially obvious when compared to the nuclear quadrupole coupling constants
of BN. In addition, the absence of electron-donating methyl groups in ABN means
that the quadrupole coupling constants of the amino group N atom are more comparable to those of aniline rather than DMABN and DMA.

a)

b

c

b)

1

11
6

a

2

5

3

14

15

4

Figure 4.4: Comparison of the calculated (background) and the experimentally
determined (foreground, spheres) atom positions, excluding hydrogen. Calculated
atom positions obtained via B3LYP(GD3BJ)/aug-cc-pVTZ calculations. Exper(1)
imental atom positions determined via a mass-dependent least-squares t (rm structure) approach. A reference to the inertial axis frame is included in (a) and
atoms labels are included in (b).

The inversion angle between the plane of the

amino group and the plane of the benzene ring is clearly visible in (b).
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The high sensitivity of the COMPACT spectrometer allows for the observation
of singly substituted

13

C and

15

N isotopologues of 4-ABN in their natural abun-

dance. Lines for these isotopologues assigned to the

0
JKa
0 ,Kc0 ← JKa,Kc = 414 ← 313

transition are displayed in Fig. 4.3. The number of lines assigned and the rotational
constants derived from the ts for each isotopologue are summarized in Table 4.2.
A mass-dependent least-squares t of the structure to the rotational constants, as
well as an additional parameter (ca
STRFIT program [149].

= 0.0297(3) µ1/2 Å),

was performed with the

The information obtained for the isotopologues is also

sucient to determine a substitution structure using Kraitchman's equations [14].
As discussed in Section 3.2.1, the substitution approach is not always eective for
coordinates that lie close to an inertial axis. This complicates structure determination of 4-ABN using this method as most of 4-ABN's atoms lie close to, or directly
on an inertial axis (see Figure 4.4(a)).

The majority of the atom positions ob-

tained via this approach yielded imaginary components and are consequently not

Table 4.3: Experimentally determined and calculated bond lengths of 4-ABN:
(1)
rm -structure (mass-dependent least-squares t), and re -structures determined using the aug-cc-pVTZ basis set with the B3LYP hybrid functional including and
excluding Grimme's empirical dispersion.

Bond lengths

(1)

rm

(Å)

B3LYP

re

(Å)

B3LYP(GD3BJ)

re

(Å)

C1 −C2

1.384(5)

1.380

1.380

C2 −C3

1.406(4)

1.400

1.400

C3 −C4

1.387(4)

1.400

1.400

C4 −C5

1.384(5)

1.381

1.380

C5 −C6

1.410(2)

1.403

1.402

C6 −C1

1.401(2)

1.403

1.402

C6 −N11

1.387(1)

1.380

1.379

N11 −H

···

1.005

1.005

C3 −C14

1.440(2)

1.425

1.424

C14 −N15

1.159(1)

1.154

1.153
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reported here. The mass-dependent least-squares method yields the

(1)

rm

geometry,

which is generally less susceptible to the same eects, such as the position of an
atom with respect to the inertial axes, that reduce the accuracy of a determined
substitution structure.
A direct comparison of the structural parameters determined experimentally
to those obtained via quantum chemical calculations is given in Tables 4.3 and 4.4.
The quantum chemical calculations provide a hypothetical equilibrium structure
(re ) at a potential energy minimum without zero-point energy vibration. Including
or excluding Grimme's empirical dispersion results in only minor changes to the
structural parameters calculated. As mentioned earlier, the atom positions of the
hydrogen atoms could not be determined experimentally as the natural abundance
of deuterium (0.015%) is insucient to observe lines within the spectrum. Consequently, structural parameters relating to the amino group can only be compared

Table 4.4: Experimentally determined and calculated bond angles of 4-ABN:
structure (mass-dependent least-squares t), and

re -structures

(1)

rm

-

determined using

the aug-cc-pVTZ basis set with the B3LYP hybrid functional including and excluding Grimme's empirical dispersion.

Bond angles

(1)

rm

◦
( )

B3LYP

B3LYP(GD3BJ)

re (◦ )

re

◦
( )

∠C1 C2 C3

119.9(2)

120.7

120.6

∠C2 C3 C4

119.8(3)

118.7

118.9

∠C3 C4 C5

120.4(2)

120.7

120.6

∠C4 C5 C6

120.4(1)

120.7

120.6

∠C5 C6 C1

118.9(1)

118.4

118.6

∠C6 C1 C2

120.6(1)

120.7

120.7

∠C1 C6 N11

120.8(1)

120.8

120.7

∠NH2 (inv)

···

19.99

20.19

∠C4 C3 C14

120.7(2)

120.7

120.6

∠C3 C14 N15

179.97(6)

180.0

180.0
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between the alternative quantum chemical approaches. Figure 4.4(b) shows a side
view of 4-ABN where the inversion angle is much more noticeable. To determine
an experimental value for the amino group's inversion angle via CP-FTMW spectroscopy it would be necessary to work with a deuterated form 4-ABN. However,
as this would involve a change in mass of 100% the assumption that the structure
does not change might not hold here, complicating analysis.
Information derived from the analysis of 4-ABN's rotational spectrum is essential for the development of potential deceleration, focusing or trapping experiments. A detailed knowledge of a system's rotational energy level structure allows
for a better understanding of how such states interact with one another in an inhomogeneous electric eld. The physical structure is also relevant, as the dipole
moment determines the force a molecule experiences when exposed to an electric
eld, and the dierent dipole moment components determine which selection rules
are applicable. This is discussed in more detail in the following section.

4.2 Motion manipulation
Over the last 15 years a number of techniques have been developed to control the
internal and external degrees of freedom for small, polar molecules using external
electric, magnetic or electromagnetic elds (refer to Section 1.2.4). With increasing
molecule size and decreasing molecular symmetry, the number of non-degenerate
rotational states and thus their density increases dramatically. Due to this high
density of states, the majority of rotational states for such a system would be higheld seeking at typical electric eld strengths used in Stark deceleration and trapping experiments (≥100 kV/cm). In 2004 a microwave trap for conning diatomic
molecules in high-eld-seeking states [88] was proposed.

A proposal for a mi-

crowave decelerator based on a similar design followed soon after in 2005 [89]. Tailored microwave elds can be generated using high-quality microwave resonators
with eld maxima on the molecular beam axis. Such an experimental set-up can
then be used to decelerate and focus molecules in high-eld-seeking states. Focusing, guiding, and deceleration of polar molecules in high-eld-seeking states using
cylindrically symmetric microwave resonators and internally cold and slow packets
of ammonia molecules has already been reported [9092]. Additionally, microwave
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focusing has been extended to acetonitrile (CH3 CN) using a counter-rotating nozzle and cylindrically symmetric resonator of a similar design [93]. Both ammonia
and acetonitrile are treated as two-level systems for these experiments, see Section 3.1.2 for more detail. For the application of microwave focusing and guiding
to 4-ABN this two-level approximation is no longer helpful.

4.2.1 Numerical approach
The interaction of a molecule with a microwave eld is described by the AC-Stark
eect (see Section 3.1.2).

A microwave eld perturbs the rotational states of a

molecule resulting in energy shifts. The magnitude of these shifts depends upon
the detuning of the microwave radiation from a molecular resonance, as well as
the electric eld strength. Consequently, an inhomogeneous microwave eld can
exert a force on a molecule. This force is essential to achieve microwave motion
control, such as focusing, guiding, and deceleration. To determine the feasibility
of extending such microwave manipulation techniques to 4-ABN, the dressed-state
formalism [127, 128] has been incorporated into a numerical approach. This enables the calculation of AC-Stark shifts for a multi-level system.

Matrix formation and diagonalization
For a multi-level system, calculation of the AC-Stark shift is complicated by a
high density of rotational states.

As previously discussed in Section 3.1.2, the

Hamiltonian for a multi-level system within the dressed-state approach can be
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written in a block-by-block extended way similar to Eq. 4.1:



E0 + mhν
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..
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···
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···
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Ωn,n0
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EN + mhν
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Ωn,n0

0

0

Ωn0 ,n

Ωn0 ,n

E0 + (m + 1)hν

0

···

.
.
.

0

Ωn0 ,n

0

..

0

···

0

.
.
.

0

.

.

















0
EN + (m + 1)hν

(4.1)

E0

to

EN

are the eld-free rotational energy levels. These values can be calculated

using methods described in rotational spectroscopy textbooks [111, 121], but in
this case they were extracted from PGOPHER [119] after having t the rotational
spectrum of 4-ABN. The rotational energy levels extracted range from
to 15 and include all

K

and

M

J =0

up

sublevels. As discussed in Section 4.1.2 nuclear

quadrupole coupling causes further splitting of 4-ABN's energy levels. However, at
large electric eld strengths the split
as the

J

F

states generally display the same behaviour

state without considering the nuclear quadrupole hyperne coupling.

To simplify calculations and reduce the size of the overall matrix, the hyperne
splitting is omitted.

The eld-free rotational states
microwave eld
matrix.

mhν ,

En (n = 0, 1, 2, ..., N ),

when dressed with a

form the diagonal for the rst block in the dressed-state

The next block along the diagonal includes the same rotational energy

levels dressed with a eld where the photon number

m

is increased by one.

In

order to prevent losses from unwanted transitions the microwave frequency is detuned from a selected rotational transition.
allow for small detunings, so that values of

The narrow rotational transitions

∆ ≈ ±50 MHz

are typically chosen.

Only two dressed rotational energy level systems, or `ladders', are considered here:

E0,1,2,...,N + mhν
matrix elements

E0,1,2,...,N + (m + 1)hν . The o-diagonal dipole moment
1
(Ωn,n0 = − E(µz )n,n0 ) are determined using the selection rules
2
and

for an asymmetric-top according to Table 3.1. These matrix elements couple the
zero-order quasi-energy levels

En + mhν

and

En0 + (m + 1)hν .

This essentially
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∆m = ±1.

Thus coupling only occurs between

rotational states that obey the selections rules of an asymmetric rotor, and are
dressed by a dierence of one microwave photon.

Once complete, the matrix is

diagonalized with increasing values of electric eld strength and the shifted rotational energy levels are obtained.

Crossing/avoided-crossing
A consequence of increasing the complexity of the molecule is the increased occurrence of crossings and/or avoided crossings of the rotational states. For example,
acetonitrile is a relatively small symmetric top molecule. Compared to 4-ABN, acetonitrile's large rotational constants (A=158.4 GHz, B=C=9.204 GHz) and higher
symmetry results in a reduced density of states. Thus large electric eld strengths
are needed before rotational states might cross/avoid one another. Consequently,
when applying a microwave eld detuned from a transition of interest, acetonitrile
can be treated as two-level system. When considering the AC-Stark eect on the
rotational states of 4-ABN, crossing scenarios arise at electric eld strengths as
low as 1 kV/cm. See Figure 4.5 to gain some understanding of how the dierent
molecule's rotational states interact with increasing electric eld strength, and
pay particular attention to the energy scale axis when comparing the density of
rotational states.
Accurate predictions of AC-Stark shifts are complicated by the density of
molecular energy levels.

As the density increases, or when operating at large

electric eld strengths it can become increasingly tedious to interpret the results
of potential crossing scenarios. So to better identify the respective zero-eld rotational states at larger electric eld strengths a second computer code was developed. This code labels the rotational states at zero-eld using the appropriate
quantum numbers and with increasing electric eld strength recognises potential
crossing scenarios. As two rotational states approach each other their respective
state labels are adjusted depending on whether they cross or avoid one another.
This outcome is determined by the electric dipole moment selection rules of the
system, which for an asymmetric top are established according to the non-zero
dipole moment components and the polarization of the external eld. For 4-ABN
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Acetonitrile
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Figure 4.5: AC-Stark curves obtained from numerical calculations based on the
dressed-state formalism.

= −50 MHz)

The applied MW eld is red-detuned (∆

from a selected rotational transition:

(a) CH3 CN:

10 ← 00

at 18 398 MHz (JK

909 ← 808 at 16 092 MHz (JKa Kc notation). The red and blue
the M manifold of rotational states dressed with m and m + 1

notation). (b) 4-ABN:
lines correspond to

microwave photons, respectively, which are directly addressed by the microwave
radiation.

The purple and green lines correspond to the other rotational states

within the manifolds dressed with

m

and

m+1

there are dierent scales for the energy axes.
80 GHz, whereas the

photons, respectively. Notably,

For acetonitrile the

y -axis for 4-ABN covers approximately 7 GHz.

y -axis

spans

The hyperne

structure due to the nuclear quadrupole coupling of nitrogen was omitted for both
molecules.
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∆J = 0, ±1, ∆Ka = 0, ±1, ∆Kc = 0, ±1, and using linearly polarized microwave
radiation ∆M = 0. An example of such a crossing scenario can be seen in Figure 4.5(b) at approximately 1 kV/cm. Here, the M substates of the 808 +(m+1)hν
approach those of the 633 + mhν and the 634 + mhν levels, and according to the
selections rules these states cross.
In Reference [88], DeMille et al.

discuss the application of circularly polar-

ized light to polar diatomic molecules. When considering a dressed system with
more than two ladders near-degenerate rotational states are inevitable. The use
of circularly polarized light in this case reduces losses from avoided crossings by
altering the

M

selection rule (∆M

= ±1).

This model was proposed to inhibit

the ground state of a molecule from absorbing multiple microwave photons thus
reducing the eective trap depth. For 4-ABN, only two ladders are considered in
the calculations and the rotational state of interest is not the ground state, thus in
this case linearly polarized radiation is preferred, and the

∆M = 0

selection rule

is still relevant.

4.2.2 Microwave manipulation simulations
For the microwave manipulation simulations the transition of interest is the

808

at 16 092 MHz.

The

M

manifold of the

808 + (m + 1)hν

909 ←

rotational state of

4-ABN is chosen for microwave focusing and guiding experiments. As can be seen
from Figure 4.5(b), these states undergo reasonably large AC-Stark shifts in a
microwave eld close to the 16 GHz frequency range. This frequency range is benecial for two main reasons. Firstly, strong microwave ampliers are commercially
available at this range.

Secondly,

λ/2 ≈ 10 mm,

which ts nicely to the size of

a supersonically expanded molecular packet. Previous experiments with a molecular beam of ammonia were performed with maximum eld strengths of up to
1.4 kV/cm [92]. These eld strengths were obtained using input powers of 5 W and
resonators with quality factors (Q) up to 10 000. The AC-Stark shifts calculated
for the

808 + (m + 1)hν

rotational states at a microwave frequency of 16 042 MHz

suggest that electric eld strengths of 5 kV/cm and larger input powers could be
utilised for experiments with 4-ABN.
The AC-Stark curves can then be used to evaluate the performance of a mi-
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crowave lens for 4-ABN. To calculate the force on the molecules in the microwave
eld (hν

=16 042 MHz) a polynomial expression was t to every M sublevel of the
808 + (m + 1)hν rotational state. Along with an analytical expression for the mi-

crowave eld and the properties of the resonator, this information was input into a
trajectory simulation program that solves the equation of motion numerically (4

th

order Runge-Kutta procedure). Microwave focusing and decelerating experiments
performed on ammonia [9092] employed a Stark decelerator to prepare a packet
of slow molecules before further manipulation with the microwave resonator (see
Section 3.1).

As discussed earlier in this section (Sec. 4.2) this is currently not

a viable option for larger, more complex molecules, such as 4-ABN. Instead, we
consider molecular packets originating from a supersonic expansion of a pulsed
valve and from a buer-gas cell.
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A supersonic expansion of a dilute mixture of 4-ABN in xenon produces rotational temperatures of 5−10 K and longitudinal velocities of approximately 400 m/s.
These longitudinal velocities are substantially higher than those utilized in the ammonia experiments. Eective deceleration and acceleration of a molecular beam
of 4-ABN would require very long microwave resonators and high input powers.
Therefore, the simulations here focus on microwave lensing (2D focusing) and microwave guiding (3D focusing), the latter of which can generate 3D control of a
molecular packet resulting in spatial bunching. Simulations based on the experimentally determined rotational constants (Sec. 4.1.2) indicate that at a rotational
temperature of 5 K the

808

state of 4-ABN carries about 1% of the population.

Similar values are also found for the rotational temperatures of 1, 2, and 10 K,
refer to Figure 4.6. This observation was an additional reason for targeting the

808 + (m + 1)hν

manifold of 4-ABN in these experiments.

To focus the high-eld-seeking

808

state of 4-ABN with microwave elds a

cylindrically symmetric resonator was designed with an entrance hole of 4 mm, an
exit hole of 3 mm, an inner diameter of 13.23 mm and a length of 301 mm at room
temperature. When cooled to 77 K, this microwave resonator supports the TE1,1,18
mode at 16 042 MHz (see inset of Figure 4.7), which is 50 MHz red-detuned from
the

909 ← 808

transition of 4-ABN. The precision of the resonator's inner diameter

is of particular importance as a deviation of 10 µm would shift the cavity resonances
by approximately 10 MHz. To reach a quality factor of

Q ≈ 10 000,

the resonator

is made from oxygen-free copper and cooled to liquid nitrogen temperatures. The
microwave input power
via

PIN = P0 /(1 + κ),

PIN

is related to the circulating power in the cavity

where

κ

P0

is the coupling coecient. With a simple dipole

antenna, good impedance matching can be realised, and

κ ≈ 1 is a good estimation.

Consequently, the circulating power is approximately half of the input power and
an electric eld strength of 4.5 kV/cm can be achieved with

PIN =100 W.

Trajectory simulations were performed for a range of starting longitudinal velocities (50 to 400 m/s) and input powers (0 to 100 W) to establish the feasibility of
microwave focusing and deceleration of 4-ABN. The longitudinal width of the generated packet is related to the opening time of the pulsed valve of approximately
150 µs, and the longitudinal velocity spread is approximated to be 12%. The transverse size of the molecular packet is given by the size of the skimmer orice (100 µm
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diameter), and the transverse velocity distribution is approximated as square distribution with a width of 8 m/s. In the simulations, the microwave radiation can
be turned on and o depending upon the position of the so-called synchronous
molecule. This is a hypothetical molecule that travels along the microwave resonator axis with the initial longitudinal velocity targeted for manipulation (refer to
Section 3.1.1 for more detail). In the lens mode, MW radiation is turned on for the
entire time that the synchronous molecule spends inside the resonator. Molecules
are counted only if they arrive in a dened acceptance space behind the resonator
that mimics the size and shape of a focused laser beam for REMPI detection (see
Section 3.1.3). The simulation output is a time-of-ight prole that depends on
the arrival time of the molecules.

(b)

Figure 4.7:

Number of molecules

(a)

Number of molecules

The trajectory simulations show that the envisioned resonator design, in the
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symmetric microwave resonator (upper right). The mean starting velocity is (a)
6
400 m/s with a total of 3 × 10 simulated molecular trajectories and (b) 50 m/s
6
with a total of 6 × 10 simulated molecular trajectories.
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lens mode, would have a negligible focusing eect on a molecular packet with a
mean longitudinal velocity of

vz = 400 m/s.

This is even the case for input powers

as high as 100 W, see Figure 4.7(a). Such a molecular packet can be expected from
a supersonic expansion of 4-ABN in xenon. According to the simulations, when
comparing the number of molecules detected with input powers of 10 and 100 W
to the simulation without a microwave eld present (0 W), only minor increases
of 2 and 4.5%, respectively, are observed.

Molecules travelling at 400 m/s y

through the microwave resonator in approximately 0.75 ms.

This rather short

ac-Stark shift

exposure time clearly limits the eect of the transversely focusing TE1,1,18 mode
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Figure 4.8: Comparison between the simulated time-of-ight proles of 4-ABN for
6
lensing and guiding by using a mean initial velocity of 50 m/s and a total of 6 × 10
simulated molecules. The top panel shows a schematic for the guiding switching
scheme that was employed in the trajectory simulations.
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on molecular motion.
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Figure 4.9: Comparison between the simulated time-of-ight proles for lensing
6
and guiding of 4-ABN with a mean initial velocity of 100 m/s and a total of 6 × 10
simulated molecules.

Here, the number of molecules is the average number of

detected molecules over 5 µs time steps to improve resolution.

For slower longitudinal velocities, losses from the molecular beam due to transverse motions increase, but the eect of the transverse focusing force from the microwave elds also becomes more apparent. At mean longitudinal velocities close
to, or below, 100 m/s this behaviour is observable within the simulations.

For

vz = 50 m/s, molecules with initial transverse velocity components of ±0.3 m/s in
the x-dimension and ±0.2 m/s in the y -dimension are detected at 0 W (Fig. 4.7(b)).
Increasing the microwave power to 100 W increases the detectable initial transverse
velocity components to

vx = ±3 m/s

and

vy = ±0.5 m/s.

This corresponds to an

increase in the time-of-ight signal by a factor of 20, as well as a 20-fold increase
in the total number of detected molecules. When comparing the detectable transverse velocity components with each other it is important to consider the dened
acceptance space. Here, the

x-dimension lies along the path of the detection laser,
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y -dimension falls along the height of
detectable vx will always be larger than vy .

whereas the
the

the laser beam. Thus, as a rule

In guiding simulations the microwave eld is switched on and o when the
synchronous molecule reaches a position within the resonator where the electric
eld strength is at 50% of its maximum (see the scheme in Figure 4.8). Due to the
shape of the potential, the molecules that lag behind the synchronous molecule
experience an acceleration towards it, those ahead experience a relative deceleration. At initial longitudinal velocities of 50 m/s with an input power of 100 W, this
phenomenon can be clearly observed (Fig. 4.8). Comparing Figures 4.8 and 4.9,
there appears to be no advantage gained by employing the guiding mode over
the lens mode for input powers below 100 W or longitudinal velocities faster than

vz = 50 m/s.

The signal gains brought about by longitudinal bunching are ef-

fectively cancelled out by the reduced transverse focusing inherent in the guiding
switching scheme due to shorter durations for which the focusing microwave eld
is present. Results presented throughout this section indicate that the envisioned
microwave resonator design would be far more eective when applied to a molecular beam with longitudinal velocities close to 50 m/s. Combining the proposed
experimental set-up with a technique that could pre-decelerate a molecular packet
of 4-ABN, such as buer-gas cooling, would be a very interesting prospect.

4.2.3 Application of Stark decelerator
Considering the need for a pre-decelerated packet of 4-ABN molecules to observe
focusing, guiding, and nally deceleration with microwave elds, simulations have
also been carried out to determine the potential application of the Stark decelerator to such a system.

As previously discussed (Sec. 4.2), Stark deceleration

can generally not be applied to larger polyatomic systems as most states are higheld-seeking at electric eld strengths close to 100 kV/cm. However, a recent study
has identied potential rotational states of polyatomic asymmetric molecules that
are low-eld-seeking up to reasonable electric eld strengths (∼

50 kV/cm)

[150].

In the late 1990s, such states were focused in two dimensions for spectroscopic
purposes using a quadrupole device [151, 152].
The highest energy rotational state of any

J

manifold of a near-prolate asym-
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rotational state. These states exhibit

two qualities that make them interesting for Stark deceleration. A near degeneracy with the

JJ1

rotational state results in an almost linear DC-Stark shift at low

electric eld strengths, and crossings that occur at larger electric eld strengths
represent mostly forbidden transitions. To determine this, the same numerical approach described earlier in Section 4.2.1 was utilized, but altered to calculate the
DC-Stark (Sec. 3.1.1) shifts of 4-ABN. This meant disregarding the dressed-state
formalism, which simplied matrix formation considerably. For the DC case the
Hamiltonian can be written:





0 
 E0 Ω0,1 · · ·

. 
. 
Ω1,0 E1 Ω1,...
. 

H= .

..
 ..
.
Ω...,1
Ω...,N 




0
· · · ΩN,... EN

(4.2)

E0 and EN are the eld free rotational states that form
(n = 0, 1, . . . , N ) are the o-diagonal dipole moment matrix

Similar to Equation 4.1, the
the diagonal, and

Ωn,n0

elements determined using the selection rules for the asymmetric top (Table 3.1).
Rotational energy levels from

J = 0 up to J = 15, including all K

and

M

sublevels,

were extracted from PGOPHER [119] to form the diagonal of Equation 4.2. After
having input all the o-diagonal matrix elements, the matrix was diagonalized with
increasing values of electric eld strength to obtain the DC-Stark shifted energy
levels. Conveniently, the second code used to determine if approaching rotational
states cross or avoid (see Sec. 4.2.1) could be used with even fewer changes as only
one selection rule (∆m
removed.

The

M

= ±1,

which refers to the dressed photons) needed to be

selection rule remained

∆M = 0

as

M = ±1

transitions are

strictly forbidden in this case.

Previous simulations exploiting the AC-Stark eect focused on a rotational
state where

J = 8.

JKa Kc = 440 . Achigher J states appear

Here, the rotational state of interest is the

cording to the calculations carried out in Reference [150],

to result in larger trap depths. Although this would be preferential for decelerating/trapping experiments, higher

J

states are also less populated at temperatures
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generated via a supersonic expansion (∼1 K). Focusing on a rotational state with
a lower

J

also provided the added benet of simplifying calculations. Figure 4.10

shows the relevant DC-Stark shifts and crossings for the

440

rotational state fo-

M = 4 sublevel. With increasing electric eld strength
M = 4 sublevel with other rotational states where M 6= 4
This phenomenon is what enables the 440 (M = 4) ro-

cusing specically on the
avoided crossings of the
are strictly forbidden.

tational state to remain low-eld-seeking at larger electric eld strengths.

For

electric eld strengths larger than 20 kV/cm the outcome of crossing scenarios became increasingly dicult to interpret for the code, even when focusing solely on
the

M =4

sublevel. Calculations were therefore restricted to a maximum electric

eld strength of 20 kV/cm, which is also reasonable from an experimental point
of view. For the

JKa Kc , M = 440 , 4

rotational state of 4-ABN calculations predict

a trap depth of approximately 0.62 K, which is essentially the same as the value
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Figure 4.10: DC-Stark curves obtained from numerical calculations for 4-ABN.
This includes all of the rotational states, including all the

K

that are close in energy to the rotational state of interest, the
state in red.

M sublevels,
JKa Kc , M = 440 , 4
and
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determined in Reference [150].
Information determined from the DC-Stark calculations was input into a simulation that uses the already known time-dependent electric eld distribution inside the Stark decelerator [70]. This simulation plots the trajectory of a molecular
packet of 4-ABN, in the

440 (M = 4)

rotational state, through the decelerator.

The mean longitudinal velocity of the molecules was chosen to be 400 m/s with
a Gaussian longitudinal velocity spread and transverse velocity components ranging from 0 to 30 m/s.

440 (M = 4)

Starting with a total of 100 000 4-ABN molecules in the

rotational state, simulations that employed the guiding mode of the

longitudinal velocity, vz (m/s)

500
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Figure 4.11:

0.7

0.8
0.9
z-position (m)

1.0

Simulated longitudinal phase space of 4-ABN in the

rotational state.

440 (M = 4)

The simulation utilised the guiding mode of Stark decelerator

with a maximum electric eld strength of 20 kV/cm, and assumed an initial longitudinal velocity of 400 m/s with a longitudinal velocity spread of approximately
100 m/s.

The snapshot of the longitudinal phase space is taken when the syn-

chronous molecule is at the end of the Stark decelerator. Longitudinal bunching
can be observed around the centre of the molecular packet as slightly faster/slower
velocities are decelerated/accelerated closer to the position of the synchronous
molecule.
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Stark decelerator with the maximum electric eld strength set to 20 kV/cm were
carried out. The longitudinal phase space of the 4-ABN molecules at the end of
the Stark decelerator is shown in Figure 4.11. In total, simulations anticipate that
only 449 4-ABN molecules in the
of the decelerator.

440 (M = 4)

rotational state make it to the end

Although this is a rather low number, it is large enough to

observe bunching in longitudinal phase space around the synchronous molecule.
The observation of longitudinal bunching indicates that deceleration might also be
eective.

4.3 Conclusions
The high-resolution broadband spectrum of 4-ABN was recorded and t. The high
sensitivity of the spectrometer meant that the

13

C and

15

N isotopologues could also

be assigned. Consequently, the position of each heavy atom within the molecule
was obtained using a mass-dependent least-squares tting method.

The exper-

imentally determined rotational constants of 4-ABN produced an inertial defect
of

−0.3 µÅ,

which is typical for molecules that exhibit out-of-plane motions. An

angle between the plane of the amino group and the plane of the benzene ring is
responsible for the negative contribution to the inertial defect. B3LYP calculations
that excluded and included Grimme's empirical dispersion conrmed the presence
of this inversion angle for the amino group of 4-ABN. Compared to previous investigation of 4-ABN's structure, inversion angles predicted via theory [139] and
determined experimentally in the crystalline phase [145] are considerably larger
than the inversion angle predicted in this work, which would also results in a
smaller

µc

dipole moment component. Here, it is rationalized that a smaller in-

version angle and

µc

is more realistic as no

c-type

transitions were observed in

4-ABN's rotational spectrum. This observation has a direct impact upon the microwave manipulation simulations. The dipole moment components are included
in AC-Stark calculations and when non-zero also determine what selection rules
are appropriate for the system.
To determine the AC-Stark shifts for dierent molecular systems of varying
complexity a numerical approach has been developed.

Trajectory simulations

used this data to evaluate the feasibility of extending microwave focusing and
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deceleration experiments from ammonia [9092] to 4-ABN, a larger, more complex
molecule. AC-Stark calculations performed for 4-ABN produced a trap depth of
3.1 GHz (∼150 mK) at an electric eld strength of 5 kV/cm. In simulations of the
proposed experiment, the TE1,1,18 resonance mode of a closed, high-Q microwave
resonator manipulates a molecular packet of internally cold 4-ABN. To achieve input powers larger than 100 W is dicult and, due to the scaling of the electric eld
strength (E

∝

√

PIN ),

eld strengths in excess of 10 kV/cm would be challenging

to realise with closed, cylindrically symmetric microwave resonators. Thus, input
powers have been limited to a maximum of 100 W.
Transverse (2D) focusing of high-eld-seeking states could be achieved by using input powers as low as 10 W. However, longitudinal (3D) focusing was only
observed with initial longitudinal velocities of 50 m/s and input powers of 100 W.
To observe signicant focusing and deceleration of the high-eld-seeking states of
4-ABN, initial longitudinal velocities close to, or even below, 50 m/s would then
be required.

For the potential future application of accelerating or decelerating

switching schemes it would therefore be necessary to work within such experimental parameters.

This would rule out the possibility of starting directly from a

supersonic expansion, for which mean longitudinal velocities as slow as 350 m/s
could be achieved with xenon as a carrier gas.

Alternatively, buer-gas-cooling

methods could be utilised to produce cold molecular beams with longitudinal velocities below 100 m/s and potentially replace a supersonic expansion source.
Essentially, microwave focusing and deceleration of larger molecules require a
method that can create packets of molecules in high-eld-seeking states with low
mean longitudinal velocities (∼50 m/s). This could be a counter-rotating pulsed
valve [93] or the aforementioned buer-gas cell. Microwave elds can be a powerful
tool for spatial manipulation of complex polar molecules, which is ideally suited to
complement current eorts for creating ultra-cold molecules, such as optoelectrical
cooling [105].

Along with the AC trap, successful microwave deceleration and

trapping make it possible to overlay polar ground-state molecules with an atomic
magneto-optical trap. Such an experimental set-up could bridge the gap between
cold and ultra-cold molecules via, for example, sympathetic cooling [104, 153].
The possibility of using the Stark decelerator with 4-ABN was also investigated.

Although this technique would be restricted to specic rotational states
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Simulations pre-

dict the bunching of 4-ABN molecules in longitudinal phase space, which makes
deceleration a viable option.

Practical application of the Stark decelerator to a

multi-level system such as 4-ABN would be challenging. Limiting the electric eld
strength to 20 kV/cm means a reduction in the number of molecules that actually
arrive at the end of the decelerator. This means that if the rotational state of interest is not already well populated the observation of decelerated packets is unlikely.
In this case, it would therefore be benecial to selectively boost the population
for a rotational state of interest. This prospect is investigated experimentally for
4-nitroanisole in Section 5.2.

Chapter 5
Nitroanisole*
4-nitroanisole is considered a push and pull

π -conjugated

system as it contains

an electron-withdrawing and an electron-donating group at opposite ends of the
molecule. The nitro group has a negative inductive and mesomeric eect on the
phenyl ring and is thus the withdrawing group. The methoxy group has a negative inductive eect and positive mesomeric eect. Usually the mesomeric eect is
stronger than the inductive eect, so overall the methoxy group is considered to be
electron-donating. Surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS) has been carried out on 4-nitroanisole and other similar "push-pull" systems [154, 155]. These
studies use SERS to investigate the adsorption of such systems on silver nanoparticles and discuss their relevance for non-linear optical applications [156, 157].
With the adsorption of 4-nitroanisole to an Ag colloid, the electronic structure of
the molecule can be altered via internal charge transfer between the methoxy and
nitro group. After laser irradiation (λ

= 514.5 nm) a catalytic reduction can occur

resulting in further structural changes.

Such changes can be better understood

with a detailed knowledge of the system's structural properties.
In keeping with the other molecular systems under investigation within this
thesis, 4-nitroanisole displays certain characteristics that make it an interesting
candidate for motion manipulation experiments with AC-electric elds [158]. 4nitroanisole has a large dipole moment to mass ratio (6.2 D:153.04 u) and can be

* This

chapter is based on the following publications: J. B. Graneek, C. Pérez, and M. Schnell,

Structural determination and population transfer of 4-nitroanisole by broadband microwave spectroscopy and tailored microwave pulses,

J. Chem. Phys. 147, 154306 (2017).
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easily seeded into a molecular beam.

Eective deceleration and trapping of a

molecule is dependent upon the interaction of an external eld with a specic
quantum state.

This eectiveness is inuenced by the size and complexity of

the molecule under investigation. The ability to identify and selectively increase
the population of a rotational state would be desirable for each of the focusing,
deceleration, and trapping techniques that employ an external eld discussed in
Section 1.2.4.

This would be especially useful for the application of the Stark

decelerator to more complex molecules (refer to Section 4.2.3). So in addition to
the structural determination of 4-nitroanisole, microwave double-resonance experiments have been designed to explore the possibility of increasing the population
in a rotational state of interest.

5.1 Structure determination of 4-nitroanisole
The sensitivity and high resolution of Fourier transform microwave (FTMW)
spectroscopy can provide detailed information on a molecule's structure (see Section 4.1). Prior to this study, 4-nitroanisole had not been investigated with such a
technique and there was no experimental structure available for this molecule. Low
resolution microwave spectroscopy has been used to study a number of molecules
containing a methoxy group, including 4-nitroanisole [159]. Although this study
was able to determine the rotational constants of 4-nitroanisole, it did not yield any
structural parameters, such as bond lengths and angles, or information on the nuclear quadrupole coupling that arises due to the

14

N nucleus. The high resolution

and sensitivity oered by chirped-pulse Fourier transform microwave (CP-FTMW)
spectroscopy allows for the determination of such structural parameters [160, 161].
Other microwave spectroscopy studies carried out on nitrobenzene [162, 163] and
anisole [164] were able to yield structural parameters that can be directly compared to those determined in this investigation. Such a comparison should provide
more information regarding the inuence of nitro and methoxy substituents on the
phenyl ring.
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5.1.1 Experimental details
The broadband rotational spectrum of 4-nitroanisole was recoded using the COMPACT spectrometer, for a detailed description of the set-up see Section 3.2.

A

sample of 4-nitroanisole was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (97% purity) and used
without further purication. The sample was placed within the reservoir of the

◦
nozzle and heated to approximately 90 C. Using neon as a carrier gas at a backing pressure of 2.5 bar, the mixture was supersonically expanded into the vacuum
chamber at a repetition rate of 4 Hz.

After supersonic expansion, the ensemble

was excited by a 4 µs long microwave chirp spanning 2−8 GHz.

The microwave

chirp was amplied by the TWT amplier, which was set to various levels of gain.
Reasons for using alternative gain settings of the TWT amplier is discussed in
Section 5.1.2. In addition to various levels of gain, measurements were also carried
out where the TWT amplier was replaced entirely by a solid-state amplier with
an output power of approximately 2 W. The molecular response of each measurement in the form of an FID was recorded for 40 µs resulting in a spectral resolution
of 25 kHz. In total, at 100% gain, 800 000 FIDs were co-added and Fourier transformed to produce a rotational spectrum with a signal to noise ratio of 1000:1. This
is sucient to observe the

13

C,

15

N and

18

O isotopologues of 4-nitroanisole in their

natural abundance, which enables the determination of the molecular structure.

5.1.2 Results and discussion
Three dierent experimental broadband rotational spectra of 4-nitroanisole, measured with a solid-state amplier, the TWT amplier at 100% and 50% gain, as
well as the corresponding t are displayed in Figure 5.1. The measured intensities
vary considerably depending on the gains employed. To rationalise this behaviour
it is necessary to consider two dierent regimes of fast passage phenomena, the
rapid adiabatic passage (RAP) and the linear fast passage (LFP). The large dipole
moment of 4-nitroanisole means that for measurements taken at 100% gain (corresponding to an output power of at least 300 W) the RAP regime best describes
transient eects during the chirp.

In this regime, transfer and inversion of the

population for a rotational transition can occur reducing coherence and therefore
the intensity recorded. Even stepwise multi-resonance eects can occur when us-
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Figure 5.1: Rotational spectra of 4-nitroanisole; the upper traces show the experimental spectrum recorded at three dierent levels of amplication. According to
specications, using the TWT amplier at 100% gain corresponds to a frequency
dependent output power of at least 300 W, whereas a 50% gain gives an output
power of approximately 75 W. The solid-state amplier provides approximately
2 W output power. The lower trace represents a simulation using the tted spectroscopic parameters reported in Table 5.1.
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ing such a chirp. This phenomenon can aect the observed transition intensities
further and can be used to explain the gradual increase in intensity from 2−8 GHz,
i.e., for rotational transitions with higher

J

rotational quantum numbers, at 100%

gain. This was previously observed for benzonitrile [165], which also has a large
dipole moment (µa

= 4.52 D).

For the LFP regime, the chirp has a negligible

eect on the population dierence, instead coherence dominates resulting in increased transition intensities. Experiments carried out at 50% gain (corresponding
to an output power of approximately 75 W) are within this LFP regime, hence the
stronger intensities observed and better agreement with the predicted intensities
from the PGOHPER program [119]. Line strengths predicted within PGOPHER
rely on the Boltzmann distribution of a population at a selected rotational temperature, in this case 1 K, and ignore other eects that might alter a system's
population distribution. From the intensities of the respective

a-, b-, c-type transi-

tions we can estimate a ratio of 6.75:1:0 for the dipole moment components, which
is in good agreement with those predicted via calculations.
Structure optimization calculations were carried out in Gaussian09 [140] using
dierent basis sets in combination with the B3LYP hybrid functional including
and excluding Grimmes's empirical dispersion, as well as Møller-Plesset perturbation theory (MP2). The obtained rotational parameters, including the nuclear
quadrupole coupling constants, from the B3LYP and MP2 calculations are listed
in Table 5.1.

While there is a good agreement between the experimental and

calculated rotational constants, the nuclear quadrupole coupling constants largely
deviate for the MP2 calculations. This is independent of the molecular structure
used as a basis of the calculations so appears to be intrinsic to the method. Although not further discussed, the results of the MP2 calculation are included in
Table 5.1 for completeness.

b-type

After assignment of the strong

a-type

and weaker

transitions, the quantum-chemical rotational parameters could be directly

compared to those determined experimentally.

This assignment was performed

with the program PGOPHER. The rotational quantum numbers involved in the
assigned transitions range from

J = 1

up to

J = 11.

In total 169 lines were

assigned for the parent molecule with an average error of the t of 4.9 kHz.
A closer look at the quadrupole coupling splitting due to the nitrogen atom of
the nitro group can be found in Figure 5.2. The observed hyperne structure is due
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to the coupling of nitrogen's nuclear charge density with the electric potential generated by the electrons and other nuclei. As 4-nitroanisole has only one strongly
coupling nucleus, compared to 4-ABN less splitting is observed in the spectrum
(Fig. 4.2) and the scheme used to interpret the coupling is also more straight-

14
forward (refer to Section 4.1). Nitrogen's nuclear spin (I( N)

= 1)

couples with

J. Consequently the total angular
momentum of 4-nitroanisole is F rather than J, and the new angular momentum

the molecular rotational angular momentum

quantum numbers are:

F = J + I, J + I − 1, J + I − 2, ..., |J − I|
The experimentally determined nuclear quadrupole coupling constants for 4-nitroanisole
are very similar to those determined for the ground state of nitrobenzene, where

χaa = −1.1589(24) MHz and χbb−cc = −0.5199(68) MHz [166].

Table 5.1:

Nuclear quadrupole

Spectroscopic constants of 4-nitroanisole determined experimentally

and via quantum-chemical calculations. The value in square brackets was taken
directly from calculations.

Parameter

Experiment

B3LYP/

B3LYP/(GD3BJ)

B3LYP/(GD3BJ)

MP2/

aug-cc-pVTZ

aug-cc-pVTZ

def2-TZVP

6-311++G(d,p)

A (MHz)

3533.8097(5)

3565.90

3563.30

3565.43

3514.65

B (MHz)

587.03009(5)

586.25

588.15

588.07

584.66

C (MHz)

505.37812(5)

505.09

506.45

506.44

502.89

DK (kHz)

0.33(8)

···

···

···

···

DJK (kHz)

−0.031(5)

···

···

···

···

DJ (kHz)

0.006(1)

···

···

···

···

−1.164(2)

−1.2409

−1.2494

−1.2813

−0.5915

−0.569(3)

−1.0179

−1.0172

−1.0495

1.3711

[−0.1145]

−0.1145

−0.1168

−0.1200

−0.1336

···

6.15/0.78/0

6.14/0.78/0

6.09/0.78/0

5.45/0.0.82/0

169

···

···

···

···

4.9

···

···

···

···

χaa

(MHz)

χbb−cc
χab

(MHz)

(MHz)

µa /µb /µc

(D)

Nlines

σ

(kHz)
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Intensity (arb. units)
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Simulation

JKa’, Kc’  JKa, Kc
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F’  F
=33
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Figure 5.2: Nuclear quadrupole

32

coupling
splitting
for
the
0
JKa0 ,Kc0 ← JKa,Kc = 303 ← 202
rotational transition due to
14
the
N atom in 4-nitroanisole

43
3270

3271
Frequency (MHz)

3272

measured at 50% gain.

F

The

quantum numbers are also

displayed.

coupling constants are sensitive to the local electronic environment, as well as the
orientation of the principal axis system for the molecule. A dierence in the nuclear
quadrupole coupling constants of only 5 and 49 kHz for

χaa and χbb−cc , respectively,

would suggest that the addition of a para-methoxy group to nitrobenzene has only
a small eect on the local electronic environments of the respective nitrogen atoms,
or the orientation of the principal axis system, or both.
Initially, a larger dierence between the nuclear quadrupole coupling constants
was expected, as the additional methoxy group (a) introduces an electron donating
eect and (b) re-positions the centre of mass and the inertial coordinate system
of 4-nitroanisole relative to nitrobenzene. The closeness of the nuclear quadrupole
coupling constants leads to two potential conclusions:

1. The electron donating eect of the para-methoxy group has little impact on
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the electronic environment of the nitrogen atom due to the weak interaction
via the phenyl ring, or the re-positioning of the coordinate system works to
counteract this electron donating eect.
2. The nitrogen atom is a weakly coupling quadrupole nucleus and therefore
not a suciently sensitive probe for such eects.
To gain more insight into the inuence of nitroanisole's substituents on the phenyl
ring more structural information is required.
The high sensitivity of the spectrometer allows for the observation of singly
substituted

13

C,

15

N and

18

O isotopologues of 4-nitroanisole in their natural abun-

dance. The lines assigned to the isotopologues for the

212

transition are displayed in Fig. 5.3.

hyperne structure observed for the

15

0
JKa
0 ,Kc0 ← JKa,Kc = 312 ←

Here, it is worth noting the absence of

N isotopologue as

I(15 N) = 1/2.

The num-

ber of lines assigned and the rotational constants derived from the ts for each
isotopologue are summarized in Table 5.2.

As with 4-ABN (Section 4.1), this

information is essentially for the determination of an experimental structure for
4-nitroanisole. The

rs coordinates for each heavy atom of 4-nitroanisole were deter-

mined using Kraitchman's equations [14] for both planar and non-planar molecules,
implemented in the KRA program [149]. As expected, the non-planar approach is

= Ic − Ia − Ib ) of 4-nitroanisole is −3.91
2
µÅ . Anisole displays a similar inertial defect of −3.41 µÅ2 and was also treated

more appropriate as the inertial defect (∆

with the non-planar approach [167]. For nitrobenzene an inertial defect of +0.249

µÅ2

was determined [162]. The absence of the methoxy group and therefore the

out-of-plane hydrogen atoms results in an inertial defect with a magnitude and
sign expected of planar molecules with small amplitude vibrations.
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Experimental
C1
C5
C6
C2
C3
N11
C4

3135

Parent

3145

3140

3150

3155

Intensity (arb. units)

Experimental
O12
O14
O13
C15
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O

2
N

3
4
5

1
11

O 14

6

12 O

3090

3095
Frequency (MHz)

3100

13
15
18
Figure 5.3: Satellite lines of singly substituted
C,
N,
O isotopologues and
0
the parent lines for the JKa0 ,Kc0 ← JKa,Kc = 312 ← 212 rotational transition. The
18
O14 isotopologue is not assigned here as the corresponding transition intensity is
too weak, but has been reliably assigned to transitions with stronger intensities.
Also included is the molecular structure and atom labelling of 4-nitroanisole.
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Table 5.2: Rotational constants determined from the assignment of each isotopologue. Also included are the number
of lines assigned for each isotopologue (Nlines ) and the average error of the t(σ ), which are needed for the subsequent
Kraitchman calculations used to determine the substituted (rs ) molecular structure.

C1

C2

C3

C4

C5

A (MHz)

3533.8097(5)

3533.39(9)

3502.06(9)

3507.38(9)

3532.35(7)

3486.44(9)

B (MHz)

587.03009(5)

586.3210(3)

586.9976(3)

586.1808(3)

585.0571(3)

586.4743(3)

C (MHz)

505.37812(5)

504.8519(3)

504.7036(3)

504.2258(2)

503.8874(3)

503.9885(2)

Nlines

169

45

46

41

45

39

4.9

3.7

4.0

4.2

5.0

3.2

Parameter

C6

C15

N11

O12

O13

O14

A (MHz)

3493.07(10)

3523.27(8)

3533.87(12)

3494.18(13)

3461.31(8)

3523.41(10)

B (MHz)

586.8905(3)

576.7990(2)

582.8467(3)

573.8157(4)

575.2556(4)

574.7626(4)

C (MHz)

504.4455(3)

497.5745(2)

502.2696(4)

494.7644(3)

495.1794(4)

496.0471(3)

Nlines

34

44

18

16

16

16

3.5

4.0

3.4

4.4

4.0

6.5

σ

σ

(kHz)

(kHz)
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a)

b

c

a

b)
3
2
11

4

15
14

1

13
12

5
6

Figure 5.4: Comparison of the calculated (background) and the experimentally
determined (foreground, spheres) atom positions, excluding hydrogen. Calculated
atom positions obtained from B3LYP/aug-cc-pVTZ calculations.

Experimental

atom positions determined via (a) non-planar Kraitchman equations (rs -structure),
(1)
(b) mass-dependent least-squares t (rm -structure). Also included is a reference
to the inertial axis frame in (a) and the atom labels in (b).

Regardless of the approach employed, evaluation of the

rs

structure for 4-

nitroanisole was complicated by the closeness of several atoms to the inertial axes,
refer to Figure 5.4(a). When adopting the non-planar approach, atoms N11 , O12
and O14 exhibit imaginary components along the

c

inertial axis. For the planar

approach only the N11 atom displayed an imaginary component, this time along
the

b

inertial axis. As a result, the internal coordinates of these atoms could not

be evaluated. This behaviour has also had an impact on the evaluated

rs

struc-

tures of the phenyl ring, which is particularly evident for parameters that include
atoms C1 , C2 and C6 (refer to Table 5.3).

The planar approach does, however,
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provide reliable structural information on the substituents of 4-nitroanisole. Although the N11 position could not be evaluated, the distance between the oxygen
atoms of the nitro group could be determined. Similar issues arose when applying
Kraitchman's equations to 4-ABN (Section 4.1), where even less

rs -coordinates

could be obtained. Although similar in size and structural arrangement (compare
Fig. 5.4(a) with Fig. 4.4(a)), the larger and heavier methoxy and nitro groups of 4nitroanisole compared to the nitrile and amino groups of 4-ABN shift the principal
axes so that more

Table

5.3:

rs -coordinates

Experimentally

are attainable for 4-nitroanisole.

determined

and

4(1)
nitroanisole; rs -structure (Kraitchman's planar and non-planar equations), rm structure (mass-dependent least-squares t),

Bond lengths

Planar,

rs

(Å)

calculated

re -structure

Non-planar,

rs

(Å)

bond

lengths

(B3LYP/aug-cc-pVTZ).

(1)

rm

(Å)

B3LYP,

re

C1 −C2

1.504(17)

1.474(17)

1.386(6)

1.386

C2 −C3

1.340(7)

1.326(9)

1.400(7)

1.387

C3 −C4

1.412(9)

1.406(7)

1.398(4)

1.398

C4 −C5

1.405(8)

1.408(6)

1.402(4)

1.402

C5 −C6

1.360(3)

1.353(9)

1.394(8)

1.378

C6 −C1

1.295(18)

1.344(18)

1.385(6)

1.393

C1 −N11

···

···

1.475(3)

1.463

N11 −O12

···

···

1.220(3)

1.225

N11 −O13

···

···

1.230(3)

1.225

2.171(3)

···

2.167(3)

2.166

C4 −O14

1.359(2)

···

1.356(2)

1.352

O14 −C15

1.424(5)

···

1.414(4)

1.430

O12

· · · O13

of

(Å)

Millen and Morton [168] encountered similar problems when determining the

rs

structure of nitric acid.

As the nitrogen atom lies so close to the molecule's

centre of mass, Kraitchman calculations yielded a nitrogen position that altered
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the resonance structure of the nitro group. The N−O bonds diered in length by
almost 0.04 Å, and consequently the nitrogen position was readjusted to accommodate for the expected resonance structure. For comparisons to other molecules
that contain a nitro group, Millen and Morton utilized the distance between the
oxygen atoms, where their determined value was independent of any structural assumptions made. The O· · · O distance determined in this work from Kraitchman
calculations is 2.171(3) Å. Although smaller than that determined for nitric acid,
2.190(3) Å [168], this matches the distance for nitrobenzene (2.171 Å) referred to
by Cox and Waring in their study of the structure of nitromethane [169].

Table 5.4: Experimentally determined and calculated bond angles of 4-nitroanisole;
(1)
rs -structure (Kraitchman's planar and non-planar equations), rm -structure (massdependent least-squares t),

Bond angles

Planar,

rs

re -structure

◦
( )

(B3LYP/aug-cc-pVTZ).

Non-planar,

rs

◦
( )

(1)

rm

◦
( )

B3LYP,

re

∠C1 C2 C3

117.95(48)

118.42(53)

118.94(31)

119.7

∠C2 C3 C4

118.98(24)

119.50(32)

119.29(25)

119.7

∠C3 C4 C5

120.49(13)

120.05(29)

120.57(22)

119.9

∠C4 C5 C6

120.51(27)

120.10(54)

120.16(23)

120.3

∠C5 C6 C1

120.44(44)

118.87(88)

118.30(36)

119.29

∠C6 C1 C2

121.62(29)

120.30(48)

122.74(42)

121.13

∠C2 C1 N11

···

···

118.25(38)

119.4

∠C6 C1 N11

···

···

119.01(40)

119.5

∠C1 N11 O12

···

···

117.78(25)

117.8

∠C1 N11 O13

···

···

117.90(24)

117.9

∠O12 N11 O13

···

···

124.31(10)

124.3

∠C3 C4 O14

124.08(57)

···

124.65(30)

124.7

∠C4 O14 C15

118.04(48)

···

118.07(30)

118.6

∠C5 C4 O14

115.43(63)

···

114.79(31)

115.4

◦
( )
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rs bond lengths determined via the planar approach can

be directly compared to those obtained for anisole [167]. Once again, evaluation
of the

rs

structure was complicated by the positions of some atoms with respect

to the inertial axes.

et al.

To further investigate the structure of anisole, Desyatnyk

[167] performed a mass-dependent structural t to yield the

(1)

rm

geometry,

which is generally less susceptible to the eects that reduce the accuracy of the

rs -coordinates.

The mass-dependent structural t typically generates structures

closer to the equilibrium structure as the method takes the inertial defect into
account. This approach has been applied to a number of molecules, including the
water heptamer [15] and cinnamaldehyde [160]. A least-squares t of the structure
to the rotational constants as well as an additional parameter was performed in
the STRFIT program [149]. The extra parameter (ca

= 0.0596(4) µ1/2 Å)

accounts

Table 5.5:

Structural parameters determined via gas-phase electron diraction
(1)
(GED) [170] and microwave spectroscopy (rs and rm ) for the substituents of both
nitrobenzene [162, 171] and anisole [167], compared with those determined for
4-nitroanisole in this work.

Parameter

a

Nitrobenzene

Anisole

4-Nitroanisole

GED

rs

rs

rm

(1)

rs

rm

C−N

1.486(4)

1.4916(17)

···

···

···

1.475(3)

N−O

1.223(3)

1.2273(2)

···

···

···

O· · · O

···

···

···

2.171(3)

2.167(3)

∠ONO

125.3(2)

124.35(1)

···

···

···

124.31(10)

C−O

···

···

1.381(4)

1.372(3)

1.359(2)

1.356(2)

O−C

···

···

1.418(3)

1.417(2)

1.424(5)

1.414(4)

∠CCO

···

···

114.0(5)

114.8(3)

124.08(57)

124.65(30)

∠COC

···

···

117.2(4)

117.5(3)

118.04(48)

118.07(30)

2.171

c

a

Bond lengths in Å and angles in degrees.

b

Average of the two N−O bond lengths obtained.

c

Value referred to by Cox and Waring [169].

(1)

1.225(3)

b
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for the isotope-dependent rovibrational contribution to the moments of inertia of
the molecule [138].

A direct comparison of the structural parameters obtained

from each approach is given in Tables 5.3 and 5.4. The quantum-chemical theoretical predictions, which correspond to a hypothetical equilibrium structure (re )
at a potential energy minimum without zero-point vibration, are in much better
agreement with the

(1)

rm

structure than the

rs

structure. This is also visible from

Figure 5.4(b).

O
O

O+
O

N

−

O

N
O

Figure 5.5: Resonant forms of 4-nitroanisole. Left is the benzoid form, right the
quinoid zwitterion form.

The methoxy group of 4-nitroanisole behaves as an electron-donating group,
contributing electron density to the phenyl ring.

Coupled with the electron-

withdrawing eect of the nitro group, a reduction in the C4 −O14 bond length
(1)
compared to the rs and rm structures of anisole was observed, refer to Table 5.1.2.
The reduction in the C−O bond length also causes the
to steric eects. For the reasons described earlier,

∠CCO angle to increase due
the evaluation of the rs struc-

tures for 4-nitroanisole complicates comparisons to the nitro group of nitrobenzene.

rs (O· · · O) distance of 4-nitroanisole and nitrobenzene is essentially the same,
but the lack of any other rs parameters for the nitro group of 4-nitroanisole forces
(1)
us to rely more on the determined rm parameters. There is little variation in
the N−O bond length obtained irrespective of the method used to evaluate this
The

distance; however, there is a rather large alteration in the bond that connects the
nitro group to the phenyl ring.
Here, the

(1)

rm

(C−N) bond length of 4-nitroanisole is more than 0.01 Å shorter

than the distances reported in gas-phase electron diraction (GED) [170] and microwave [162, 171] studies of nitrobenzene. As the nitro group withdraws electron
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density from the phenyl ring this encourages the donation of more electron density
from the methoxy group. Electronic charge transfer from the methoxy to the nitro
group through the

π -conjugated

system has been conrmed by UV absorption of

4-nitroanisole in dierent solvents [155]. A result of this charge transfer process
is that two resonant forms of 4-nitroanisole can exist in solution; a benzenoid
form and a quinoid form (Fig. 5.5). There is no noticeable eect on the

(1)

rm

bond

lengths of the phenyl ring, which within the errors are very similar. The reduction
of the C−O and C−N bond lengths of 4-nitroanisole compared to the same bond
found in nitrobenzene and anisole, respectively, supports the migration of electron
density across the phenyl ring, which is consistent with the "push-pull" picture of
4-nitroanisole.

5.2 Population transfer experiments
In addition to structural determination of 4-nitroanisole and understanding the
eects of the substituents on the phenyl ring, the potential of transferring population between selected rotational states with tailored microwave pulses was investigated. For somewhat larger/heavier molecules like 4-nitroanisole the population
distribution, even at temperatures between 1−3 K, covers many rotational states
due to small rotational constants on the order of a few GHz and less. Here, we
employ tailored microwave pulses in a double-resonance scheme to drive and then
observe the transfer of population from a well populated rotational state. Doubleresonance experiments are more typically used to facilitate the analysis of complex
rotational spectra by identifying the connectivity of energy levels [172177]. The
aim of this study is to signicantly increase the population of a particular energy
level that can then be exploited in experiments, such as Stark deceleration (see
Section 4.2.3).
Once the spectrum of 4-nitroanisole was assigned, three-level systems were
identied so double-resonance experiments could be applied. The emission signal
recorded in CP-FTMW spectroscopy is proportional to the population dierence
of the two energy levels involved in the transition. So the strength of the emission
signal detected after the application of tailored microwave pulses indicates to what
extent population is transferred between rotational states, and also reconrms the
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connectivity of the transitions under investigation.

5.2.1 Experimental details
Detailed analysis of 4-nitroanisole's rotational spectrum allowed for the identication of a candidate transition. Here the

0
JKa
0 ,Kc0 ← JKa,Kc = 202 ← 101

transition

at 2183.17 MHz was chosen, and will henceforth be referred to as the pump transition. This transition is ideal as both the upper and lower states are involved in a
number of transitions that occur within the 2−8 GHz frequency range covered by
the COMPACT spectrometer. Transitions that share an upper or lower state with
the pump transition are referred to as `signal' transitions. These signal transitions
can be probed with a

π /2-pulse

to establish how population is redistributed after

the pump transition is exposed to a tailored microwave pulse. When exciting rotational transitions with a single frequency pulse alone the eect of pulse duration
on signal strength is well understood [178, 179].

A

π -pulse

results in a popula-

tion inversion for the transition and a signicant reduction of the emission signal,

Scheme I

Scheme II

Energy (MHz)

303

π/2‒pulse

303

202

303

π/2‒pulse

π/2‒pulse

π‒pulse

Scheme III

202

202

101

101

RAP‒pulse
101

Figure 5.6: Dierent pulse schemes employed for the population transfer experiments. The single frequency 2-pulse scheme (scheme I), the RAP 2-pulse scheme
(scheme II), and the single frequency single pulse scheme (scheme III). Changes in
the population distribution, brought about by a π -pulse or RAP-pulse, aects the
0
signal intensity for the JKa0 ,Kc0 ← JKa,Kc = 303 ← 202 transition recorded after
the π /2-pulse. Comparing the signal measured for schemes I and II with scheme
III should indicate to what extent population is redistributed.
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whereas a
signal.
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π /2-pulse results in maximum coherence and thus a maximum emission

The emission signal is directly proportional to the population dierence

between the rotational states involved in a transition.

This is also the case for

excitation via a chirp pulse [13].

0.18
0.16

Intensity (mV)

0.14
0.12
0.1

π/2

0.08
0.06

π

0.04
0.02
0

0

0.05

Figure 5.7: Nutation curve of the

0.1
Pulse duration (µs)

202 ← 101

0.15

0.2

at 2183.17MHz with a step-width

of 10 ns until a pulse duration of 120 ns, then a 20 ns step-width thereafter. All
pulses were amplied with the TWT amplier at 100% gain. Both the

π/2-pulse

π -pulse and

durations are also indicated in the plot.

The pump transition is a strong

a-type

transition observed at 2183.17 MHz.

There are four signal transitions within the 2−8 GHz frequency range that were
accessible and of a decent intensity:

211 ← 202 , 303 ← 202 , 212 ← 101

and

at 3028.32, 3111.70, 3270.55, 5049.95 and 6020.53 MHz, respectively.
measurements were recorded for each of the signal transitions.

313 ← 202
Nutation

These measure-

ments record the signal intensity for a transition of interest gradually increasing
the pulse duration in order to determine the respective
rations (refer to Figure 5.7).

π -pulse

and

π/2-pulse

du-

Originally all of the nutation measurements were

carried out using the TWT amplier. However, due to sideband formation [165,
180] it became necessary to work with the 2 W solid-state amplier, where such
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eects are much less pronounced.

π/2–pulse
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0
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0.0172

3270.55 MHz

0

101:
0.0172

313:
0.0270
6020.53 MHz
202:
0.0257
101:
0.0172

Figure 5.8: Schematic of each transition connected to the

202 ← 101 transition.

303:
0.0308

202:
0.0257

10,000
Energy (MHz)

0

b)

211:
0.0222

Energy (MHz)

7000
Energy (MHz)

a)

0
JKa
0 ,Kc0 ← JKa,Kc =

Approximate population numbers at 1 K follow the rotational

state labels and were determined in PGOPHER. A total population of one was
distributed over all the rotational levels up to

J = 30.

These numbers are included

to better illustrate how a 2-pulse scheme would aect the population of rotational
states involved in a signal transition. Both progressive (a, b, and d) and regressive
(V -type; c) arrangements are probed.

Dierent pulse schemes were designed to utilise the optimized pulses (Fig. 5.6)
for the observation of population transfer. Scheme I pumps the
sition at 2183.17 MHz with a

π -pulse

202 ← 101

tran-

that should invert the population of the

two states, then probes this population inversion via a signal transition with a

π /2-pulse.

Scheme II pumps the

202 ← 101

transition with a 10 MHz broad chirp

centred around the resonance frequency with a xed pulse duration of 250 ns. The
experimental set-up of scheme II diered slightly from the set-up employed for the
other schemes as it required the use of both the TWT and solid-state ampliers.
Here, the TWT amplied the 10 MHz chirp at 100% gain to ensure that the pulse
was within the rapid adiabatic passage (RAP) regime, whilst the subsequent

π /2-
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pulse was amplied by the solid state amplier.

The so-called RAP-pulses are

considered a more robust method for population inversion and have been utilized
to enhance the transfer of population [181, 182]. Scheme III consists of only one

π /2-pulse that probes a signal transition and was applied directly after each of the
2-pulse experiments to act as a reference.

5.2.2 Results and discussion
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b)
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Figure 5.9:
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0
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6021.0
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Measured intensities for each of the signal transitions using single

frequency microwave pulses. The black trace is the result of scheme I and the red
trace the result of scheme III.

Figure 5.8 shows each of the signal transitions probed with the dierent schemes
described in Section 5.2.1, as well as the approximate occupation for each of the
states. The signal detected after excitation of a rotational transition using a single frequency microwave pulse is directly proportional to the dipole moment, the
electric eld strength, and the population dierence between the states involved
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in the transition [13, 178, 183].

Changes in the population of rotational states

involved in a signal transition, caused by the population inversion of the pump
transition (202

← 101 ),

alters the emission signal detected. Comparing the inten-

sities measured at a signal transition frequency for the dierent schemes should
indicate the extent to which population is being transferred between the pump
transition's rotational states.

a)

Intensity (µV)

b)
2–pulse (RAP)

16 J
 JKa, Kc
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= 211  202
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3111.70 MHz
π/2–pulse

300
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200
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Figure 5.10: Measured intensities for each of the signal transitions using a combination of single frequency pulses and 10 MHz broad chirps. The black trace is the
result of scheme II and the red trace the result of scheme III.

PGOPHER was used to calculate the population distribution of 4-nitroanisole
at 1 K. This is the approximate rotational temperature of a supersonically expanded sample of 4-nitroanisole seeded with neon within the experimental set-up.
The signal detected when scheme III is employed depends upon the population difference of the signal transition. Should conditions allow for population inversion,
the numbers calculated with PGOPHER can be used to determine the direction
of intensity change measured for each of the signal transitions. According to the
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calculated population dierences, when comparing the results of scheme III with I
a reduction in intensity for signal transitions at 3111.70, 3270.55 and 6020.53 MHz
and an increase in intensity for the signal transition at 5049.95 MHz should be observed. This is corroborated by the measurements taken, refer to Figure 5.9. Even
if the

π -pulse

were to invert only 85% of the population for the states involved in

the pump transition the same trend would be expected. The change in intensity
recorded when moving from scheme II to III also follows this trend (Fig. 5.10), but
results in larger intensity dierences. For example, for the

303 ← 202

transition at

3270.55 MHz, scheme I results in an increase in signal of approximately 37% when
compared with the measured signal from scheme III, whereas scheme II recorded
a 123% increase in signal from scheme III. Figure 5.11 plots the percentage dierences in intensity for each signal transition. The observed dierences suggest that
the RAP-pulse has enhanced the population inversion of the pump transition.

A notable dierence between scheme I and scheme II is in the treatment of the

M

substates (M being the quantum number that describes the projection of an-

gular momentum
the average

π-

J onto an external eld axis).

and

π /2-pulse

Strictly speaking, we only observe

durations for the manifold of

M

substates, which

results in the broadening of the nutation curves (Fig. 5.7). The dierent transi-

M components lead to dierent optimum durations
π -pulse cannot address all M substates involved in a

tion dipole moments for the
for the excitation pulse. A

rotational transition, which is dierent for the RAP pulse. For the RAP-pulse all
the

M

substates of the lower rotational state with counterparts in the upper rota-

tional state that obey selection rules will be aected. The electric eld vectors of
scheme I and II dier because of experimental limitations. In scheme I the electric
eld vectors of the two pulses are parallel, thus transitions must obey the selection
rule

∆M = 0.

In scheme II, both the TWT and solid-state ampliers are used

with two inputs of a dual polarization horn antenna, so the
rule applies. These dierences in the treatment of the

M

∆M = ±1

selection

states contribute to the

observed intensity dierences between schemes I and II. The eect that these tailored microwave pulses have on rotational state population can be clearly observed
and predicted, demonstrating their potential for selectively populating rotational
states of interest.
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5.3 Conclusions
The high-resolution broadband rotational spectrum of 4-nitroanisole, which is considered a typical "push-pull" molecule, was recorded. The high sensitivity of the
spectrometer allowed for the assignment of all the

13

C,

15

N,

18

O isotopologues of 4-

nitroanisole. Consequently, the position of every heavy atom within the molecule
could be obtained via Kraitchman calculations.

The accuracy of the rotational

constants also allowed for a mass-dependent least-squares tting method to be
applied for structural determination.

Results from the least-squares tting ap-

proach provided more reliable structure with reduced errors when compared to

rs -structure

the

obtained from Kraitchman calculations.

This structure was di-

rectly compared to nitrobenzene and anisole, where the reduction in the respective
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Figure 5.11: Percentage dierence for each signal transition of the two dierent
pulse schemes. Percentages determined by calculating intensity dierence relative
to the maximum intensity recorded using Scheme III alone.
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C−N and C−O bond lengths was rationalised by the "push-pull" eect present in
4-nitroanisole.
Population transfer experiments were carried out using tailored microwave
pulses. PGOPHER was used to predict the population distribution of 4-nitroanisole
at 1 K. These numbers were then used to understand the changes in intensity of
select rotational transitions brought about by the redistribution of population via
the dierent pulse schemes.
transition were altered via a

The population of the states involved in the pump

π -, or a RAP-pulse.

Consequently, new population dif-

ferences for the signal transitions were determined and the eect on the transition
intensities predicted. The dierences in the intensity recorded with the dierent
pulse schemes conrmed the anticipated redistribution of population. This demonstrates that tailored microwaves pulses can be used to populate specic rotational
states of interest.
Increasing the population occupation for a state of interest would be advantageous for the motion manipulation techniques mentioned in the introduction
(Sec. 1.2) and Section 4.2.3. This is especially the case for experiments that aim to
guide and decelerate larger, more complex molecules with static electric elds [150]
or with microwave elds [158]. For such examples, a larger density of rotational
states, due to the relatively small rotational constants, reduces the eectiveness
of the manipulation method applied.

With increasing electric eld strength the

chance for the rotational state of interest to cross and/or avoid other rotational
energy levels increases, increasing the potential for losses from a molecular packet.
The use of microwave pulses to transfer more population to a state of interest
would be a viable way to compensate for such losses.

Chapter 6
Nitrobenzonitrile
Nitrobenzonitrile (NBN) consists of two electron-withdrawing groups, both of
which have negative inductive and mesomeric eects on the phenyl ring. This leads
to an electron poor aromatic ring relative to benzene, which can also be described
as deactivated. The position of the nitro with respect to the nitrile group produces
three dierent molecular dipole moments varying in magnitude. The

para

posi-

tion, corresponding to 4-NBN, produces the weakest molecular dipole moment as it
has two electron-withdrawing groups pulling from opposite ends of the phenyl ring.
Moving to the

meta (3-NBN) and ortho (2-NBN) positions partly redistributes the

electron density of the phenyl ring to one side, resulting in a more polar molecule.
As benzonitrile and some of their derivatives display interesting biochemical and
physical properties [184186], all three NBN molecules have been previously investigated via Hartree-Fock and density functional theory methods [187]. Besides
the intriguing chemistry that arises from the strongly electron-withdrawing groups
present in NBN, part of our motivation stems from the potential application of
deceleration and trapping techniques. The large dipole moment to mass ratios for
2-NBN (6.97 D:148.12 u), and 3-NBN (4.38 D:148.12 u), together with the ease at
which they can be seeded into a molecular beam, make these molecules ideal candidates for experiments that aim to control and manipulate a molecule's motion
using external electric [52], magnetic [53] or electromagnetic elds [8890].
Owing to their polarity, these molecules can be studied using high resolution
chirp-pulse Fourier transform microwave (CP-FTMW) spectroscopy.
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sensitivity and resolution oered by this technique allows for the determination
of structural parameters [160, 188, 189], as well as information on the nuclear
quadrupole coupling that arises due to the presence of

14

N nuclei in NBN. These, in

turn, can provide valuable information on the electronic environment and thus the
eect on bonding with the respective nucleus. As of yet, microwave spectroscopy
has not been applied to either 2- or 3-NBN. The almost negligible dipole moment
of 4-NBN (0.09 D) makes the acquisition of its pure rotational spectrum dicult.
Consequently, structures of 4-NBN determined via quantum-chemical calculations
and X-ray crystallography [190] are utilised to compare with the structural parameters of 2- and 3-NBN determined in this investigation.

Such a comparison

provides insight into how the arrangement of the electron-withdrawing substituents
on the phenyl ring impacts upon the molecular structures of NBN.

6.1 Experimental details
The broadband rotational spectrum of 2- and 3-NBN was recorded using the COMPACT spectrometer, for a detailed description of the set-up refer to Section 3.2.
Both samples were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (≥98%) and were used without
further purication. For both measurements the separate samples were placed into

◦
the reservoir of the nozzle and heated to approximately 130 C. Neon was used as
the carrier gas, at a backing pressure of 2.5 bar. Each mixture was supersonically
expanded into the vacuum chamber via a pulsed nozzle at a repetition rate of 9 Hz.
After supersonic expansion the ensembles were excited by a 4 µs long microwave
chirp spanning 2−8 GHz, which was amplied by the TWT amplier at 50% gain
corresponding to an output power of approximately 75 W.
The molecular responses in the form of FIDs were recorded for 40 µs resulting
in a spectral resolution of 25 kHz. In the case of 2-NBN, approximately 5 million
acquisitions were recorded over approximately 19 hours, and after Fourier transformation a rotational spectrum with a signal to noise (S:N) ratio of 4000:1 was
produced. For 3-NBN, approximately 3.1 million acquisitions were recorded over
approximately 12 hours, and after Fourier transformation a similar S:N ratio was
produced. The S:N ratios of both spectra were fully sucient to observe the singly
substituted

13

C-,

15

N-, and

18

O-isotopologues in their natural abundances of 1.1%,
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0.36%, and 0.2%, respectively.

6.2 Results and discussion
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Figure 6.1: Broadband rotational spectra of (a) 2-NBN and (c) 3-NBN. Nuclear
quadrupole coupling splitting due to the N11 (nitro) and N15 (nitrile) atoms of
0
(b) 2-NBN and (d) 3-NBN. The F and I12 quantum numbers for the JKa0 Kc0 ←
JKaKc = 303 ← 202 (b) and 414 ← 303 (d) transitions are also displayed. For each
plot the lower trace (red/blue) represents a simulation of the tted spectroscopic
parameters reported in Table 6.1 and has been given an oset for better visibility
of the S:N ratio of the experimental spectrum (black). Blue lines included in plots
(b) and (d) indicate which lines were assigned, due to the high line density the red
lines of these plots were not assigned.

The broadband rotational spectra of 2- and 3-NBN measured with the TWT
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amplier at 50% gain and the corresponding ts to the asymmetric-rotor Hamiltonian operators are displayed in Fig. 6.1(a) and 6.1(c), respectively. Structure optimization calculations were carried out in Gaussian09 for all three NBN molecules
using the aug-cc-pVTZ basis set with the B3LYP hybrid functional including and
excluding Grimme's empirical dispersion (GD3BJ). Including Grimme's empirical
dispersion resulted in only minor dierences to the parameters obtained when it
was excluded, thus the following discussion relies on the information obtained via
the B3LYP/aug-cc-pVTZ calculations for comparison purposes. The obtained rotational parameters, including the nuclear quadrupole coupling constants, of each
NBN molecule are listed in Table 6.1. After assignment of the strong

a-

and

b-

type transitions for 2- and 3-NBN, respectively, the quantum-chemical rotational
parameters could be directly compared to those determined experimentally. This
assignment was performed with the program PGOPHER [119].

It is important

to note that for comparison purposes later the quantum-chemical calculations employed do not consider zero-point vibration.

The rotational quantum numbers

involved in the assigned transitions range from
and from

J =1

up to

J = 10

J = 1

up to

J = 9

for 2-NBN,

for 3-NBN. In total 295 lines were assigned for the

main isotopologue, the parent molecule, of 2-NBN with an average error of the
t of 3.3 kHz. For the parent molecule of 3-NBN, 256 lines were assigned with an
average error of the t of 3.2 kHz.

chemical calculations. N11 refers to the nitrogen atom of the nitro group and N15 to the nitrogen atom of the nitrile

Experiment

Parameter

B3LYP/aug-cc-pVTZ

B3LYP(GD3BJ)/aug-cc-pVTZ

3-NBN

2-NBN

3-NBN

4-NBN

2-NBN

3-NBN

4-NBN

A [MHz]

1506.54905(6)

2269.92862(9)

1499.04

2282.75

3985.67

1504.33

2285.42

3986.58

B [MHz]

1240.80389(6)

749.97847(4)

1254.69

751.43

593.84

1256.42

752.90

595.16

C [MHz]

685.25294(5)

563.99011(3)

683.01

565.33

516.84

684.62

566.33

517.85

DK [kHz]

0.483(7)

···

···

···

···

···

···

···

DJK [kHz]

0.173(4)

···

···

···

···

···

···

···

DJ [kHz]

0.060(1)

···

···

···

···

···

···

···

−0.779(1)

−0.727(2)

−0.9335

−0.8777

−1.1533

−0.9390

−0.8832

−1.1619

−0.470(3)

−0.766(3)

−1.0777

−1.2983

−1.0238

−1.0794

−1.3006

−1.0233

−0.401(1)

−2.518(1)

−0.2163

−2.8007

−4.8451

−0.2691

−2.8040

−4.8479

−4.197(2)

−1.528(2)

−5.2325

−1.7141

0.1309

−5.2073

−1.7158

0.1286

···

···

6.69/1.94/0

0.14/4.38/0

0.09/0/0

6.70/1.90/0

0.14/4.38/0

0.09/0/0
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···

···

···

···

···

···
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3.2

···

···

···

···

···

···

χaa
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2-NBN

Nitrobenzonitrile

group. For a detailed labelling of the atoms refer to Figures 6.2(b), 6.2(d), and 6.2(e).
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A 50% gain of the TWT amplier (corresponding to an output power of approximately 75 W) is utilized in this study to prevent population transfer/inversion
and stepwise multi-resonance eects, which have been previously observed for other
molecules with large dipole moments and high excitation powers (see Section 5.1.2).
A lower gain can prevent these population-altering eects and lead to a better
agreement of transition intensities with those predicted by PGOPHER, thus simplifying the assignment. The rotational temperature of the simulated spectra was
set to 1 K, which is the approximate temperature of a supersonically expanded
sample of NBN seeded with neon in the experimental set-up. The recorded spectra dier noticeably for each NBN molecule. 2-NBN, a near-oblate molecule with

µa , produces a clear a-type spectrum (Fig. 6.1(a)), whereas 3-NBN, a nearprolate molecule with a large µb , produces a more congested b-type spectrum that

a large

is harder to recognize (Fig. 6.1(c)). For 2-NBN, the measured transition intensities
agree reasonably well with those predicted, which is not the case for 3-NBN. The
measured transition intensities between 5 and 8 GHz for 3-NBN are clearly weaker
than those predicted with PGOPHER. This cannot be a temperature eect, as
adjusting the temperature within the range of what is normal for a supersonically
expanded sample seeded in neon (1−2 K) oers no improvement to the agreement
of transition intensities of 3-NBN. As 3-NBN has a smaller dipole moment (4.38 D)
compared to 2-NBN (6.97 D), and the TWT amplier is less intense at the edges of
this frequency range compared to the centre, a larger gain might have been more
appropriate. Irrespective of the mismatch in transition intensities a large number
of the transitions within the 5−8 GHz frequency range could be reliably assigned,
because of the high frequency resolution oered by CP-FTMW spectroscopy.
A closer look at the hyperne structure of 2-NBN due to the nitrogen nuclei
of the nitro and nitrile groups can be found in Figure 6.1(b). Note for the spectra
that display hyperne structure (Fig. 6.1(b) and (d)) both the red and blue lines
represent the simulated spectra, and only the lines in blue were assigned.

The

observed hyperne structure in Figures 6.1(b) and 6.1(d) arises from the coupling
of the two nitrogen atom's nuclear charge density with the electric potential generated by the electrons and other nuclei present in the molecule. Similar to the
approach described in Section 4.1.2, the most convenient scheme to describe the
coupling of two nuclei that have the same, or comparable, coupling strength is the
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(I1 I2 I12 JF MF )

representation [146].

(I) of the nitrogen nuclei (I1 +I2

J

lar momentum
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In this scheme the combined nuclear spins

=I12 )

couple with the molecular rotational angu-

to give a total angular momentum of

F,

and the new angular

momentum quantum numbers are

I12 = I1 + I2 ,
F = J + I12
Figures 6.1(b) and 6.1(d) use this coupling scheme to label the quantum numbers
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Figure 6.2: Comparison of the calculated (background) and the experimentally
determined (spheres, foreground) atom positions, excluding hydrogen, for 2-NBN
(a, b), and 3-NBN (c, d).

The calculated molecular structure of 4-NBN is also

included in (e). All calculated atom positions are obtained from B3LYP/aug-ccpVTZ geometry optimizations. Experimental atom positions determined via the
planar Kraitchman equations (rs -structure) are given in (a) and (c), and via the
(1)
mass-dependent least-squares t approach (rm -structure) in (b) and (d). Also
included is a reference to the inertial axis frames in (a), (c) and (e) and the atom
labels in (b), (d) and (e).
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involved in the observed transitions.
Nuclear quadrupole coupling constants are not only sensitive to the local electronic environment of the nucleus, but also to the orientation of the principal axis
system of the molecule. Figures 6.2(a), 6.2(c), and 6.2(e) show the orientation of
the principal axis system for 2-, 3-, and 4-NBN, respectively. Calculations have
mostly predicted more negative values for the quadrupole coupling constants compared to those determined experimentally. The exception being the experimental

χaa

value of the N15 atom for 2-NBN, which is almost 200 kHz more negative than

the predicted value (refer to Table 6.1). For the atom labelling of 2-, 3-, and 4NBN refer to Figures 6.2(b), 6.2(d) and 6.2(e), respectively. Note that N11 and N15
consistently refer to the nitrogen atoms of the respective nitro and nitrile groups.
Focusing on the experimental quadrupole coupling constants and comparing
those obtained for 2-NBN with 3-NBN, the dierences observed for the N11 atom
relative to the N15 atom are much less signicant.

Changes to the molecular

arrangement of NBN causes the principal axis system to reposition accordingly
(Fig. 6.2(a, c, e)).

For both 2- and 3-NBN, the N11 atom lies close to the

a

inertial axis and is positioned a similar distance away from the centre of mass.
The N15 atom of 2-NBN lies close to the

b

inertial axis, whereas for 3-NBN, the

N15 atom is now positioned further away from the centre of mass and closer to the

a-axis.

Compared to the nitrile group, the nitro group of 2- and 3-NBN experiences

only a slight repositioning of the principal axis system, which results in the more
comparable quadrupole coupling constants of the N11 atom.

This repositioning

can also be used to rationalise the more signicant dierences observed in the
quadrupole coupling constants of the N15 atom for 2- and 3-NBN. Changes to
the structure of these molecules will also have an eect on the local electronic
environment of the nitrogen nuclei and thus their respective quadrupole coupling
constants. Evaluation of the structural parameters of each molecule should provide
more insight into how the local electronic environments of the substituents change
according to their position on the phenyl ring.
The high sensitivity of CP-FTMW spectroscopy facilitates the observation of
singly substituted

13

C-,

15

N-, and

18

O-isotopologues in their natural abundance

for both 2- and 3-NBN. For 2-NBN the lines attributed to the isotopologues of
the

0
JKa
0 ,Kc0 ← JKa,Kc = 515 ← 414

and the

505 ← 404

transitions are displayed
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a)

10

117

Experimental
C3
C1
C2
C5
C6
C14

Parent

C4

Intensity (µV)

5

0

−5

−10

N11
O12
7440

b)

20
15

N15
O13
7460

7480
7500
Frequency (MHz)

Experimental
C3
C1
C2
C5
C6
C14

7520

Parent

C4

Intensity (µV)

10
5
0
−5
−10
−15
2760

N11
O12
2770

N15
O13
2780

2790
2800
2810
Frequency (MHz)

2830

15
18
C,
N,
O isotopologues of (a)
0
2-NBN and (b) 3-NBN. Displayed in (a) are the JKa0 ,Kc0 ← JKa,Kc = 515 ← 414
and 505 ← 404 transitions, and displayed in (b) is the 111 ← 000 transition.

Figure 6.3: Satellite lines of singly substituted

13

2820
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Table 6.2: Rotational constants determined from the assignment for each isotopologue of 2-NBN. Also included are the number of lines assigned for each isotopologue (Nlines ) and the average error of the assignments (σ ), which are needed for the
subsequent Kraitchman calculations used to determine the substituted structure
(rs ).

Parameter

Parent

C1

A [MHz]

1506.54905(6)

1505.4258(7)

1497.068(1)

1502.033(1)

1506.133(2)

1499.774(2)

B [MHz]

1240.80389(6)

1240.8079(4)

1237.3824(5)

1223.6301(4)

1219.4405(4)

1232.4606(6)

C [MHz]

685.0571(4)

685.0565(1)

682.2410(4)

679.0555(3)

678.5957(3)

681.3052(5)

DK [kHz]

0.483(7)

0.42(1)

1.2(2)

1.4(1)

0.7(1)

0.8(2)

DJK [kHz]

0.173(4)

−0.16(5)

−0.4(1)

−0.08(5)

0.2(1)

−0.2(1)

DJ [kHz]

0.060(1)

0.08(1)

0.03(1)

0.03(1)

0.01(2)

0.004(16)

−0.779(1)

−0.797(7)

−0.77(1)

−0.799(8)

−0.773(8)

−0.78(1)

−0.470(3)

−0.44(2)

−0.47(2)

−0.43(1)

−0.49(1)

−0.39(3)

−0.401(1)

−0.399(9)

−0.55(1)

−0.593(7)

−0.341(6)

−0.34(2)

−4.197(2)

−4.21(1)

−4.03(2)

−4.025(9)

−4.255(8)

−4.29(2)

295

84

68

101

80

70

3.3

6.3

6.1

6.4

5.9

7.9

Parameter

C6

N11

O12

O13

C14

N15

A [MHz]

1503.4163(8)

1502.084(1)

1505.435(2)

1466.815(2)

1490.982(1)

1473.158(1)

B [MHz]

1240.5469(4)

1235.2349(5)

1210.8082(3)

1224.6715(4)

1239.2795(3)

1234.3832(4)

C [MHz]

684.5293(1)

682.6453(2)

676.1214(2)

672.2632(2)

681.5582(2)

676.3543(2)

DK [kHz]

1(2)

0.2(3)

3.3(2)

2.3(8)

6.2(9)

−0.7(1)

DJK [kHz]

−0.61(8)

−0.06(6)

−0.44(8)

−0.2(2)

−1.6(3)

0.42(5)

DJ [kHz]

0.06(1)

0.05(1)

0.05(1)

0.00(1)

0.05(2)

0.03(1)

−0.79(1)

···

−0.796(6)

−0.793(8)

−0.75(1)

−0.735(6)

−0.45(2)

···

−0.43(1)

−0.43(2)

−0.49(2)

−0.50(1)

−0.384(9)

−0.295(5)

−0.359(7)

−0.19(1)

−0.503(9)

···

−4.22(1)

−4.305(9)

−4.25(9)

−4.68(2)

−4.11(1)

···

65

52

44

40

66

47

5.6

5.2

3.4

3.9

6.9

5.6

χaa

(N11 )

C2

C3

C4

C5

[MHz]

χbb−cc

(N11 )

[MHz]

χaa

(N15 )

[MHz]

χbb−cc

(N15 )

[MHz]
Nlines

σ

[kHz]

χaa

(N11 )

[MHz]

χbb−cc

(N11 )

[MHz]

χaa

(N15 )

[MHz]

χbb−cc

(N15 )

[MHz]
Nlines

σ

[kHz]
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Table 6.3: Rotational constants determined from the assignment for each isotopologue of 3-NBN. Also included are the number of lines assigned for each isotopologue (Nlines ) and the average error of the assignments (σ ), which are needed for the
subsequent Kraitchman calculations used to determine the substituted structure
(rs ).

Parameter

Parent

C1

C2

C3

C4

C5

A [MHz]

2269.92862(9)

2269.8100(5)

2246.7476(4)

2223.0867(4)

2249.3747(3)

2269.9558(3)

B [MHz]

749.97847(4)

749.2439(2)

749.2355(2)

749.7859(3)

747.1401(2)

747.3525(2)

C [MHz]

563.99011(3)

563.5674(2)

562.1295(2)

560.9442(2)

561.1126(2)

562.5056(2)

−0.727(2)

−0.720(9)

−0.718(9)

−0.679(9)

−0.73(1)

−0.718(7)

−0.766(3)

−0.77(1)

−0.77(1)

−0.79(1)

−0.77(1)

−0.769(8)

−2.518(1)

−2.521(8)

−2.521(7)

−2.498(6)

−2.483(6)

−2.506(5)

−1.528(2)

−1.496(9)

−1.501(8)

−1.533(8)

−1.544(7)

−1.524(6)

262

67

99

93

86

87

3.2

6.4

7.6

7.3

6.2

5.6

Parameter

C6

N11

O12

O13

C14

N15

A [MHz]

2265.7923(3)

2266.8347(3)

2208.6543(6)

2269.5166(6)

2264.7342(3)

2252.9016(3)

B [MHz]

749.8961(2)

744.9908(2)

740.0299(2)

728.8255(3)

741.5529(2)

734.6684(2)

C [MHz]

563.6895(2)

560.9750(2)

554.5656(2)

551.9265(2)

558.8962(2)

554.2600(1)

−0.723(8)

···

−0.80(2)

−0.70(1)

−0.721(8)

−0.717(6)

−0.79(1)

···

−0.71(1)

−0.75(2)

−0.767(9)

−0.765(7)

−2.521(5)

−2.496(8)

−2.40(2)

−2.51(1)

−2.541(5)

···

−1.511(7)

−1.559(8)

−1.58(1)

−1.50(1)

−1.500(6)

···

90

63

43

45

106

51

6.2

5.5

5.8

6.5

6.2

4.5

χaa

(N11 )

[MHz]

χbb−cc

(N11 )

[MHz]

χaa

(N15 )

[MHz]

χbb−cc

(N15 )

[MHz]
Nlines

σ

[kHz]

χaa

(N11 )

[MHz]

χbb−cc

(N11 )

[MHz]

χaa

(N15 )

[MHz]

χbb−cc

(N15 )

[MHz]
Nlines

σ

[kHz]
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in Fig. 6.3(a). Lines for the isotopologues of the

Results and discussion

111 ← 000

transition for 3-NBN

are displayed in Fig. 6.3(b). The number of lines assigned and the rotational constants derived from the ts of each isotopologue for 2- and 3-NBN are summarized
in Tables 6.2 and 6.3, respectively.

With this information, like in Sections 4.1

(1)
and 5.1, both the substituted (rs ) and mass-dependent (rm ) coordinates for each
of the listed atoms could be determined and compared with the equilibrium (re )
coordinates obtained via quantum-chemical calculations and with each other. The

re -structure

corresponds to a hypothetical equilibrium structure at a potential

energy minimum without zero-point vibration.

Table 6.4: Experimentally determined and calculated bond lengths of 2-NBN; rs (1)
structure (Kraitchman's planar equations), rm -structure (mass-dependent leastsquare t),

re -structures
Bond
lengths

Planar

rs

(1)

rm

(Å)

(Å)

B3LYP

re

(Å)

B3LYP(GD3BJ)

re

(Å)

C1 −C2

···

1.386(4)

1.386

1.385

C2 −C3

1.398(2)

1.387(5)

1.387

1.386

C3 −C4

1.397(5)

1.390(8)

1.390

1.390

C4 −C5

1.391(3)

1.386(5)

1.386

1.385

C5 −C6

1.419(5)

1.401(3)

1.401

1.400

C6 −C1

···

1.402(1)

1.402

1.401

C1 −N11

···

1.471(3)

1.479

1.477

N11 −O12

1.110(2)

1.205(7)

1.218

1.218

N11 −O13

1.220(2)

1.203(7)

1.221

1.221

1.985(4)

2.137(9)

2.166

2.166

C6 −C14

1.431(4)

1.439(4)

1.430

1.429

C14 −N15

1.159(2)

1.152(6)

1.152

1.151

O12

The

(B3LYP/aug-cc-pVTZ including and excluding GD3BJ).

· · · O13

rs -coordinates

for 2-NBN were calculated with the KRA program [149]

using Kraitchman's equations [14]. For a molecule that displays a large inertial
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it is normal protocol to employ the non-planar approach

when applying Kraitchman's equations. Inertial defects are usually a result of outof-plane hydrogens or low-lying out-of-plane vibrations, or even a combination of
both [167, 191]. Although 2-NBN has an inertial defect of
of the

rs -coordinates

components.

−5.24 µÅ2

the majority

generated with the non-planar approach produce imaginary

For this reason, only the

rs -structure

determined via the planar

approach is reported here (refer to Tables 6.4 and 6.5).

It has been previously

reported that the position of an atom with respect to the molecule's centre of
mass or the molecule's inertial axes can impact upon the reliability of the

rs -

coordinates determined [167, 192]. Similar issues have also been encountered in
Sections 4.1.2 and 5.1.2. In spite of this behaviour and the large inertial defect,

Table 6.5: Experimentally determined and calculated bond angles of 2-NBN; rs (1)
structure (Kraitchman's planar equations), rm -structure (mass-dependent leastsquare t),

re -structure
Bond
angles

(B3LYP/aug-cc-pVTZ including and excluding GD3BJ).

Planar

rs

◦
( )

(1)

rm

◦
( )

B3LYP

re

◦
( )

B3LYP(GD3BJ)

re

◦
( )

∠C1 C2 C3

···

119.8(2)

119.78

119.72

∠C2 C3 C4

120.1(1)

119.9(3)

119.91

119.93

∠C3 C4 C5

120.1(1)

120.2(3)

120.18

120.20

∠C4 C5 C6

120.5(2)

120.9(3)

120.93

120.84

∠C5 C6 C1

···

117.8(2)

117.83

117.91

∠C6 C1 C2

···

121.4(2)

121.37

121.41

∠C2 C1 N11

···

117.5(2)

117.52

117.60

∠C1 N11 O12

···

117.5(2)

117.54

117.51

∠C1 N11 O13

···

117.3(4)

117.34

117.33

∠O12 N11 O13

116.8(2)

125.1(5)

125.12

125.15

∠C5 C6 C14

116.1(2)

116.6(2)

116.66

116.71

∠C6 C14 N15

173.4(2)

171.7(5)

171.70

171.65
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the planar approach only generates an imaginary component for the C1 atom
of 2-NBN. Thus structural parameters that rely on the position of the C1 atom
could not be evaluated, whereas all the other
be evaluated. The determined

rs -structure

rs

coordinates for heavy atoms could

of 2-NBN produces some unexpected

behaviour, especially for the nitro group where the
over

0.1 Å

rs (N11 −O13 )

bond length is

larger than the N11 −O12 bond length. Although some degree of steric

interaction between the nitrile and nitro group of 2-NBN might be expected, it
is unlikely to be to the extent that the

rs -structure

indicates.

Instead of only

one bond reducing in length, it is more plausible that both reduce in length in
order to maintain the symmetry of the resonance structure for the nitro group.
Dierences in the determined

rs (N−O)

bond lengths for molecules with a nitro

group are not uncommon, especially for molecules similar in size to NBN where
the mass of the nitro group plays a signicant role in determining the orientation
of the molecule's inertial axis system. When comparing the structural parameters
of a nitro group between molecules, the O· · · O distances are often used instead of
the N−O distances [168, 169, 189].
For 2-NBN, a value of 1.985(4) Å is determined for the

rs (O· · · O)

distance.

Although this distance has a relatively small uncertainty value, it should be considered with care as it does not follow any logical trend when considering the O· · · O
distances reported for other nitro containing molecules [169]. More importantly,

(1)

rs (O· · · O) distance deviates signicantly from the determined rm (2.137(9) Å)
and calculated re (2.166 Å) O· · · O distances of this investigation. Cox and Warthe

ing [169] list the structural parameters reported for a series of molecules containing a nitro group (R−NO2 ), and discuss how the electronegativity of the attached
group (R) aects these parameters. One of the largest O· · · O distances reported
was 2.188 Å for NO2 F [193], where the R group (uorine) is extremely electronegative. At the opposite end of the scale, the smallest O· · · O distance of 2.090 Å was

−
reported for NO2 and determined via a neutron diraction study [194]. The electronegativity of benzonitrile falls between these two extremes, yet the

rs (O· · · O)

distance determined for 2-NBN is considerably smaller than the distance reported

−
for NO2 .
A mass-dependent structural t is less susceptible to the eects that reduce
the accuracy of the

rs -coordinates as it takes into account the inertial defect.

This
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approach can be employed to yield the

(1)

rm

geometry. For 2-NBN, a least-squares

t of the structure to the rotational constants and additional parameters was performed in the STRFIT program [149]. The additional parameters (ca
and

cb =0.32(2) µ1/2 Å)

= 0.05(2)

account for the isotope-dependent rovibrational contribu-

tion to the molecule's moments of inertia [138]. From the least-squares t method
we obtain a complete set of reliable structural parameters, which can be directly
compared to those determined via quantum-chemical calculations (refer to Tables 6.4 and 6.5). The

(1)

rm

-coordinates produce the expected resonance structure

for the nitro group, as both the N−O bonds are essentially equivalent within
the errors, and also a more realistic O· · · O distance of 2.137(9) Å. Interestingly,
the more reasonable

(1)

rm

(O· · · O) value determined here is still considerably smaller

than those reported for other nitrobenzene derivatives. For example, 4-nitroanisole
(NO2 C6 H4 OCH3 ) displays an

(1)

rm

(O· · · O) distance of 2.167(3) Å [189], which is

larger than the distance determined for 2-NBN by approximately 0.03 Å. Considering that benzonitrile is a more electronegative moiety than anisole, a larger
O· · · O might be expected for 2-NBN. However, the steric interaction of the nitro and nitrile substituents restricts the O· · · O distance in 2-NBN, this is made
especially clear by the increase in the

(1)

rm

(O· · · O) distance observed for 3-NBN

(2.185(6) Å).
A recent gas electron diraction study of nitroxoline reports an alternative
consequence of steric interaction between a nitro group and the hydrogen atom
of a neighbouring aromatic ring in the form of dihedral angle [195].
group of nitroxoline is twisted by an angle of 8±3

◦

The nitro

with respect to the plane of

the aromatic ring it is bonded too. For 2-NBN, there is no such twisting of the
nitro group observed, instead it is the bond lengths and angles of the respective
substituents that are most aected. The quantum-chemical calculations applied
in this investigation predict the structural parameters of the phenyl ring quite
accurately, but appear limited when considering the inuence of these highly electronegative, neighbouring substituents. Calculations have overestimated each of
the bond lengths and distances of the nitro group (including C1 −N11 , N11 −O12 ,
N11 −O13 and O12

· · · O13 ,

refer to Table 6.4) for 2-NBN.

In the case of 3-NBN these limitations are less apparent, although there are
still discrepancies observed for the nitro group (see Table 6.6). According to the
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experimentally determined rotational constants of 3-NBN, the magnitude of its in-

2
ertial defect (−0.42 µÅ ) is signicantly smaller than that of 2-NBN. The smaller
inertial defect, however, does not prevent the planar approach of Kraitchman's
equations from producing an imaginary component for the C5 atom. Thus, structural parameters that involve the C5 atom could not be evaluated.

When per-

forming the least-squares t method for 3-NBN the additional parameter included
was

ca =0.030(4) µ1/2 Å. Both methods used to provide experimentally determined

structures for 3-NBN produce structural parameters that adhere to the expected
resonance structure of the nitro group.

Although the nitro groups of the ex-

perimentally determined structures are very similar, the structures of the phenyl
ring dier quite signicantly. The determined

rs -coordinates

for the phenyl ring

Table 6.6: Experimentally determined and calculated bond lengths of 3-NBN; rs (1)
structure (Kraitchman's planar equations), rm -structure (mass-dependent leastsquare t),

re -structure
Bond

(B3LYP/aug-cc-pVTZ including and excluding GD3BJ).

Planar

(1)

rm

(Å)

B3LYP

lengths

rs

C1 −C2

1.41(1)

1.387(3)

1.387

1.386

C2 −C3

1.393(4)

1.389(3)

1.389

1.388

C3 −C4

1.395(3)

1.387(3)

1.387

1.387

C4 −C5

···

1.400(2)

1.400

1.399

C5 −C6

···

1.396(1)

1.396

1.395

C6 −C1

1.318(9)

1.384(2)

1.384

1.383

C1 −N11

1.477(7)

1.483(4)

1.480

1.478

N11 −O12

1.228(3)

1.232(5)

1.220

1.220

N11 −O13

1.231(6)

1.230(6)

1.221

1.221

2.183(9)

2.185(6)

2.166

2.167

C5 −C14

···

1.431(2)

1.431

1.429

C14 −N15

1.157(1)

1.152(3)

1.152

1.151

O12

· · · O13

(Å)

re

B3LYP(GD3BJ)

(Å)

re

(Å)
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structure of the phenyl ring is closely matched by the predicted

(1)

rm equilibrium (re )

produces an incomplete structure with larger errors. Similar to 2-NBN, the

structure, and it is now the nitro group alone where discrepancies arise.

For a

direct comparison between the experimentally determined and calculated atom
positions for 2-NBN and 3-NBN refer to Figure 6.2.
Comparing the structural parameters for the phenyl rings of the dierent NBN
molecules can provide information on the electron-withdrawing strength of the
respective substituents. As previously mentioned the experimental

(1)

rm

parameters

of the phenyl ring for both 2- and 3-NBN are in good agreement with the calculated
parameters. Thus, the parameters predicted for the phenyl ring of 4-NBN with
quantum-chemical calculations (Table 6.8) can be used to validate the observation

Table 6.7: Experimentally determined and calculated bond angles of 3-NBN; rs (1)
structure (Kraitchman's planar equations), rm -structure (mass-dependent leastsquare t),

re -structure
Bond
angles

(B3LYP/aug-cc-pVTZ including and excluding GD3BJ).

Planar

rs

◦
( )

(1)

rm

◦
( )

B3LYP

re

◦
( )

B3LYP(GD3BJ)

re

◦
( )

∠C1 C2 C3

117.7(2)

118.6(2)

118.66

118.66

∠C2 C3 C4

120.3(1)

120.4(1)

120.38

120.36

∠C3 C4 C5

···

120.1(2)

120.06

120.03

∠C4 C5 C6

···

120.1(1)

120.14

120.21

∠C5 C6 C1

···

118.4(1)

118.35

118.27

∠C6 C1 C2

124.6(5)

122.4(1)

122.42

122.47

∠C2 C1 N11

116.6(5)

119.0(2)

118.96

118.94

∠C1 N11 O12

116.4(5)

117.5(4)

117.50

117.47

∠C1 N11 O13

118.5(7)

117.4(3)

117.36

117.36

∠O12 N11 O13

125.4(4)

125.1(5)

125.14

125.17

∠C4 C5 C14

···

120.0(1)

119.97

119.93

∠C5 C14 N15

···

179.6(3)

179.57

179.57
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of possible trends. The carbon-carbon (C−C) bond lengths of the phenyl ring dier
noticeable for each NBN molecule (refer to Tables 6.4, 6.6 and 6.8). For each NBN
molecule, the longest of the C−C bonds for the phenyl ring are consistently bonded
to the nitrile group. This is a strong indicator that the nitro group is the most
electron-withdrawing of the two substituents.
When comparing the structures of 2-, 3-, and 4-NBN we consider the structures obtained via the least-squares tting method as well as those obtained via
quantum-chemical calculations (Table 6.2). The calculated structural parameters
of both substituents are almost unchanged regardless of their respective positions
on the phenyl ring. However, this is contradictory to the experimental structures.
The nitro group of NBN is what exhibits the most noticeable structural changes
according to its position. For the nitrile group, the most revealing dierence is in

Table 6.8: Calculated

re bond lengths and angles of 4-NBN using the aug-cc-pVTZ

basis set with the B3LYP hybrid functional including and excluding Grimme's
empirical dispersion (GD3BJ).

Bond
lengths

B3LYP

re

(Å)

B3LYP(GD3BJ)

re

(Å)

Bond
angles

B3LYP

re

◦
( )

B3LYP(GD3BJ)

re

◦
( )

C1 −C2

1.385

1.383

∠C1 C2 C3

119.91

119.85

C2 −C3

1.399

1.399

∠C2 C3 C4

120.30

120.40

C3 −C4

1.399

1.399

∠C3 C4 C5

119.91

119.85

C4 −C5

1.385

1.383

∠C4 C5 C6

118.78

118.74

C5 −C6

1.387

1.386

∠C5 C6 C1

122.32

122.41

C6 −C1

1.387

1.386

∠C6 C1 C2

118.78

118.74

C6 −N11

1.478

1.478

∠C5 C6 N11

118.84

118.80

N11 −O12

1.221

1.221

∠C6 N11 O12

117.45

117.44

N11 −O13

1.221

1.221

∠C6 N11 O13

117.45

117.44

2.167

2.167

∠O12 N11 O13

125.09

125.12

C3 −C14

1.430

1.429

∠C4 C3 C14

119.85

119.80

C14 −N15

1.152

1.152

∠C3 C14 N15

180.00

180.00

O12

· · · O13
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value. Here, 2-NBN exhibits a signicant deviation from 180

∠CCN angle,

◦

for the

where 3- and 4-NBN display the opposite behaviour (see Table 6.2).

This observation is attributed to the steric interaction with the neighbouring nitro group. The experimental value for the
essentially the same as the

∠CCN

ray crystallography study [190].

◦
angle of 3-NBN (179.6(3) ) is

∠CCN

◦
angle reported for 4-NBN (179(1) ) in the X-

meta

Thus, the

position is already a sucient

distance away from the nitro group to prevent this steric interaction.

Another

consequence of the steric interaction is the restricting eect it has on the structure
of the nitro group.
For the nitro group it is important to note that its structural parameters are
especially sensitive to changes in its local electron density [169, 189]. In general,
increasing the electronegativity of the species connected to the nitro group re-

Table 6.9: Comparison of selected structural parameters determined experimentally
for 2- and 3-NBN with those determined via quantum-chemical calculations for 4NBN, as well as a selection taken from an X-ray crystallography study [190].

All

quantum chemical calculations utilize the B3LYP hybrid functional with the aug-ccpVTZ basis set.

Parameter

2-NBN

a

(1)

3-NBN

(1)

4-NBN

rm

B3LYP

rm

B3LYP

X-ray [190]

B3LYP

C−NO2

1.471(3)

1.479

1.483(4)

1.480

1.483(13)

1.480

b
N−O

1.204(6)

1.220

1.231(6)

1.220

1.214(15)

1.220

O· · · O

2.137(9)

2.166

2.185(6)

2.166

···

2.167

∠ONO

125.1(5)

123.12

125.1(5)

125.14

124(1)

125.09

C−CN

1.439(4)

1.430

1.431(2)

1.431

1.438(12)

1.430

C−N

1.152(6)

1.152

1.152(3)

1.152

1.155(15)

1.152

∠CCN

171.7(5)

171.70

179.6(3)

179.57

179(1)

180.00

a

Bond lengths in Å and angles in degrees.

b

Average of the two N−O bond lengths obtained.
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sults in changes to its structure, such as a decrease in the N−O bond length and
an increase in the ONO angle and the O· · · O distance.

The smaller

(1)

rm

(N−O)

bond length of 2-NBN (1.204(6) Å) compared to 3-NBN (1.231(6) Å) suggests this
change to the structural arrangement of NBN could be considered as equivalent to
an increase in electronegativity of the benzonitrile moiety. A smaller

(1)

rm

(O· · · O)

distance of 2-NBN (2.137(9) Å) compared to 3-NBN (2.185(6) Å) would seem to

(1)

(N−O)
(1)
◦
bond lengths and the constant rm (∠ONO) angle observed (125.1(5) ), it is likely
negate this.

However, considering the magnitude of the decrease in

rm

that the aforementioned steric interaction prevents an increase in the O· · · O distance of 2-NBN. Thus, the observed changes can still be rationalised by an eective
increase in electronegativity moving from the

meta- to the ortho-benzonitrile con-

guration, which forces the nitro and nitrile substituents to compete more directly
for the electron density of the phenyl ring.

6.3 Conclusions
The high-resolution broadband spectra of 2- and 3-NBN were recorded. For both
molecules singly substituted

13

C,

15

N, and

18

O isotopologues in their natural abun-

dance were observed and subsequently assigned. The accurate rotational parameters obtained for the isotopologues meant that both the substituted (rs ) and mass(1)
dependent least-squares t (rm ) structures could be obtained. Results from the
least-squares tting approach provided a complete set of structural parameters for
both molecules, and with reduced errors the structures were also considered more
reliable. The experimentally determined structures were then compared with each
other and the structures obtained via quantum-chemical calculations. Dierences
in the experimentally determined nuclear quadrupole coupling constants were the
rst indication that the local electronic environments of the nitrogen nuclei were
aected by the change in the structural arrangement of NBN. After further analysis of the substituents' structural parameters, it became clear that the structure
of the nitro group of NBN was sensitive to the position of the nitrile group on the
phenyl ring. Signicant dierences in the structural parameters of the nitro group
were observed when comparing 2-NBN to 3-NBN. A degree of steric interaction
between the nitrile and nitro groups was detected within 2-NBN as a

∠CCN angle
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was observed. In addition to this steric interaction,

having the substituents bonded to adjacent carbons on the phenyl ring also appeared to increase competition for the electron density. The consequent changes
to the structure of the nitro group were then rationalised as being comparable to
an increase in the electronegativity of the benzonitrile moiety when moving from
the

meta

to the

ortho

conguration.

Chapter 7
Summary and Outlook
Within this thesis a series of molecules with large dipole moments (4-aminobenzonitrile,
4-nitroanisole, 2- and 3-nitrobenzonitrile) have been investigated using chirpedpulse Fourier transform microwave (CP-FTMW) spectroscopy.

The high sensi-

tivity and resolution oered by this technique facilitated the determination of
the molecular structures of each molecule under investigation, which allowed for
reliable and insightful analysis into the structure of the molecule. The original motivation for investigating molecules with large dipole moments was the potential
application of motion manipulation techniques using AC-electric elds. Focusing,
guiding, and deceleration of polar molecules in high-eld-seeking states using microwave elds had already been previously demonstrated on ammonia [9092]. To
extend this technique to larger polyatomic molecules, such as the ones investigated
in this thesis, would provide new and interesting possibilities for the eld of cold
molecules. The search for the magnitude of the electron's electric dipole moment,
parity-violations in chiral molecules, as well as the study of chemistry at ultra cold
temperatures or within the interstellar medium are all examples of current research
elds that would benet from the continuing development of such techniques.
In Chapter 3 the potential experimental set-ups for each of the motion manipulation techniques discussed in Section 4.2 were described in detail, along with
the set-up for the CP-FTMW (COMPACT) spectrometer.

Assignment of the

high-resolution broadband spectrum obtained for 4-aminobenzonitrile (4-ABN) in
Chapter 4 allowed for the determination of its molecular structure. Analysis of the

131

132

data obtained conrmed a non-planar structure with two non-zero dipole moment
components. Reliable assignment of the rotational spectrum also produced accurate eld free rotational energy levels, which were extracted from PGOPHER [119].
The energies and dipole moment components were then used to determine the ACStark shifts, and later DC-Stark shifts, of 4-ABN's rotational energy levels with
increasing electric eld strength. The calculated AC-Stark shifts were then used
in simulations that determined the feasibility of extending microwave focusing
and deceleration experiments to 4-ABN. Simulations showed that such techniques
would require a pre-decelerated packet (vz

≤ 50 m/s) of 4-ABN molecules in order

to observe any focusing or decelerating eect of the microwave elds on the packet.
The calculated DC-Stark shifts were also used in simulations, this time to investigate the possible application of the Stark decelerator to a specic (JKa Kc

= JJ0 )

rotational state of 4-ABN. Although simulations produced promising results in
the form of longitudinal bunching, the total number of molecules that successfully
travel the length of the Stark decelerator was limited. Practical application of the
Stark decelerator to 4-ABN would therefore require some method that can increase
population in the rotational state of interest.
Other potential candidates for such motion manipulation experiments include
4-nitroanisole, 2- and 3-nitrobenzonitrile (NBN) as each, like 4-ABN, display
favourable dipole moment to mass ratios and can be easily seeded into a molecular
beam. Furthermore, neither of these molecules had been previously investigated
using the CP-FTMW spectroscopy technique before this work, which allowed for
unique insight into their respective structural properties and chemistry.

For 4-

nitroanisole (Ch. 5), the structural parameters obtained could be directly compared to the parameters of nitrobenzene and anisole in order to determine the
eect that the bonded substituents have on the phenyl ring. Analysis then conrmed the presence of a "push-pull" eect in 4-nitroanisole.

In addition to the

spectroscopic analysis, experiments using tailored microwave pulses to transfer
population between the rotational states of 4-nitroanisole were carried out. Double resonance pulse schemes were designed to transfer population as well as observe
the eect this change in population had on a transition's intensity. The measured
changes in intensity conrmed the successful transfer of population between rotational states, which is particularly promising when considering the need for well
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populated rotational states for most forms of focusing, decelerating, and/or trapping experiments.
In Chapter 6, both 2-NBN and 3-NBN were the focus of a solely spectroscopic
investigation. The experimental structures were compared with one another, as
well as the calculated structure of 4-NBN. This study highlighted the structural
changes to the substituents, a nitro (NO2 ) and a nitrile (CN) group, brought about
by changing their respective positions on the phenyl ring.

A steric interaction

between the nitro and nitrile group of 2-NBN encouraged changes in the structural
parameters of each substituent. The observed dierences were rationalized as being
comparable to changes in the electronegativity of the benzonitrile moiety when
moving from the

meta

to the

ortho

conguration.

Generally, CP-FTMW spectroscopy has allowed for a much more detailed understanding of the structural properties and rotational energy level structure of
the molecules under investigation.

Simulations have shown that the rotational

energy level structure for a polar molecule of interest obtained via CP-FTMW
spectroscopy can be utilised to determine the feasibility for the application of microwave or Stark deceleration techniques.

The more information learned about

such systems increases their viability as candidates in future motion manipulation
experiments.

Further work could include the practical development of alterna-

tive experimental set-ups that would be applicable to the molecules investigated
throughout this thesis.

The combination of a buer-gas cell, used to produce

an eusive beam of 4-ABN molecules with longitudinal velocities below 100 m/s,
and a high-quality cylindrically symmetric microwave resonator would be ideal for
testing the eectiveness of decelerating AC-elds on more complex systems.

In

addition, to conrm the feasibility of using the Stark decelerator with large polyatomic molecules, boosting the population of a

JJ0

rotational state with tailored

microwave pulses before Stark deceleration would also prove interesting. Such experimental set-ups would help to open up the ultra-cold temperature regime to a
large variety of polyatomic asymmetric-top molecules.
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Appendix
Hazardous substances according to the Global Harmonised System (GHS) within
the EU:

Hazard

Precautionary

statement(s)

statement(s)

Ammonia

221-280-

210-280-304+340+310-

(NH3 )

314-331-410

305+351+338-377-403

Substance

4-Aminobenzonitrile

305+351+338

4-Nitroanisole

R52/53

(C6 H4 OCH3 NO2 )

S61

2-Nitrobenzonitrile

301+310-

301-319

(C6 H4 NH2 CN)

Pictogram

···

302-332

···

302+312+332

280

228-315-

210-261-305

319-332-335

+351+338

···

···

225

210

···

(C6 H4 NO2 CN)
3-Nitrobenzonitrile
(C6 H4 NO2 CN)
DCM

Pyrromethene 597

Ethanol
(C2 H5 OH)
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